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Stations Dig Out From Floyd
by Randy J. Stine

NEWS
V The NRSC tries to clarify the
IBOC process, while proponents
hedge their bets.
See Page 3
Digital radio takes astep forward
down under.
See Page 5

GREENVILLE, N.C. Weeks after it
struck, employees at radio stations in the
path of Hurricane Floyd were still repairing damage done by one of North
Carolina's worst natural disasters.
Floyd drilled the coastline of North
Carolina in mid- September. Flooding

both serving the Greenville area. "When
you literally have lives hanging in the balance from the information you can provide,
the responsibility is staggering."
Hinton said the two stations were off
the air for nearly 36 hours at the storm's
onset because of power outages. Several
million North Carolinians were without
power for atime.

See FLOYD, page 12

Court Rules
Against CCA

ENGINEERING
V The inventors of the
Crossed-Field AM antenna
answer RW's engineering
questions.
See Page 20

by Randy J. Stine

V James G. Withers explains the
concept of the screen.
See Pag
e

17

GM JOURNAL
✓ The second half of 1999 has
seen some mega media mergers —
and it's not over yet.
See Pag
e

29

used cell phones to feed reports from
shelters, Red Cross headquarters and the
National Guard.
When WCZI lost its STL and power
on the day of the storm, the station's
engineering staff showed ingenuity.
Chief Engineer Gene Brown went to
the transmitter location, about 25 miles
from the studios, and straight- wired a
VCR to the transmitter to enable the

WOOW's transmitter building was submerged by floodwaters.
was the major cause of damage to homes
and businesses.
"Until you have actually been through
an emergency situation like that, you can't
imagine what it's like," said Henry Hinton,
president of New East Communications
Inc., which owns WCZI(FM) in
Washington and WGPM(FM) in Farmville,

"Everyone was listening to us on battery-operated radios for updates from the
Federal Emergency Management Agency,"
Hinton said. "Once we were back on the
air we went the next five days straight,
simulcasting nothing but emergency information on both stations."
Hinton said the station's reporters

FAIRBURN, Ga. A bankruptcy
court in Atlanta has dismissed CCA
Electronics Inc. from its Chapter 11
bankruptcy claim.
The move means CCA's primary
secured creditor, Summit National
Bank, could begin foreclosure proceedings against the transmitter maker.
According to court documents.
Summit National Bank was owed
more than $326,000 when CCA filed
for Chapter 11 protection in October
1998 (
RW, Jan. 20).
See CCA, page 8

✓ A round- up of news
in the world of Internet
radio.
See Pap 36

STUDIO SESSIONS
✓ Ty Ford on
mini Neumanns,
Al Peterson on
gullibility
and
Ken R. on the
amazing career of
Rusty Humphries.
In this issue.
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FCC: Political
Ads Longer
WASHINGTON In an action that
affects the 2000 election season, the
FCC has decided that federal candidates must be allowed to buy non-standard- length spots or programs ( longer
than the standard 30 or 60 seconds) on
stations. The decision reverses an earlier ruling. The commission said stations
must evaluate each candidate's request
and sell federal candidates non-standard blocks of time if the request is
"reasonable." The FCC noted that the

Supreme Court decision in 1981 on this
topic stated " to justify a negative
response, broadcasters must cite arealistic danger of substantial program disruption — perhaps caused by insufficient notice to allow adjustments in the
schedule — or of an excessive number
of equal time requests."

Klotz to
Go Public
MUNICH, Germany Digital audio
control systems manufacturer Klotz
Digital Audio Communications GmbH

has changed its name to Klotz Digital AG,
the first step in its plan to go public next
year. The AG designation stands for
Aktiengesellschaft and refers to pre-IPO
status in Germany. Klotz Digital AG plans
to be listed on the public stock exchange
the "Neuer Markt," which is Germany's
high-tech oriented stock exchange, during
the first quarter of 2000.
"Due to the vast success that Klotz
Digital AG has experienced over the past
two years, this is alogical next step for
us," said President Thomas Klotz. "The
AG designation will further propel our
growth in the United States and abroad."
In the spring of 1998, the company
opened its American operation in Atlanta.

From

More Time for
AM Comments
WASHINGTON The deadline to file
public comments at the FCC has been
extended in the proceeding to reduce the
requirements for stations that use AM
directional antennas (
RW, June 9). One
of the main proposals in the proceeding
See NEVVSWATCH, page 3
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NRSC Struggles With Test Pact What DAB
NRSC Tries to Nail Down Data Submission
While Talks Ignite Over Next Step
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON The three proponents
developing technology for in- band, onchannel digital audio broadcasting were
struggling to reach agreement earlier
this month on planning further tests
geared toward head- to- head system
comparisons.
If comparison testing is the next step
in the process to select a single IBOC
standard in the U.S., and the preliminary decisions are made now, the second phase of testing could occur in the
first or second quarter of next year.
In an attempt to clarify the process,
the staff of the DAB Subcommittee of
the NRSC hoped to get signed agreements from USA Digital Radio, Lucent
Digital Radio and Digital Radio
Express before the Oct. 7 meeting,
stating essentially two things: that each
proponent intended to submit test data
by Dec. 15, and each would participate
in planning afuture round of tests.
But in what several participants called
acontentious meeting, it became clear
that stumbling blocks remain before there
can be agreement.
Test data submissions
Adding to the disagreements on these
issues that have been debated for months
was that LDR issued apress release lauding its agreement with the NRSC before
the rest of the committee had declared
the issue settled.
What is at issue for the proponents is
how to treat the test data gathered in the
lab and field trials for the so-called
"Phase One," versus the data gathered in
common testing later.
USADR does not believe the information gathered in the initial lab and field
trials should be discounted. Lucent does.
"We think Phase One data could be
helpful in determining what to do with
Phase Two ... and could help determine if IBOC is aviable service," said
USADR Director of Engineering
Glynn Walden.
• :\

U: W

USADR also believes the NRSC needs
to make clear that compliance with the first
round of tests and submitting data by the
Dec. 15 should be mandated before acompany can participate in the next set of tests.

DIGITAL

Lucent Digital Radio agreed to submit
data by Dec. 15, but said that agreement
was "not an unconditional commitment"
according to LDR President and Chief
Executive Officer Suren Pai. "We will
hold to the commitment if other people
hold up theirs. We want to make sure that
everyone has agreed to Phase Two."
LDR believes the Phase One tests
should be considered "preliminary" and
not count toward the second round of
tests. LDR is not convinced that comparing each system to analog will provide reliable answers to whether IBOC
will work. Pai said, "The NRSC has recognized that there have been shortcomings in the currently defined process."
Despite the disagreements, several
committee members are cautiously optimistic there will soon be aresolution.
"(Common testing) is the natural next
step in the process," said NRSC DAB
Subcommittee Chairman Milford Smith.
Part of the reason the NRSC is trying to reach the current agreement
with proponents is to make sure each
will submit its Phase One lab and field
test data for NRSC in December for
evaluations.
This spring, the NRSC thought the
proponents were in agreement about
submitting data in December. But later,
Lucent Digital Radio said its participation was conditional on some sort of
agreement on common testing ( RW.
Aug. 4).

S NN•

NEWSVVATCH, continued from page 2

would allow AMs to use updated technology to speed time and reduce costs
to perform performance verifications of
AM directional antenna systems. NAB
and other broadcasters sought the comment extension to prepare technical
studies. Comments are due Nov. 9
(MMB Docket 93-177).

Print Asks FCC
To Drop Ban
WASHINGTON The Newspaper
Association of America has asked the
FCC to suspend the rule that prohibits
ownership of abroadcast station and a
daily newspaper in the same locale. In its
petition, the association asked the FCC to
cease enforcing that regulation or imple-

s
e,
BROADCAST

T ('

II •

ment awaiver policy until the rule can be
repealed — as the association contends
recent relaxation of broadcast rules have
put newspaper owners at adisadvantage.
Early in August, the FCC relaxed ownership rules on broadcasters owning two TV
stations in the same market as well as the
cross-ownership rules between television
and radio.
Senate Commerce Committee
Chairman John McCain ( R-Ariz.) has
introduced legislation that would eliminate the newspaper/broadcast ownership ban and raises the limit on TV's
network audience reach from 35 percent to 50 percent.
"Nobody is less sympathetic than I
am to the fact that broadcasters, unlike
other users of the public's spectrum,
pay nothing for the privilege," McCain
said. "But subjecting them to counterproductive rules isn't a substitute for
lost spectrum revenues."

At that time, the other two proponents
and other committee members agreed in
principle that direct system comparisons
were necessary to eventually get to asingle IBOC standard, but they believed
they needed to focus their efforts on the
first phase of testing in which IBOC systems would be compared to analog.
Lucent was pushing for direct system
comparison instead of comparing each
system to analog, saying that would
expedite the process.
When the DAB subcommittee was reformed in January 1998, the proponents
rejected common testing. At that time,
Lucent and USADR were still working
together in ajoint development agreement and both of them, plus DRE, were
on different cycles in their technology
development.
Even if there is an agreement
between the NRSC and the proponents
on some second phase of testing, several more discussions need to take place
among the group in order to decide
what the next round of testing would
be. If that included comparison testing,
details to be worked out would include
lab and station ( or stations) to use and
what criteria to test for. Committee
members were hopeful the FCC's
Notice of Proposed Rule Making on
IBOC, expected to be made public by
the end of October, would help clarify
test criteria.

Offers
Consumers
by Leslie Stimson
NEW YORK Sometimes, amid the
promotion of technical developments
in digital radio and the debate over
how to bring systems to market,
broadcasters and researchers forget to
ask afundamental question:
When radio does begin transmitting
in digital, what will spur listeners to
use the medium and purchase new
receivers? Will a better signal alone
make adifference?
Consumers and the radio rank-andfile have not lost sight of these larger
issues. That was apparent from questions asked during asession during the
107th Audio Engineering Society convention.
The 'same old stuff'?
Attendees asked about the viability
of the developing DAB systems,
whether in-band, on-channel can compete with satellite, and whether some
other, undeveloped technology might
See DIGITAL page 14

WHAT COMES
AFTER DIGITAL?
In the beginning, there were stone axes.
Then came fire, the wheel, and the steam
engine. Then came analog audio and then
digital audio. What comes next?
Certainly the stone wheel must have looked
to the caveman to be the greatest discovery
that ever could be. And to the simple farmer of
the 1800's, the steam engine was the most
modern contrivance that his mind could
imagine. But neither was aterminal technology.
Both have been replaced as time marches on.
Digital audio is also not a terminal
technology. It is simply where we are now.
Want to know what comes after digital? Call
(724) 772-2310 and ask for our white paper
"Artificial Intelligence, It's What Comes After
Digital". While you're at it, you could also ask
for a no-obligation, 10-day demo of COBALT
BLIJETm,
the world's first Neural Network
audio processor.

COMMUNICATIONS
221 Commerce Park Drive,
Cranberry Township, PA 16066-6403
(724) 772-2310 Voice (724) 772-4770 FAX
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Hams Broadcast HQ Is aHit
"It looks like this company plans to be
around for awhile."
That was the assessment from one
broadcaster after touring the new Harris
Corp. Broadcast Communications
Headquarters in Deerfield Township,
Ohio, northeast of Cincinnati.
Company officials cut the ribbon at the
165,000- square- foot facility in late
September. Customers got an early look
during Harris Expo ' 99, two days later.
The Expo was an impressive regional
show, attracting 70 or so vendors and
several hundred attendees.
Dave Burns and the rest of the Harris
staff put on a fine show. Ialso enjoyed
seeing 50 engineers from Cumulus
Media, who were in the area for their
first-ever group engineering conference
the next day.
Iasked Terry Baun, director of engineering for Cumulus, why he brought the group.
"I felt that the Harris venue provided a
great opportunity for our engineers to meet
with many of the vendors they work with

Geoff Mendenhall and Paul Mizwicki
in the RF Signal Processing Lab
all the time — because of our Harris exclusive purchasing agreement — in asetting
that was more relaxed and cost-effective
than the fall NAB Radio Show," he said.
"We then held a full day of company
meetings on Saturday, topped off with a
big dinner hosted by Bill Bungeroth, the
president of Cumulus Broadcasting, who

traveled to Cincinnati to be present with
all the engineers."
But the undoubted star of the Expo was
the facility, which includes three broadcast

From the Editor

Harris can learn from its work in digital
TV, for example, and apply the lessons
to digital radio. Engineers working from
a common base can develop standard-

Paul J. McLane

Joe Robertson of the Ohio Dept. of Development, second from left, joins
Harris Corp. President/C00 Van Cullens, Broadcast Communication Division
President Bruce Allan and Harris Chairman/CEO Phil Farmer at ribbon-cutting.
business units that had been spread over
four states: radio, television and systems.
The facility includes the Harris Advanced
Digital Engineering Center.
The administration/engineering center
has sophisticated labs for technical development, including demo areas for HDTV
and digital radio research. That area
includes management, sales and marketing.
The industrial building, connected to
the first, has ahigh-power transmitter test
lab, warehouse, shipping and support.
and an assembly area for staging broadcast systems projects and news and production trucks. Transmitter manufacturing remains in Quincy, Ill.
Itook a tour with Jim Woods, vice
president for radio systems, and Geoff
Mendenhall. VP of advanced product
development and recent winner of the
NAB's coveted Radio Engineering
Achievement Award.
Several themes became apparent during our visit to the product "war rooms,"
sales offices and shielded labs (shielded
because AM station WLW is nearby).
The benefits of digital technology and
research apply across media. This is a
fundamental of Mendenhall ' sstrategy.
By bringing these units under one roof.

ized architectures, such as IP control,
that will be useful in radio as well as TV
and other products.
Second, Harris plans to keep growing.
There are 200 employees in the headquarters, and Isaw a tot of room for

quiet, player in the development of digital radio. Woods again called on the proponents to form an alliance to make inband, on-channel digital radio happen.
"We have a window of opportunity,"
he told me. "The competition in radio
isn't among the 1BOCs, it's with satellite
radio. If we let satellite define our service, radio will be playing catch-up."
Last, Harris simply must come up with
some cool names for the two buildings at
their new home. Iwas surprised to find
they did not have names yet.
How about the Marconi and de Forest
Buildings? Or the Gates and Ridge

Vendors gather in the new Harris lobby before the Expo.
more. Expect Harris to add to its acquisitions of PR&E, Intraplex, Northeast
Broadcast Labs and French DAB/DVB
manufacturer ITIS.
Third, Harris plans to be acentral, if

Buildings?
What should Harris name those buildings? Send your suggestions to me at
pmclane@imaspub.com and I'll share
them with Harris.

"It's almost like standing
in front of the transmitter.'"
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ing to make some arrangements with one
of the TV networks to address that."
According to Colin Knowles, head of
technology strategy and development for
the ABC, all radio broadcasters, be they
public or commercial, will have to face
the same issues when making the digital
transition — the biggest of which is public acceptance.
"All of us are trying to decide what it is
we are going to deliver to our stakeholders
and our audience through digital radio,"
said Knowles. " Setting aside whatever
standards you use, you have the same
sorts of issues. We all need to know
whether just quality is going to be enough
to make people buy new receivers."
Knowles said that, because of the initially high costs of DAB receivers, consumers are more likely to embrace the
new technology if it is significantly different and more exciting than analog radio.
"Data is a big question mark. It
depends on when digital radio takes off
as aproduct, it depends on what is happening on the alternative delivery platforms at the time, and it depends on finding a true business application, one
consumers find attractive that can work
within the limitations of the data delivery
of the vehicle," he said.

DIGITAL NEWS

Australia to Test Eureka- 147
by Phil Sandberg
SYDNEY, Australia Major commercial and governmental radio broadcasters
have joined together to prepare for the
planned introduction of digital radio services in 2001.
Dubbed Digital Radio 2000, the group
is made up of the government- owned
Australian Broadcasting Corp., commercial networks ARN and Austereo, and
Sydney-based AM horse- racing station
2KY. Talkback station 2UE is expected to
join the group also.
Two transmitters
According to 2KY General Manager
and DR2000 Chairman Barrie Unsworth,
the group intends to install two L-band
transmitters in the Sydney metropolitan
area for single-frequency network testing.
"The result we get from two will be
the same we get if we use five," said
Unsworth.
In the test, all the participants will
send signals to 2KY in the western
Sydney suburb of Parramatta, where the
signals will be encoded and fed to the
multiplex for transmission.
"We are very serious about establishing an effective commercial broadcast trial of the Eureka- 147 system in Sydney,"
Unsworth said.
The group will use two Hirschmann
transmitters, one at the 2KY studios with
the second likely to be positioned in the
Sydney central business district. The testing will involve both audio and data services with each consortium member providing one program for the multiplex.
Programming will be sent to the 2KY
facilities via ISDN and then fed into the
encoders before being combined in the
multiplex and sent out via the station's
Hirschmann transmitter.
At the same time, acopy of the multiplexed signal will be sent to the second
transmitter site via a microwave link.
Transmissions will go out in the L-band
at 1.4 GHz.
The experiments will last until the end
of the year 2000.
"In 2001, we will be seeking, in accordance with the Federation of Australian
Radio Broadcasters policy, to enable existing license holders to be allocated access
to digital transmission," said Unsworth.
"We would not necessarily seek to
establish networks with these current FM
music broadcasters. What you will find is
that people with similar programming content will be more likely to come together."

can work toward developing some compelling content so we can launch awhole
lot of new services," said Unsworth."
"We want to carry out demonstrations
to major clients, advertising agencies and
the general public to make them aware of
the technology and what it can offer, as
well as get feedback from those groups
as to what they would like to see done
with the technology. So, it is an exposure
process, as well as alearning process."
Also part of the learning process will be

We want to

innovative and, hopefully, exciting visual
components to accompany the traditional
audio streams.
DeCean said that Austereo aims to use
datacasting to be both informative and
entertaining.
"Apart from that, we will be doing all
the standard set of services, such as artist
details and song title. We will have still
pictures associated with stories during
news services," said DeCean.
"We will be looking to do some work

carry out demos to clients, ad

agencies and the public to make them aware of
the technology and what it can offer.
— Barrie Unsworth

the education of engineering staff about
the potential and limitations of DAB.
According to Des DeCean, head of
engineering for the Austereo Network,
technical staff will need to develop anew
approach toward audio, as well as be
more aware of the number of data-compression processes used as digital audio
signals flow through station equipment.
"It is not impossible for asignal to go
through seven stages of compression and
decompression in its life cycle from the
source to the receiver," said DeCean.

Cleaner environment
"In an FM environment we can only
just get away with that, but certainly in a
cleaner environment we are going to hear
alot more artifacts in the signal. So we
have to be much, much more aware of and
cautious about the number data-processing
sequences we have," said DeCean.
"In fact, with the algorithms that we
use, you can actually get away with more
if you mix around the algorithms rather
than using, say, ( encoding standards)
ISO/MPEG or apt-X all the way through."
It is the visual and data aspects of digital radio, however, that consortium members agree will provide the greatest technical and creative challenges to operators.
What broadcasters eventually choose
to deliver in this area will depend not
only on current and future programming
developments, but the limitations, availability and price of receivers.
Forms of audio
For specialist horse-racing broadcaster
The consortium is also acquiring a
2KY, the approach to data broadcasting will
variety of receivers from Europe so that
simply involve translating existing services
it can demonstrate and experiment with
and information to the DAB format.
different forms of audio.
"We have already adata application up
One aspect of the testing will be
on our Internet site that relates to premobile reception within the Signal
and post- race information," said
Frequency Network.
Unsworth. "We also will be experimentInitial reception tests with a single
ing with adding value for our advertisers
transmitter have yielded surprising results,
according to Unsworth. He believes that a in terms of their products."
"The visual component side is really a
terrestrial cellular network of about five
whole new world and we have to have a
transmitters would be enough to cover the
look at just what we need to do there,"
Sydney metropolitan area.
said DeCean. " Through some of our
According to Unsworth, the group will
work with our Internet services we have
examine both integrated and PC-based
some experience already, but we have to
receivers.
look at developing that to the next level
"The aim is to educate our programmers
where we can provide some interesting,
on the capability of the technology so we

Phil Sandberg is editor of the
Australia/New Zealand Extra edition of
TV Technology, a sister publication of
Radio World. Contact him via e-mail at
philsandberg@bigpond.com

with our football broadcasts where we
will cover goals being kicked and major
events that will happen during a game
while we are broadcasting. We are look-
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Vince Wasilewski Remembered
by Shaun Sheehan

was imagined and satellites even
launched. There was no cable to speak
of and radio was supporting the new
infant — television.

WASHINGTON Deregulation, a battle with tobacco advertisers, longer
license terms and postcard renewals were
some of the issues facing broadcasters
when Vincent Wasilewski ran the NAB.
Wasilewski, NAB president from 1965
to 1982, died Sept. 9 from heart failure.
He was 76.

Those of us

Explosive years
His presidency began with the
immediate post-World War II economic
boom and was completed during the
Reagan revolution. The most explosive

who knew Vince Wasilewski

will never forget his passion for broadcasting.

to describe his own technique "to succeed in Washington, be like an old
shoe." Comfortable, not flashy. That
was Vince Wasilewski's style.
He wasn't the Motion Picture
Studios' famed lobbyist Jack Valenti in
a tailored suit and Hollywood pizzazz.
That is Jack's style and it suits his constituency. Vince and Jack were great
friends. Vince was middle America and
so were most broadcasters of that era.
He reflected his constituency.
Vince Wasilewski was acoal miner's
son. A plain-spoken Midwesterner, a
World War II veteran, the father of six,
a meat and potatoes kind of guy. You
had to like him and everyone did.
Under that plain vanilla exterior, however, was a formidable leader — the
right guy for the job.
DIGITAL NEWS

Radio World asked me to describe
Vince's life and career, especially as it
affected broadcasting. Iran NAB's
Public Affairs Department under Vince
and we were great friends. Vince directly preceded Eddie Fritts, NAB's very
capable leader.
"Those of us who knew Vince
Wasilewski will never forget his passion
for broadcasting, his love of NAB, and
his commitment to public service," said
Fritts. "His unparalleled service to free,
over-the-air radio and television will never be forgotten."
Prior to the NAB presidency, Vince
was acareer executive with the association, first as astaff attorney, then general
counsel and eventually head of government relations — NAB's core function.
He joined NAB in 1949 and retired
in 1982. Thirty-three years in the hot
seat. Thirty-three years of dynamic
growth and change. Think about it. He
started before FM was popular. DARS

years were during the Vietnam era and
Vince was at the helm with broadcast
reporting being criticized from both the
left and right. The entire nation was
angry and broadcasting was deemed a
culprit.
The situation was so contentious that
President Lyndon Johnson, a landslide
winner in 1964. surprised the nation in
late March, 1968 by announcing that he
would not seek re-election. The very
next call his administration placed was
to Vince. The NAB convention was
opening in Chicago and the president, a
broadcaster himself, had decided to
speak to the delegates. Vince was presiding and he asked the legendary
Lowell Thomas to ad lib and stall for
time until the president arrived. That is
what happened and it happened on
Vince's watch. Now that is clout.
Lyndon Baines Johnson was arguably
the best politician ever elected president. He had an expression that he used
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Integral Systems for
CD's Satellite Control
NEW YORK The company building
the satellites for CD Radio's satellitedelivered digital audio service, Loral
Skynet, has awarded Integral Systems a
contract to provide the ground system
to control the CD Radio satellites.
The initial launch is expected this
January, with service beginning later in
2000. Loral Skynet and CD Radio will
operate the three satellites jointly using
the Integral Systems' EPOCH 2000
product line for satellite command and
control. The EPOCH 2000 product line
provides real-time command and control
and off-line orbit analysis and trending
functions.
Integral Systems also will provide
baseband equipment manufactured by
IN-SNEC of France.
Leslie Stimson

Vince Wasilewski in 1981
Vince was raised in Athens, Ill., pronounced, by the way, not like the
ancient capitol of Greece, but rather as
in neighbor or weigh. He was a star
athlete at the high-school level as were
See WASILEWSKI, page 10

db Europe Begins
DAB Field Tests
AMSTERDAM,
Netherlands
Dutch DAB multiplex owner db Europe
is set to begin field experiments in late
autumn aimed at speeding the introduction of digital broadcasting.
The test will include both public and
private non- national stations and will
use Eureka- 147 DAB. Partners in the
test include Deutsche Telekom. ITIS,
Hirschmann, Teracom, Mindport,
Ericsson and Bosch. Organizations representing non- national stations will
establish the test parameters.
db Europe began developing its digital broadcasting services two years ago
and is now also working on a
Webcasting project.
For information from db Europe,
contact Willem Toerink in the
Netherlands at telephone + 31-6-54686259, fax + 31-20-6477-448 or e-mail
w.toerink@inter.nl.net

CBS' Masiello
Moves to XM

Spain to Bid on
Digital Licenses

WASHINGTON
CBS Radio
Networks engineering executive Tony
Masiello has joined XM Satellite Radio
as vice president of broadcast operations.
Masiello will oversee the build-out of
XM's studios for 100 channels of satellite-delivered digital audio broadcasting.
"During his I2-year tenure at CBS,
Tony was responsible for, among other
things, bringing the radio networks'
broadcast operations into the digital
age," said Jack Wormington, XM's
senior vice president of technology.
At CBS, Maseillo most recently
had overall technical responsibility
for network, designed and implemented the conversion of its broadcast
center from analog to digital, and
designed and implemented CBS' new
control center.
XM has also opened aDetroit office,
like its competitor CD Radio, to facilitate
alliances with automotive manufacturers.
General Motors has signed an exclusive
agreement with XM to equip its new cars
and trucks with AM/FM/XM receivers
starting in late 2001.

MADRID, Spain The Spanish government has approved an agreement to
allocate national digital radio licenses
via public bids.
The national licenses would be capable of providing selected provincial
coverage, up to 30 percent of daily airtime or 25 percent of weekly airtime.
Interested parties must submit bids
for frequencies before Oct. 29. and the
government plans to make the allocations by Jan. 31, 2000.
The plan will unfold in four phases,
the first of which will last 18 months
with the goal of achieving acoverage
of at least 50 percent of the designated
territory.
The other phases will begin by
June 30, 2000; June 30, 2001 and
June 30. 2006. The frequencies to be
allocated are in four blocks: 195 MHz
to 216 MHz for provincial and island
areas; 216 MHz to 223 MHz for
national coverage and autonomous
regions; and 1,452 MHz to 1,467.5
MHz and 1,467.5 MHz to 1,492 MHz
for local transmission.

— Leslie Stimson

— John E Mason
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New Contacts at the
NAB Career Fair
by Paul Kaminski
ORLANDO, Fla. Career fairs are
good places to network, either for immediate payoff with a new job or for
advancement later in acareer.
Visitors to The NAB Radio Show's 5th
annual Career Fair had ample opportunity to make new contacts and expand their
employment horizons.
The event, sponsored by Media
Staffing Network, was designed to connect employers and employees for aday
of networking and information gathering.
Dwight Ellis, NAB Human Resource
Development Department vice president,
said there was a good mix among this
year's participants.
"The people we saw have more
experience, at least two or more years
in the business," Ellis said. " In past
years, we've seen more students; the
mix this year seems to include persons
from Florida radio markets and others

"While the numbers ( of fairgoers)
might be small, they will get the word
out through their contacts," he said.
"Radio is a viable industry looking for
good people. We hope they'll take that
message back with them."
Organizations participating in the
career fair, in addition to Media Staffing
Networks, included Associated Press
Broadcast Services, Harris Corp..
National Public Radio, WZZS Heartland
Broadcasting, Cox Radio, the Oregon
Association of Broadcasters and the
AAMI Broadcast School.

NA3s Dwight ElIts ¿ third from left) offers advice to ajob seeker.

The people
we saw have more
experience, at least
two or more years in
the business.
— Dwight Ellis

around the country. They're interested
in management positions as well as talent positions."
He said traditional engineering or DJ
skills wouldn't be enough for those who
hoped to work in the, radio industry in the
new millennium, and that job seekers
need anew attitude.
Members from NAB's Human
Resources Development department were
on hand to provide career counseling for
the attendees.
One mission for the department is to
expand diversity in the radio industry.
Ellis said he was encouraged by this
year's turnout.
"We've seen a more diverse mix of
backgrounds in this year's group of fairgoers," he said. "It's amore multi-cultural group, with increased AfricanAmerican and Hispanic representation."
Ellis said the effect of the career fair
would reach well beyond the Orange
County Convention Center.
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DIGITAL NEWS

IBOC DAB
Who's
Working With Whom
by Leslie Stimson
The developers of in-band, on-channel
digital audio broadcasting technology
are working with a variety of manufacturers and investors to develop their systems. In recent months, two of the proponents have made a number of these
relationships public.
Here's how the list stacks up so far:
USADR
USA Digital Radio's efforts include
du\ clopment agreements with otiNide

&imago

eîe23
SBS

*CBS
ARNAAARAACIANA.

O CHASE

C(D)
RADIO INC

Among the more recent deals, USADR
welcomed Continental Electronics Corp.,
to its coalition with the announcement at
The NAB Radio Show that the companies
have an agreement to develop and market
transmission equipment.
"CEC already uses the same chip platform and advanced FM modulation techniques in its FM exciter that USADR
uses in its IBOC system," said Dan
Dickey, CEC vice president, engineering.
USADR and Shively Labs have broadened their previous combiner developer
agreement. They will work together to
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Promoting Their Partners: USA Digital Radio ...
parties including Andrew Passive Power
Products, Fraunhofer Institut, BittWare
Research
Systems,
Broadcast
Electronics, Continental Electronics
Corp., Energy-Onix, Kenwood Corp.,
Nautel Limited, Orban, QE! Corp.,
Shively Labs, Texas Instruments, Telos
Systems/Cutting Edge and Xetron Corp.

develop and market advanced filter and
RF technologies.
Owners of USA Digital Radio include:
ABC; CBS; AMFM, formerly Chancellor
Media.; Chase Capital Partners; Citadel
Communications;
Clear Channel
Communications; Cox Radio; Cumulus
Media;
Emmis Communications;
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... and Lucent Digital Radio
Entercom Communications; Gannett;
Hispanic Broadcasting; Radio One; and
Sinclair Broadcast Group.
Lucent Digital Radio
Lucent Digital Radio's agreements
with equipment manufacturers include
Armstrong Transmitter, Broadcast
Electronics, Electronics Research Inc.,
Nautel, Orban, QEI, Harman Kardon,
Recoton Corp. and Telos Systems.
LDR has used an Armstrong transmitter at test station WBJB-FM, Lincroft,
N.J. "Together, we have demonstrated a
successful series of over-the-air tests of
our IBOC system," said Suren Pai, president and chief executive officer of
Lucent Digital Radio.
Sinan Mimaroglu, president of
Armstrong Transmitter, said, "Armstrong
is firmly committed to IBOC. Our product line is solidly focused on digital
transmission."
LDR also announced receiver agreements with Harmon Kardon and Recoton
Corp. at The NAB Radio Show.
Pai said digital radio receivers will
have larger liquid crystal display panels
than today's receivers, and will enable
consumers to receive data that is carried
over an FM or AM radio station's signal
at rates up to 100 kilobits per second,
faster than the rates currently available to
mobile Internet users.
LDR is a ventured owned by Lucent
Technologies and Pequot Capital
Management, Inc.

MediaTouch
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Digital Radio Express
IBOC proponent Digital Radio
Express has a development agreement
with S.T. Microelectronics to develop an
integrated circuit for receivers.

CCA Loses
Court
Protection
CCA, continued from page 1

"CCA no longer has the protection
of the United States Bankruptcy
Code. Summit National will most
likely take the necessary steps it needs
in state court to repossess or take control of any properties CCA has," said
U.S. Department of Justice Attorney
Leroy Culton.
As for CCA's 155 unsecured creditors, Culton said it was unlikely any
would see the money owed them in
this case. Radio World is among the
unsecured creditors.
Covering the claims
"It's believed there wouldn't be
sufficient funds upon liquidation of
CCA to even cover the claims of
Summit National Bank," Culton said.
A year ago, CCA officials estimated company assets to be worth $ 1.1
million while liabilities totaled nearly
$2.5 million.
Summit National Bank Vice
President Ling Chang refused to comment on whether the bank had begun
the process of foreclosure.
But according to court papers
filed with the bankruptcy court on
Sept. 20 by the bank's lawyers,
the bank requested that the court
"grant relief from the automatic
stay so that ( Summit) may pursue
its rights and remedies of foreclosure and collection pursuant to
state law."
Calls to CCA and its legal representatives were not returned.

Moving?...
Don't leave us!
Send us by mail, fax, or e-mail your future
address, along with your current one ( with the
date when your new address goes into effect)
to: Circulation, RWI,
PO Box 1214
Falls Church,VA 22041
or by
fax at: + 1-703-998-2966
e-mail: rwcirc@imaspub.com

There's nothing quite like a remote. Demanding,
unpredictable, and always a challenge. There's no time
to worry about whether your equipment will deliver.
Ncw the ZephyrExpress makes the job a lot easier.

Zephyr has become the industry standard by
being the first to bring MP3 codec technology together
with ISDN communications. In fact, thousands
of broadcasters around
the world rely on Zephyr
every day to manage
their most critical audio
feeds. And now, the ZephyrExpress allows you to take
the Zephyr's advanced technology on the road without
missing a beat.

It's so easy to send live audio from the field.
The ZephyrExpress combines a stereo ISDN codec
with a full-featured audio mixer in one compact, sturdy
chassis. No need to pack up and haul around all the
mixers, preamps, limiters, etc. to your remote site.
Those days are gone. And the user-friendly interface
simplifies the job for both the novice and seasoned pro.

Across town or across the globe, your next
remote broadcast could be the easiest ever. Don't
just send the signal home. " Zephyr" it home—with
ZephyrExpress. It's clearly the best way to hear
f-om thereTM
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Wasilewski Ran NAB For 17 Years
radio and television. They never told
the broadcasters, their core ally. The
head of NAB in those days was former
Florida governor Leroy Collins, who

WASILEWSKI, continued from page 6

several of Athens' Wasilewski relatives.
Very few from his background had the
opportunity to attend college. It was the
Great Depression.
He started at the University of
Illinois but his undergraduate days
were interrupted by WWII. the big one.
He flew the hump over Burma in a B29 and earned the Distinguished Flying
Cross. He returned to Illinois where he
earned his undergraduate and law
degrees. He ranked first in his class.
His law school dean recommended him
to Judge Justin Miller, the then- NAB
president. He had amidnight interview
at Chicago's Midway airport in 1949
by an NAB executive flying crosscountry. There were no direct non- stops
in those days. He was hired on the spot.
His career was launched.
Early achievements included arguing
before aColorado Supreme Court judge
as to why cameras should be allowed in a
courtroom. Unbeknownst to the judge.
Vince and his esteemed co-counsel Dick
Schmidt had secretly had a camera
installed and once apprised, the judge
had to admit its unobtrusive nature.
Vince headed NAB's government
relations when the tobacco industry cut
a deal which would have the net effect
of discontinuing tobacco advertising on

Vince Wasilewski ( left) With Shaun Sheehan in 1980
many thought saw the NAB job as a
stepping stone to higher national office.
Gov. Collins decided to give aspeech
at an NAB regional meeting in Portland,
Ore., siding with the anti- advertising
folks. Vince tried to talk him out of it.
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speech in honor of Bert. The governor
went ahead and the rest is history.
There were successes — significant
successes; here are afew. Radio deregulation. All the deregulatory initiatives
achieved by broadcasters over the past
20 years stem from this campaign.
Many reading this may not even know
about the FCC's ascertainment requirements. Broadcasters had to call on community leaders and elected officials and

United States. Vince responded that if
the feds hadn't charged Jane Fonda during Vietnam, he doubted that the government would be coming after him.
The goofy 9 kHz spacing proposal
was roundly rejected and has long been
buried.
License terms were extended while
Vince ran NAB. It used to be three years
per term. Under his leadership, it went up
to seven years for radio and five years for
TV. The momentum for further relief
began then.
Postcard renewals were achieved during Vince's tenure. Cross-ownership of
AM and FM combos and UHF- TV
occurred during Vince's presidency.
Although it is aTV matter, cable had a
heck of atime with all kinds of hurdles
tossed its way in those days.
Dan Rather had his famous exchange
with President Richard Nixon, each trading barbs at an NAB convention in
Houston with Vince presiding.
Once, Vince was with CBS' Walter
Cronkite, who was preparing for an
interview with President Ronald
Reagan. Vince asked him to ask the
president if he remembered his Uncle
John. President Reagan said " of
course, the most famous of the basketball- playing Wasilewskis. He was the
model for the Illinois State High
School trophy, famous for his onehand shot." Uncle John Wasilewski is
still on the Illinois trophy.
Rep. Torbet McDonald ( D-Mass.), the
late President John Kennedy's roommate at

Auternetit

Vince Wasilewski

Help
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Just before the speech, abroadcaster and
former bandleader Bert Lown, who had
written "Bye Bye Blues," died suddenly
at the meeting. Vince tried to cancel the

was a coal miner's son,

Washington power broker and family man.
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create adocumented file to prove to the
FCC that they were serving their communities of license. That was " Big
Brother" to the nth degree.
You also had to document that you
were within the FCC's proscribed commercial time limitations. You had to
prove that you aired aratio of non-entertainment programming — news, public
affairs and so to your other programming. You even had to ship your logs to
the FCC where they mildewed unread in
some warehouse. Vince gave aspeech in
New Orleans stating that all of this, in
this day and age, was ridiculous.
Two weeks later, FCC Commissioner
Tyrone Brown, speaking in San Diego,
responded that he agreed. Broadcast
deregulation was launched. It started with
radio and spread to TV. The rest is history.
During President Jimmy Carter's
administration. the FCC tried to squeeze
the separation between AM stations
from 10 kHz to 9kHz. NAB raised holy
hell. Vince lobbied against this social
engineering concept at an international
radio conference in South America. FCC
Chairman Charles Ferris opined that
perhaps Vince should be charged with
violating the Logan Act, which sent all
of us to the legal types to find out what
that meant. Evidently, it is against the
law for a private concern to lobby
abroad against the national policy of the

Harvard, chaired the forerunner to the
House Telecommunications Subcommittee.
He was an ornery cuss. Vince was among
the handful of Washington power brokers
that he was willing to talk to. Sen. John
Pastore ( D-R.I.), chairman of the Senate
Commerce Committee, was another close
friend. Former FCC Chairman Bob Lee
and Commissioner Bob Wells were dear
friends of Vince.
A family man, Vince left six grown
children, all successful in their own
right, and many grandchildren. He once
said to me regarding his long tenure at
NAB and all the friends he made, "You
know, Shaun, Icould get in acar today
and drive from the East Coast to the
West Coast and never be along-distance
call away from abroadcaster who Ihave
worked with and is now afriend."
That was Vince Wasilewski.
Editor's note: Wasilewski 'sfirst wife,
Patricia, died in 1989. He is survived
by his wife Marjorie, his children, two
brothers, three sisters and 11 grandchildren.
A scholarship in Vince Wasilewski 's
name is given annually to communications graduate students by the
Broadcasters Education Association.
Shaun Sheehan is now vice president,
Washington, Tribune Broadcasting
Company. He worked at NAB from 1978
to 1986.
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Floyd Hits Stations
format station's transmitter site was
simulcast WITN-TV.
underwater for several days.
The radio station had worked out an
"We lost everything in the transmitter
agreement to simulcast the TV programbuilding," said M'Bulu Rouse, operations
ming ahead of time.. The VCR picked up
manager. The station's Collins 20 V2
the off-air audio of the TV station.
transmitter was among the casualties.
"I took apair of rabbit ears and hooked
Rouse said the site, about ahalf mile
them to the VCR at the transmitter so I from the studios, is in the flood plain of the
could get some good audio out of it, tuned it
Tar River.
FLOYD, continued from page 1

station to

tion also lost aCBS 4000 Volumax limiter and aBurk remote control.
Rouse said the station did not have
flood insurance. She hoped to find aused
transmitter to resume broadcasting later
this fall.
News/talk WPTF(AM) Raleigh began
coverage two days before Floyd hit, with
weather and evacuation information.
"The emphasis of our coverage was
what people should do to stay safe," said
Don Curtis, president and owner of
Curtis Broadcasting. The broadcast group
operates 16 stations in the state.
"The hurricane was not as significant
as the flooding that followed. We were
still saturated from Hurricane Dennis
when Floyd hit," Curtis said.
Curtis said two of his stations suffered
damage. The transmitter sites for
WFMC(AM) Goldsboro and WKTC(FM)
Rocky Mount flooded.
"We lost both transmitters and most of
the other equipment there," Curtis said. "It
will actually take four to six weeks for
everything to adequately dry to determine

October 27, 1999

"They're calling it the 500-year flood,
and after what I've seen, Ihope they're
right, because Idon't want to go through
this again," said Paul Matthews, vice president of engineering for Curtis Broadcasting.
When Matthews finally got a look at
the flooded buildings, his heart sank.
"It was pretty devastating to look at this
expensive equipment mined. Stuff you've
spent hours fine-tuning totally wrecked.
Everything covered with dirt and mud.
When you open the front of the transmitter
and water runs out, man, that's bad,"
Matthews said.
Matthews said the radio stations have
faced additional obstacles from county
inspectors. Before any work could be
done in the buildings, inspectors needed
interior walls tom out to look at the wiring
before electrical service could be restored.
Matthews said he had aused Harris FM
20H3 ordered for WKTC and anew Harris
AM transmitter for WFMC on its way.
Audio products manufacturer
Crown International came to the rescue
of WPNC-FM in Plymouth after the

Chris VValdrup, Dan Berman and David Perkins float into the RF site at WKTC(FM).
to the channel, then took the line audio feed
out of the VCR and connected it right to the
Orban 8100 audio processor," Brown said.
The news was not so good for
WOOW(AM) in Greenville. The urban

"It was aweek before we actually got
back into the building to look around."
Eugene Underwood, station engineer,
said everything inside the building was
black with dirt. Underwood said the sta-

Visit Radio World
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and more!
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Paul Matthews points to the water line on the Harris FM 20K transmitter. The
exciter is visible 12 inches below the water line.
whether anything will be salvageable."
The stations had no flood insurance.
Curtis borrowed a IkW Harris FM
transmitter to put WKTC back on the air
within several days. WFMC was still offair 10 days after the storm hit.
WKTC lost a Harris FM 20K and a
McMartin auxiliary transmitter, along
with a Burk remote control, Moseley
STL receiver and two Harris FM exciters.
WFMC's Harris MW1A transmitter and
Gates auxiliary transmitter were destroyed.
Scheid Blows Through Floyd
Correspondent Tim Scheld covered Hurricane Floyd for ABC
Radio News.
His week began in Florida and
ended in North Carolina. Here is a
look at his itinerary:
Monday, Sept. 13: Leaves home in
New Jersey and flies from New York
City to Daytona Beach, Fla.

station's Crown K2 power amplifier
lost its power supply.
"We were having these power surges
now and then since Hurricane Dennis
hit," said Bill Benjamin, station owner.
"Then two days before Floyd we had a
surge and we lost the 2kW power supply
for the amp."
With his station knocked off the air,
Benjamin called Crown. The company
overnighted apower supply to him and
talked him through the installation.
Equipment Check List:
Comrex HotLine POTS codec
ElectroVoice 635A mie
Sennheiser shotgun mic
Audio-Technica AT835B mie
Sony MZ-R3 MiniDisc recorder
Sony TCM 5000 cassette recorder
Sony Pro Headphones
Dell Latitude laptop computer
Extra cables
AA cell batteries

Tuesday: Leaves Daytona Beach and
drives 250 miles to Savannah, Ga.
Wednesday: Leaves Savannah and
drives 200 miles to Wilmington, N.C.,
as the hurricane tracks north.
Thursday: Spends day in Wilmington
filing reports for ABC Radio News.
Friday: Flies late in the day from
Wilmington to New York City.
Saturday: Arrives home in New
Jersey. Finds basement of home flooded by heavy rains.

Tim Scheid stands beside astormfelled tree in Wilmington, N.C.
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Digital Radio: Will Consumers Care?

Photo by Paul J. McLane

DIGITAL continued from page 3

be more appropriate for radio in the era
of multiple consumer choices.
One equipment manufacturer said
that, from a marketing perspective,
satellite digital radio is "bringing everything to the party. What can IBOC bring
the consumer? The same old stuff, but
noise- free?"
IBOC supporters argued that their
approach will preserve the system of
free, local broadcasting, and add capabilities that radio does not offer now.
Lucent Digital Radio Vice President,
Business Development, Nick Karter, said
that, with IBOC, broadcasters can divide
the signal they transmit, to offer programming and data services.

Digital Radio at AES: From Left: Dwight Taylor, DRE; Mark Kalman, CD Radio;
Nick Karter, LDR; David Layer, NAB/NRSC; Rick Martinson, USADR; Ralph
Justus, CEMA/NRSC; David Bialilç session moderator and DKB Broadcast
Associates; and Andrew Butler, PBS and the incoming president of SBE.
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NAB Senior Engineer, DAB, David
Layer said localism will differentiate
existing radio from the developing satellite-delivered, or SDARS, services. FCC
rules governing the satellite licensees,
CD Radio and XM Satellite Radio, prohibit them from inserting local material
in their services.
Layer also said IBOC would "invigorate the AM band," reversing along-term
general trend toward FM in the past
decades.
The participants gave brief updates of
their research and, in the case of CD
Radio, its program launch plans.
The selling points for paid satellite
services are their many channels of CDquality audio, without commercials.
CD Radio Vice President, National
Broadcast Studio, Mark Kalman, said the
satellites for CD Radio's service are
undergoing " thermal- vac testing" to
determine that they will operate properly
in the cold temperatures of space. The
first of three satellites is planned for
launch in January, with service to begin
at the end of 2000.
Under the terms of their FCC licenses, the SDARS providers must develop
compatible receivers so that consumers
can switch services with no inconvenience. Kalman said CD Radio and its
competitor, XM Satellite Radio, are
working toward that goal, but could not
predict when so-called "interoperability" would be achieved.
New headquarters
CD is nearing completion of its
100,000- square- foot
facility
in
Manhattan's Rockefeller Center.
Kalman said the service would be
attuned to listeners' entertainment preferences on its 100 channels. The company, he said, could easily replace services
that are not popular.
While broadcasters try to determine
whether listeners would prefer digital
AM and FM or SDARS or both,
receiver manufacturers are assessing
the market.
"From the receiver manufacturers'
viewpoint, we're out for any technology
that could be marketable," said Ralph
Justus, director of engineering of the
Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
Association.
Justus said it's unclear whether compatibility between IBOC's host analog
signal and the digital signal on the
channel sidebands has been resolved.
He cited problems discovered in testing the previous generations of IBOC
technology.
CEMA has proposed a new use of
UHF TV channels 60-62 and 65-67 when
they are returned to the FCC as TV
makes its transition to digital. CEMA's
proposed service, called Mobile
Multimedia Broadcast Service, envisions
multichannel ( 5.1) audio, with highcapacity data capacity (- 64kpbs) and
robust mobile reception (
RW, Sept. 15).
The service uses asimilar modulation
scheme to the Eureka- 147 DAB system
used in other parts of the world.
According to CEMA, MMBS offers
greater data throughput and higher-quality multichannel sound than Eureka,
IBOC and SDARS, for free. CEMA contends that the bandwidth of the service
opens to door for digital services, including telematics, car navigation and alignment with Internet formats.
Justus asked attendees to make their
interest in MMBS known, as several other
services are vying for the same spectrum.
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A Screen Primer for the Tubeless
James G. Withers
1was interviewing a candidate for
assistant chief engineer a few years ago
and during that process, we toured the
station's transmitter site. As I was
explaining the layout to my prospective
employee, Ihappened to mention the
faulty screen power supply that was apart
on the bench, awaiting repairs. In the
course of that conversation, he said "So
what, exactly, is ascreen?"
What is a screen?! At first, Iwas
shocked.
Was it possible that an otherwise very
qualified candidate for ACE had never
heard of ascreen grid? After we finished
the interview, Iwent back and reviewed
his résumé. Lots of studio maintenance,
even some transmitter time, but — wait a
minute — under "Equipment Familiarity"
only solid-state gear was listed.
His résumé did not mention his age,
but Iguessed it was about 35. Igot it. He
simply had not been around any tubetype gear, and tubes are not the focus of
any electronics courses anymore.
Still, with literally hundreds of old but
serviceable tube- type transmitters out
there, it seems to me that every broadcast
engineer who aspires to be achief should
know the fundamentals of tube technology. So, for the under-40, solid-state set,
here is aprimer.
The Edison Effect
The first tube was a serendipitous
fluke that came about during the search
for a practical electric light. As we all
learned in third grade, Thomas Edison
figured out that placing a filament in a
vacuum would allow it to burn white hot
without self-destructing.
Shortly thereafter, he made another,
related discovery. He placed a second,
unheated wire inside the evacuated globe,
and placed a current sensing meter
between that wire and the filament.
When the filament was heated, he saw a
small current flow from it to the unheated
wire. When he placed afairly large, positive voltage (from abig battery) on this
second element, the current flow increased
dramatically. From this he correctly
deduced that the cathode was throwing off
electrons, which are negatively charged,
and were being attracted by the positive
charge on the second element.
When he checked for current flow in
the reverse direction, from positive to
negative, there was none. One-way current flow. Interesting to Edison, but he
could find no practical application for it,
and he was avery practical inventor. So,
being humble as well as practical, he
called this the "Edison Effect," filed it
away, and went off to invent the movie
projector and other neat gadgets.
The first diode
What he had actually discovered was
the first diode ("di-" coming from Greek
for "two"), which later made possible the
efficient conversion of AC current into
DC current. This process was absolutely
necessary to future vacuum tube development, as we shall see next.
Fast forward a few decades. Lee De
Forest, another toiling inventor, decided
to noodle around with Edison's Effect.
Now, however, he did not need
Edison's big battery on the positive
wire in the tube, which is fortunate,

because the Energizer Bunny wasn't
around back then. He has the diode. He
takes AC power, runs it through the
diode, and presto: DC.
That nuisance solved, he put yet
another element into the globe. He placed
this third element ( which he called a
grid) between the first element (the cathode) and the second element (the anode,
later simply called the plate, since that is
what it was — just ametal plate stuck up
into the globe on awire). Again with the
current meter. Again, current only in one
direction, cathode to plate.
But, thankfully for us, De Forest did
not stop there. Using asmall battery, he
applied avery small voltage between the

grid and the cathode, and noticed an
amazing phenomenon: when he put a
negative voltage on the grid ( the same
polarity as the cathode), the current flow
between the cathode and plate decreased
dramatically. When he increased that
voltage on the grid enough, the current
flow stopped completely.
The triode — which De Forest, being
another in a long line of humble guys,
later christened the De Forest Audion —
is invented. There will be other and
numerous improvements to vacuum
tubes, but this was the brass ring. All the
other stuff is window dressing compared
to this one breakthrough.
The control grid, as it came to be

known, to differentiate it from the other
grids which are crammed into modern
vacuum tubes, made possible amplification and oscillation, upon which other
major advances were based.
The fact that a very small change in
the voltage on the grid causes a very
large change in the current between the
cathode and plate is simply another way
of stating that there is amplification
between the grid circuit and plate circuit.
Radio wins
Dozens of improvements in communications were made possible by the invention of the triode, but the big beneficiary
was radio.
Radio had been invented by this time,
but huge mechanical alternators were used
to generate arelatively low frequency RF
See SCREEN, page 18
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So What, Exactly, Is aScreen?
SCREEN, continued from page 17

signal. The practical limit for radio was
about 100 kHz, which is much lower than
even AM radio is ,ioday. Modulation with
very poor fidelity was possible, but was
iffy at best. The triode changed all of that.
As triodes proliferated, their operating
characteristics became apparent quickly.
First, they all had different "operating curves." That is to say, depending
on the placement and size of the elements, as well as the circuit to which
they were connected, they performed
differently.
It was also learned that triodes were
non-linear devices, which meant that
the output of the tube did not precisely

follow the input. However, some
experimentation proved quickly that a

With hundreds

to the grid of a tube would force the
tube to operate in its most linear range.

of serviceable tube-type

transmitters out there, every broadcast engineer
should know the fundamentals.

constant DC voltage, called the bias
voltage, of the proper level and applied

Therefore, the changes in plate current
would track the changes in grid voltage

Citadel Selects Scott Studios
as "the Best" Digital System
Citadel Communications Corp., one of America's top 10 radio groups in 1998 revenues, selects

Scott Studios Corp. as its sole supplier of on-air digital audio delivery systems for its 124 radio
stations and future acquisitions.

k.
Lany Wilson (at right), CEO
of Citadel Communications
Corp., shakes hands with
Dave Scott as Citadel
standardizes on Scott
Systems for its 124 stations
and future aquisitions.

"We thoroughly investigated all of the competitive digital air studio systems and decided upon
the best one," says Larry Wilson, CEO of Citadel Communications. "Our regional Presidents
and Vice Presidents of engineering and programming spent nearly ayear analyzing different
options. While no system or manufacturer is 100% flawless, it became obvious to us that Scott
Studios is the very best. Their long history of excellent service commitment, the quality of their
digital studio products and competitive pricing were our primary reasons for selecting Scott
Studios."
Dave Scott, CEO of Scott Studios Corp. says, "It's an honor to be Citadel's sole digital audio
vendor and take their other brands as trade-ins on our new equipment. Our systems are
designed by announcers, for announcers.
R-E-S-P-E-C-T
Aretha Franklin
:1113:30/F HIT HM9834 8 15
The Queen of Soul!

9Ort

"Of Scott's 61 employees, 43 are former jocks
and PDs with 700 years collective radio
experience. Competitors work more from the
engineer's perspective, although we have 20
former chief engineers on staff also. Scott
Studios' digital fits DJs like aglove."
After adding five Oklahoma City stations and
other pending transactions, Citadel will own
or operate 124 radio stations in 23 mid-sized
markets such as Providence, Salt Lake City
and Albuquerque.
Citadel is well known across the country for
attaining topnotch competitive programming success, and the addition of Scott
Studios announcer friendly technology will
help Citadel announcers deliver superior
information, entertainment and service to
their 8,000,000+ weekly listeners.
Citadel's stations are not the only ones who
choose Scott: More U.S. radio stations use
Scott Studios' than any other digital system,
with 5,046 Scott digital workstations in 2,202
U.S. stations. Nine of the ten topbilling

groups have Scott Systems.

Scott Systems are the easiest to use! They're
intuitive, straightforward, simple, yet the
most powerful!
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The Scott System is radio's most user-friendly. You get instant airplay or audition
of any song simply by spelling afew letters of its title or artist. You see when songs
played last and when they'll play next. You also get voice tracking while listening to
music in context, hot keys. automatic recording of phone calls and graphic
waveform editing, all in one computer!

Scott Studios is famous for our uncompressed digital systems at acompressed price, (but we work equally well in MPEG and
MP3). Scott Studios' audio quality is the very best and plays on laptops or PCs with ordinary sound cards. We pre-club your
startup music library free. Your PD can auto-transfer songs digitally in seconds with aCD-ROM deck in his or her office.
Scott gives you industrial quality 19" rack computers, but nothing is proprietary: functional equivalents are available at
computer stores. You also get 24 hour toll-free tech support! Scott also lets you choose your operating system: Linux, Novell,
NT, Windows, DOS or any combination. You also choose from three systems: Good, Better, Best. One's right for you!
The Scott System 32 (pictured at the upper right) is radio's most powerful digital
system. Your log is on the left side of the LCD touch screen. Instant access Hot Keys
or spur-of-the-moment "Cart Walls" are on the right with lightning-quick access to
any recording. Phone calls record automatically and can be edited to air quickly.
You can also record and edit spots or voice tracks in the air studio or go on the air
from production.
Options include seamless redundancy, self-healing fail-safes, newsrooms, 16-track
editors, time and temperature announce, and auto-transfer of spots and voicers to
distant stations over WAN or Internet. Check our web site and call us toll-free.
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as accurately as possible.
Triodes also were fairly inefficient. As
test instruments became more sophisticated, it was seen that inside the typical
triode, electrons were bouncing all over
the place. Someone figured out that
another grid was needed.
This was called the screen grid. The
same screen grid of which my candidate
had never heard. The tetrode was born.
The screen grid was hooked up to a
fairly high positive voltage. Not as high
as the plate voltage (lest the screen inadvertently become the plate, which would
not work at all) but fairly high, about 10
to 25 percent of the actual plate voltage,
depending on the application.
The screen grid " grabs" electrons
coming through the control grid, and
gathers them toward the plate. In some
tubes, called "Beam Power" tetrodes, the
screen also focuses the electron "beam"
onto the plate, making the tube even
more efficient.
Suppression
A final active element was added to
the vacuum tube shortly after the tetrode
was invented. This element was the suppressor grid, and it made afive-element,
or pentode, tube. There are afew pentode
power tubes around, but not many.
The suppressor grid does as the name
implies. It suppresses electrons. In the
tetrode, the combined positive voltages
on the screen and the plate can sometimes accelerate the electron stream to
the point that when the electrons hit the
plate, they hit so hard that they bounce
back off. They may then get attracted to,
and absorbed by the screen causing the
creen current to go up, or fall back onto
the plate, causing non-linear amplification in the tube.
The suppressor grid stops all this
nonsense. It is placed between the
creen grid and the plate, and is typically tied to ground. With no voltage
applied to it, the suppressor doesn't
attract very many of the electrons flowing past it, but it does put the brakes on
lust enough that there is much less tendency for them to impact too forcefully
on the plate.
When the occasional particularly energetic electron does bounce back off the
plate, the suppressor grid gently collects
it and routes it directly to ground.
There are other characteristics of vacuum tubes. Some tubes have inactive elements called "Getters" in them. This is an
element that is fired just after the tube is
constructed and has achemical on it that
attracts the last few oxygen molecules
residing inside the tube, thus improving
the vacuum.
There are directly heated and indirectly heated cathodes. There are several different classes of operation,
from Class A, used when minimum
distortion to the amplified signal is
required, to Class C for use when efficiency is the most important factor.
Most, if not all, of these characteristics
are important only to the designer of
the tube, and the circuit in which it
will be used.
Of much more importance to the
broadcast engineer is information on how
these tubes are used in all of those transmitters which are still out there. That will
be the subject when we conclude this discussion next time.
Jim Withers is vice president of engineering for Pacific Broadcasting. Send
him e-mail to jim@koplar.com
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How One Station Got Through Floyd
Matt Locker
Parts of New Jersey were hit hard by
Hurricane Floyd and its flood waters.
Matt Locker prepared this first-person
account of the impact on operations at
WGHT(AM) in Pompton Lakes. Locker is
vice president for programming.
As Hurricane Floyd swept up the eastern seaboard, WGHT's North Jersey
NewsCenter was getting prepared.
WGHT, known in the community as
GHTI500, is a 1kW station in Pompton
Lakes, one of the few stations in the market
doing radio the old-fashioned way, with live
Ws, afully staffed local news department
and our own in-house engineer. All were
needed as Floyd rolled into New Jersey.
On Thursday, we began by adding special reports every half hour, updating the
status of Floyd.
At 5:05 p.m., the mayor of Pompton
Lakes declared a flood emergency. We
decided that the 6 p.m. news would continue until we ran out of fresh info.
Irelieved Justin Diminni, our 6 p.m.
jock, and sent him to man the phones.
News Director Noam Laden and afternoon anchor Deborah Valentine were in
the newsroom, Iwas in master control
and the three of us went live at 6, for a
newscast that did not end until the floodwaters came up to one of our towers.
As one of us delivered information,
the others gathered more and lined up
emergency management officials on the
phone.
When the electricity to the south end of
Pompton Lakes was cut, Chief Engineer

Tom Niven switched us to the auxiliary
generator and backup transmitter.
We reported the status of the storm,
flood zones, how to evacuate, what to
expect when you get to ashelter, why it's
agood idea to let your basement flood,
the dangers of going into the floodwater,

office, m, Inch was filling with v, ater.
We kept an eye on the rising waters
approaching the underbelly of the generator. But the water got to the base of tower No. 3first, ending our continuous coverage. Note, the tower base is 9 feet off
the ground!

The Aftermath. Water reached the logo on the sign on the lawn.
dangers of driving, how to shut off your
electric and gas — the information emergency managers needed to get out to
everyone in our listening area.
About 30 minutes into our broadcast,
copywriter Trish Post asked us for our
car keys. About an hour later, our parking
lot was under three feet of water. The
remaining seven of us were stranded in
the building, which was now an island.
Our owner/general manager, John
Silliman, pulled Trish and Justin off the
phones and the three frantically evacuated
anything of value from the first-floor sales

Although off the air, we continued
working the phones, gathering information to resume broadcasting the moment
waters were low enough.
By now our sales office and the steps
to the porch were underwater. The stranded seven decided to try to get some sleep.
Ifabricated abed under my desk from
apile of prize-closet T-shirts, and bedded
down listening to the sound of araging
river rushing outside my office walls.
Sleep was light and abbreviated.
Around 4 a.m., a boat with a neighbor
and aNational Guardsman docked to our

front door and offered to get us out of
there. Five of us stayed.
Sleep was interrupted again when the
alarm system shorted and went nuts. A
pair of scissors fixed that problem.
When the water had receded from the
third tower, we resumed coverage. The
angle changed to what-to-do- now in the
wake of the storm.
The electric companies had come on
the air, asking that each customer report
their individual outage.
It was at about the same time that Bell
Atlantic's switching center in northern
New Jersey had flooded out, making nonlocal calls impossible. We went on the air
stating that if alistener was without power and could not dial out of the local area,
they should report the outage to us. Then
we reported each outage. as well as
downed live wires, fallen poles and other
hazards, over the air for the utility companies and trucks to get the information.
To me, this is what radio is all about.
By 7:15 p.m. on Friday, Noam and I
were exhausted and finally decided it
would be okay to have aboat come and
take us home. We signed off until
Saturday, when we resumed regular programming with "aftermath" coverage in
the scheduled news reports.
In atime when consolidation, automation and syndication has changed the face
of broadcasting, Ifind it important to
note that if were anything other than a
100-percent local and live operation, we
would have been unable to provide such
emergency information. Our staff was
already in place, and our station was
already known for local news.
It would have sounded really foolish if
our city of license was underwater, and
we had a satellite feed playing the hits.
Local service is how radio will win
against satellite-delivered DAB.
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CFA Inventors Explain Their Design
antenna utilizing displacement current
and not charge current as the main
source of H field. Fathi Kabbary came
to study at the university on this project.
and along with Brian Stewart, the three
of us formed what has become known as
the CFA team.
After adifficult three months at the
start when no progress was being
made on the project, Kabbary made
the big breakthrough by configuring

Q: The CFA design work started many
years ago. What inspired and prompted
the effort to develop it?
A: The origins of CFA work go back
to 1985-86 at the now- Robert Gordon
University in Aberdeen, when Maurice
Hately initiated a project, the aim of
which at the outset was to try and synthesise E and H fields from separate or
independent sources and engineer their
interaction to produce radiated power.
Maurice always believed that a
neglected source of H field in antenna
theory was displacement current, and
thus felt he would like to design an

the basic geometry of the E and D
plates. Within one hour of this
arrangement, amateur contacts were
being made all around Europe on 7-14
MHz with a balanced CFA of height
less than 1.5 m.

Aft

Is the Crossed- Field Antenna for real?
As RW reported in our March 31
issue. the AM antenna is one-fiftieth of a
wavelength long. needs no radial ground
system and occupies a small parcel of
land. Its inventors say the CFA produces
little or no RFI, has superb bandwidth
and performs better than afull-sized vertical radiator
The design is in use in Egypt and
will soon be used at other sites in
Europe. Here in the United States,
engineers are curious, even skeptical.
They want to know much more about
the CFA and its performance. ( For
background on some of the issues
involved,
also see
the
Guest
Commentary by Ronald D. Rackley in
our June 23 issue.)
Inventors Dr Brian G. Stewart of the
Department of Engineering at Scotland's
Glasgow Caledonian University and his
colleague. Fathi Kabbary, presented a
paper about the CFA at the spring NAB
convention, generating even more interest. Queries about the CFA from the U.S.
engineering community continue to
arrive at RW.
Stewart and Kabbary agreed to answer
questions from RW Technical Advisor
Tom McGinley and to reply via
Their conversation is printed here.

The Crossed-Field Antenna

Q: Your paper states that the CFA design
was derived f.
rorn manipulating
Maxwell's fourth equation. Could you
briefly explain how the antenna works so
the average radio engineer could understand it better?
A: Simply. the CFA produces E and H
fields from separate sources, and these
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are then allowed to interact in timephase to produce radiated power close to
the antenna in what is called an "interaction zone."
The E plate is the source of E field due
to charge buildup when asource voltage
is applied. On its own, the E plate would
act as avery short antenna structure.
Now for the H field. Maxwell's
fourth equation says that an H field is
associated with two source terms.
Firstly Ampere's Law, i.e. that current
(J) creates an H field, and secondly the
Maxwell Law, i.e. displacement current ( D') or time varying electric field
creates an H field. The CFA utilizes
displacement current as the source of
field, and this is produced by the D
plates of the CFA, which are, of
course, a capacitor with an applied
voltage.
This H field is 90 degrees out of phase
with the applied voltage, and thus to
make E and H in time-phase aphasing
unit is required to provide 90 degrees
phase shift between the E and D plate
voltages.
Evaluation tools
Q: Most antenna designers now use NEC
or MiniNEC as a design tool. The CFA
apparently does not lend itself to accurate evaluation with this approach. Your
comments?
A: NEC is written for antennas which
only utilize current (J) on awire or similar structure as the source of H field. All
the H field evaluations are based on geometrical determinations associated with
the vector J.
The CFA utilises the vector displacement current D' as the source of H field.
There is very little current on the E and D
plates, thus it is not surprising that NEC
cannot model the CFA.
We have been challenged many
times on this issue. A common challenge is that displacement current is
not a source of H field. It is easy to
prove experimentally that an H field
exists surrounding a capacitor due to
displacement current, simply because
atime varying electric field is present
due to charge oscillation on the plates.
When the feed lines are short in
respect to the wavelength, the measured H field from the D plates is still
significant. Indeed, it can have a
stronger intensity around the capacitor
than any theoretical H field derived
from feed lines alone.
Q: We presione you built scale models
of the CFA before building the medium- wave installations in Egypt. What
frequencies were used and how did you
measure the model's performance?
A: Scale models of the broadcast CFAs
have existed for many years. As expected, the reduced size limits the transmission power capabilities primarily because
of the reduced interaction volume and the
electrical safety limits of the voltages on
the E and D plates.
Basically, all the frequencies used
were amateur frequencies of 1.8 MHz
and above. The performance of the early CFAs was measured using amateur
contacts and field strength meters and
comparing both received signals and
field strength measurements with conventional antennas.
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A few CFAs were also independently
evaluated by some antenna companies
with mixed responses. In the beginning,
the field strength measurements of
some CFAs were often quite a few dB
down in relation to other antennas —
though much more than expected from
a conventional small antenna of the
same height.
As experience grew, so the performance of the CFAs advanced up until
present day. With the help and significant input of the Egyptian Radio and
Television Union in Cairo, and in particular M. Khattab, Kabbary started
building the higher- power broadcast
CFAs from around 1990 in Egypt based
on experience from the improved amateur CFAs.
This has resulted in groundwave field
strengths of all broadcast CFAs always
being greater than a lambda/4 and very
often alambda/2 vertical.
Groundwave field strength
Q: Did the CI-As in Egypt replace conventional antennas? If so, was their
performance characteristics measured
and documented and were effective
ground conductivities of the region
measured?
A: Yes. Every operational CFA in service
in Egypt has replaced aconventional vertical antenna.
The main CFA performance characteristic was groundwave field strength, and
this has always been measured in relation
to the antenna it was replacing. A CFA
was put into broadcast service only when
the measured groundwave field strength
indicated that the CFA was equivalent or
better than the vertical antenna that was
currently in service.
So far every intended CFA has outperformed its vertical predecessor.
Ground conductivities are well documented in Egypt and this has always
been taken into account in comparison
evaluations. For example, the ground
conductivity in Barnis, where a 100 kW
CFA resides, is about 0.72. However, it
has not stopped the CFA from radiating
more groundwave power than the conventional antenna it replaced.
Q: You claim the CFA can develop radiation efficiency up to 9dB greater than a
"conventional vertical antenna." Is this
the standard quarterwave vertical with
the usual buried ground system consisting of 120 radial wires?
A: We think alittle confusion has arisen
here, probably by our own making.
The efficiency of CFAs appears to be
greater than 95 percent, similar to very
good vertical antenna systems. The above
remarks arose when a CFA was compared to a " fictitious" or non-realistic
antenna system in the past.
We're quite happy to say that aCFA
appears to be just as efficient as avertical.
The ground systems of the verticals have
always been standard ground implementations.
Q: At apresentation during the NAB99
shim; Mr Kabbary stated that the smaller
the dimensions of the CFA, the better the
bandwidth. Thai seems contrary to basic
antenna physics. How is it possible?
A: The CFA is not based on traditional
antenna theory and design criteria. It is a
Poynting Vector Synthesis system.
One issue we keep on emphasizing
is that at no time does the design contravene currenterectromagnetic laws.
See CFA, page 21
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CFA, continued from page 20

An E- field is produced from charge
build up, an H field from displacement
current in a capacitor. Standard textbook stuff.
The novelty is that these two fields
provide synthesised Poynting vectors in
time- phase in the near- field. Through
this design it has been possible for
smaller CFAs to have larger bandwidths,
simply because the synthesis allows
parameters to be altered which cannot be
influenced significantly in conventional
antenna systems.
Efficiency
Q: In relation to our efficiency comparisons. how do you define efficiency?
Meaningful radiation efficiency comparisons are usually derived from Cl conventional field strength meter reading unattenuated millivolts per meter in the
horizontal plane.
A: We would define efficiency as the value of power determined from an integrated Vim radiation pattern at Imile divided
by an input power of IkW at the transmitter.
We are in the process of establishing
more accurate vertical and horizontal
radiation patterns for the CFAs in Egypt.
However, rough numerical evaluations
from approximate radiation patterns indicate that typically CFAs have an efficiency in excess of 95 percent.
Q: After the CFA antennas were constructed, how did you go about measuring their performance characteristics
and what measuring equipment was
used? In your presentation, you alluded
to the need for " special measuring
equipment."
A: An impedance bridge was used to
monitor the input impedance. The field
strengths were monitored using a standard Potomac Instruments, and measurements taken at Imile as well additional
radial measurements extending over hundreds of kilometers.
Proper operation of aCFA was evaluated by continuing to monitor the
groundwave field strength as the CFA
was adjusted. As you can imagine, the
vertical radiation patterns are the most
awkward to measure, but extensive
evaluations should be available in the

e.

P

near future. There is no " special measuring equipment" — what was meant
was probably the above.
Q: In your NAB presentation, you mentioned you would release your CFA
measurement data on the Egyptian
antennas within two years. Why such a
long wait?
A: Hopefully it won't be as long as this!
There were two main issues underlying this response — firstly, we wish
to obtain the most complete and accurate measurements for each CFA. We
now realize that meticulous care and

'The CFA

The structural design also depends
on factors such as power requirement
and frequency. At high power it also
involves the use of copper as aground
plane and Teflon as an insulating material, simply because of the high power
levels of radiation from such a small
structure.
Q: Many of us interested in the CFA
read about American consultant Ben
Dawson visiting Egypt and measuring
one of the CFAs. He claimed he was
not permitted to see any of the transmitting or phasing equipment and mea -

is not based on traditional

antenna theory and design criteria ...
(but) at no time does the design contravene
current electromagnetic laws.'

attention must be given to this if others would wish to repeat them and
confirm them.
Secondly, over the next two years all
of Egypt should nearly be complete in
replacing every LW and MW antenna by
a CFA. Thus the entire country's measurements as an entire reference unit
would be available. However, as soon as
extensive measurements for one broadcast CFA are in a presentable form,
they'll now be published as quickly as
possible.

sured the antenna's efficiency much
lower than your claims, based on the
operating power being used at the
time. Your comments?
A: It was not the best time for Mr.
Dawson to visit as he arrived unexpectedly, and the CFA was not in afully optimised state. There are also many engineers who have been on site who are
able to confirm the strong radiation signals. However, during Mr. Dawson's visit the signal strengths were by his
account still -impressive."

Q: While the CFA is physically small, it
appears to be arather complicated structure to build and tune. What special
matching and tuning networks and hardware cire used to make it work?
A: It can be complicated in some
aspects. As outlined in the NAB paper,
one of the critical aspects is the phasing
unit, which provides both the matching
and phasing to the CFA. These units are
specifically designed for each individual
CFA application.

Q: Several new CFA antennas are reportedly under construction in Britain and
other countries. What can you tell us
about these?
A: A 26 m tall, 500 kW CFA at 279 kHz
is planned for late 1999-early 2000 on
the Isle of Man. Plans are well in
progress.
Further CFAs are in construction in
San Ream, Italy, and in Keil,
Germany. A further CFA is being completed and finaliied by the Egyptian

rmêgice By Design
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Radio and Television Union for
Alexandria in Egypt.
There is also the possibility of a
CFA in Brazil, hopefully at some point
next year.
Q: What contact if any have you had with
the FCC regarding the licensability of the
CFA for use in this country? How difficult do you think it would be to get a CFA
licensed in the United States?
A: Plans are afoot to present accurate and
detailed radial, vertical etc. measurements to the FCC as soon as is practically
possible. Many engineers are eager for
CFAs to get credibility with the FCC. In
terms of licensing CFAs, nothing has yet
been decided.
Q: If Iwanted to construct a CFA antenna, could Ihire you as a consultant, or
are others available for Slid) engineering
services?
A: At present, there is a backlog construction of CFAs planned over the next
year or so, and this places aconstraint on
available time as consultants. For this
reason, and various other reasons, it has
not yet been possible to start effective
marketing and construction of CFAs in
the United States.
This situation is currently being
addressed, and by next year we would
hope CFA " Engineering Services" will
be more readily available for the
United States.
Q: At the NAB, you invited anyone
interested in the CFA to come to Egypt
and see it for themselves. How do we
contact you and go about setting up
such a visit?
A:
Contact
Kabbary
at
Main
@intouch.com if interested in arranging a
visit through the Egyptian Radio and
Television Union in Cairo to one of the
CEA sites.
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Problem Solvers Are on the Shelf

for maintenance, but the inside of the
rack is not heated, avoiding heat-related
failures of other equipment.
* * *

John Bisset
You're going to love the ideas that
Dennis Sloatman, group engineer for
AM/FM in Orlando, implemented in his
new studio facility.
Shying away from custom boxes,
Dennis designed all of his system interfaces around products from Henry, Radio
Design Labs and Broadcast Tools.
For example, the microprocessor on
his telephone hybrid would occasionally
glitch and lock up ( see Figure 1). Rather
than crawling under the console to
unplug the box. Dennis ran the AC
through a Henry Superelay. which typically is used to control on-air lights.
In Dennis' application, the control
wiring goes to aconsole switch marked
"telephone reset." Should the phones lock
up, the jock can quickly reset the microprocessor, and not bother engineering.

In amulti-station setting, how to group
equipment is another concern. Dennis
grouped everything by function. All of
the STLs are in one rack, all of the telephone hybrid equipment is in one rack,
all of the RPU receivers are in one rack.
Dennis and his staff made good use
of labeling machines, so there is no question what box does what, whether you are
standing in the front or the back. The
assigned station is included on the label.
This makes things easy for operators
to be talked through problems. There's
no searching for the rack containing station "A's" RPU equipment. If you are

Figure 1: A Henry Superelay is used to reset phone systems.
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An added advantage to using "off-theshelf" devices is their availability. When
you build acustom box, if it goes bad
and you aren't around to fix it, you have
amajor problem. Worse yet, if the documentation is lost — and with the rapid
pace of today's consolidation, this can
happen easily — time is not spent tracing
out the circuit just to figure what it does.
On top of everything else, who has
the time to custom build interface boxes
anymore?
Dennis keeps some spare Henry boxes. Should something fail, a replacement is as close as the parts shelf or
your equipment vendor.
Dennis showed nie another slick idea
with his Cybex boxes, used with his Enco
automation system. The Cybex boxes
generate some heat. so placing them
inside arack is aproblem waiting to happen unless you invest in some extensive
cooling. Using a Middle Atlantic rack

Figure 2: A group of Cybex
boxes outside the rack keeps
temperatures down.
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Figure 3: Dennis Sloatman of AM/FM Orlando groups similar
equipment for easier function.
shelf, the Cybex boxes are mounted outside the rack, as seen in Figure 2.
Not only are the boxes easy to get to

having RPU trouble, you just go to the
RPU rack and look for the equipment
See WORKBENCH, page 26
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BeOS: Audio Power, Radio Questions Transition
nu 171 1u
Tom Vernon
In the Sept. 29 issue, we described
BeOS, an operating system that is optimized for today's demanding multimedia
applications, yet runs on Intel and
Motorola computers where Windows or
Mac OS usually rule.
It allows users to open multiple
audio, video and multimedia applications
simultaneously, while maintaining system stability, media quality and processor
performance.
The system was developed by a former Apple executive, who eventually
started Be Inc. (Note, this company is not
related to manufacturer Broadcast
Electronics, another company with the
same initials.)
Let's continue with a look at BeOS
applications of interest to broadcasters,
and speculate about the future of the system in radio.
IK Multimedia's T- Racks is adigital
audio mastering system that was originally released for Windows and Mac, and
later ported over to Be. It has a nicelooking, retro interface. Stare at it long
enough and you'll start to think that
you've tripped back to 1956. It's also a
reminder that one of the goals of T-Racks
is to reproduce that classic tube sound.
There are four basic effects sections in

T-Racks: a six-band equalizer, multiband
limiter, tube compressor and output stage.
The EQ has four semi-parametric bands
ri
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Peak is an application by BIAS Inc.
with controllable frequency and gain, and
shelving filters on each end where the gain
is adjustable. Each band may be individu-
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ally switched in or out of the circuit.
The tube compressor has the usual
complement of controls: attack time,
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release time, stereo enhancement and
input drive. Missing are controls for
ratio and threshold. Gain reduction may
be monitored on a VU meter. The
multiband limiter has just three controls: release time, overload and input
gain. Another VU meter is available for
gain reduction.
The output section is simplicity in
itself, containing a three-segment LED
meter, soft/hard saturation, presets, balance and full bypass.
The playback section includes customizable fades, modifiable place markers,
VCR-style controls and the usual "open"
and "process" buttons. At the bottom of the
screen you can order up a -72 dB to 0dB
Full Scale level meter with both temporary
and permanent peak hold, aCPU meter and
eight system snapshots for saving settings.
Peak and RipChord
BIAS Inc.'s Peak is a two -track digital
audio editor originally developed for the
Macintosh, and later ported over to
BeOS. While T- Racks has a retro look
and sound, BIAS has developed a more
contemporary interface for Peak.
The customizable tool bar and floating
palette help to provide an ergonomicallycorrect workspace for users. Peak supports
AIFF, SDII,.WAV, QuickTime, Pro Toolsstyle dual-mono files, Real Audio 2.0, 3.0,
and 5.0 Internet sound files, multiple compression formats including QDesign, IMA,
.i Law and others. Audio files up to 32-bits
are supported in the Peak environment.
In addition to audio editors, CD ripping utilities are an important tool in the
production room. They allow users to
extract tracks from audio CDs and convert them to directly to digital files without going through the sound card.
RipChord is designed to work with
BeOS R4.5, and runs with any ATAPI or
SCSI-based CD-ROM. It will rip audio
tracks and encode them to Raw, . WAV,
and MP3 formats.
Add-on modularity is provided so that
you can create your own module for other encoding schemes. This should be a
plus for broadcasters who need to load
new songs into an automations system.

BeOS on the air?
While some of the powerful digital
audio editing tools such as 1-Racks and
Peak may win allies for BeOS in the production room, total integration of this
operating system into a radio station
would have to include aBeOS-based onair automation system.
Most of the leading automation manufacturers are adopting await-and-see attitude towards BeOS. For instance, Dave
Scott, president of Scott Studios, said his
company has no plans to port its software
over to Be, and went on to explain the
real issue is one of compatibility.
An on- air automation system needs
to interface with existing traffic, billing,
and music programs, all of which are

TM

DOS- or Windows-based. Making these
different applications and operating systems compatible with each other might
be difficult. While the need for production rooms and the on- air studio to be
compatible is not as pressing at the
moment, that too may change.
Staying power, Scott said, is another
point for Microsoft. The sheer market
share for Windows makes it virtually a
certainty that it will be around for another
five to seven years. The same cannot necessarily be said for BeOS. This is an issue
for station owners, who look at a sevenyear depreciation cycle on hardware and
software purchases for tax purposes.
On the network
Networking is another thorny issue for
Be. While it's possible to connect with
other machines, it isn't easy.
The standardized networking protocol
for the BeOS is TCP/IP, making connections to the Internet a snap. But it also
means that prior to release 4.5, the only
way to network computers together was via
this same TCP/IP connection using FTP file
transfers. A new networking feature,
"World 0' Networking," was added with R
4.5, but preliminary experience suggests
that the implementation and documentation
might be less than stellar. Many Be users
are calling for something compatible with
Client for Microsoft Networks.
For now, networking may not be one
of Be's strong points. While all agree that
a Be- based on- air automation system
See BEOS, page 26

keeping alegal record of what was said and when commer-
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cials aired is also more important than ever. Several groups
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onsolidation brings market efficiencies, but also big
headaches and challenges. It's essential for man-

agement to keep track of multiple stations. And
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ventide's BD500 Broadcast Delay makes talk shows
run smoother and sound better, for less. The BD500's
multiple dump feature divides the delay time into sev-

eral " slices" so you're still safely in delay even right after
dumping an offensive remark. It's the hassle-free talk
solution.., even when air talent is working without apro-
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ducer. No other delay offers Eventide's high quality
patented catch-up technology for clean audio combined with
fast catch-up. And it's the only delay with optional digital
inputs and outputs for new all-digital studios. Yet the BD500
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costs thousands less than our previous model. See how much

easier talk shows can be with Eventide's 4th generation
BD500 Broadcast Delay.

W

ant to increase
creativity
without

adding personnel? Add life to
drive-time shows? Win new

advertisers with better station- produced spots? An
Eventide Ultra- Harmonizer ® brand effects processor
really does all that. Designed specifically for radio and
production, the new DSP4000B Ultra- Harmonizer
features radio effects designed by production whiz Jay
Rose. Hundreds of comic voices, sound effects,

Boller

reverbs, pitch changers and more are instantly accessible at
the touch of a button. Plus, the DSP4000B has superb
Timesqueeze® time compression /expansion capability.
Shorten a 60 second national spot to allow for a local tag.

managed,

Squeeze or stretch amusic bed to fit the spot. The DSP4000B
has optional digital I/O to interface easily with digital editors
and consoles. It's the radio effects box designed to bring sta-

better

tions more business and more listeners.
The bottom line: Eventide broadcast products are potent tools
for today's radio. To learn more, talk to your broadcast dis-

sounding

tributor, call Eventide direct at 201-641-1200, or see our
website, www.eventide.com.

Eventide
t
he next step

radio yields
better results.

One Alsan Way, Little Ferry, NJ 07643
Tel: 201-641-1200
Fax: 201-641-1640
Email: broadcast@eventide.com Web: www.eventide.com
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Answers and Questions About BeOS
REOS, continued from page 24
would need to interface with existing
billing, traffic and music programs, not
everyone feels that would be an insurmountable problem.
Dane Udenberg of leBuzz noted that
translators may be written to accept
files from industry- standard programs
and convert them into something readable by BeOS. In the case of traffic
logs, they must also be converted from
Be- readable files back to DOS or
Windows so that they may be returned
to the traffic program for continuity.
For the most part, translators are simply lines of code that simply restructure
the contents of an ASCII file.
Other needs
An all- Be radio station would also
need to address the need for more generic
non-audio applications such as word processing, spreadsheet and database programs. Several office productivity applications are available for Be.
BeatWare was the first company to
jump into this niche, and its package,
BeBasics,
includes
a
word
processing/page layout application,
BeatWare Writer and spreadsheet,
BeatWare Sum- It. Both programs can
import and export to other formats, so you
can tap into your collection of existing
documents. Or, you can take advantage of
the ability of BeOS to read and write to
both Windows and MacOS disk volumes

and leave everything in its native format.
Gobe Productive is a productivity
suite designed by a team of former
Claris Works engineers. It combines
word processing, spreadsheet, graphics, illustration, presentation and

T-Racks by IK Multimedia
charting environments into a single
application with asingle file format.
This is in contrast to other productivity suites such as Microsoft Office,
which is really acollection of applications which are designed to work
together. The advantage of the Gobe
philosophy is that presenting different
types of information in a single document is much simpler. All environments share common features such as
live scaling, rotation, and dragging;
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COMMUNICATIONS
INTERNATIONAL
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Lightweight, Low ‘
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multiple undo/redo, and history of
document modifications; and multiple
views of the same document or frame.
Technical types who have worked
with Be feel it has the potential to run
asmall radio station with one computer, where its stability
and speed would enable
it to handle automation
programming
and
switching, as well as
digital audio production
tasks simultaneously.
This may be the niche
market in radio where Be
will thrive, the smallmarket or Internet broadcaster who would be
willing to forego compatibility with Windows
applications in exchange
for lower cost and overall simplicity. Should
low- power FM come to
pass, this too may be amarket for BeOS
broadcast software.
Tom Vernon is amultimedia consultant
working in Philadelphia.

WORKBENCH, continued from page 22
labeled for your station.
This technique makes sharing equipment among stations easier, too. For
example, ISDN boxes may be shared
among several stations, depending on
the remotes that are scheduled. Having
them all in one location makes programming and operating the boxes easier, too.
It's always impressive to see facilities where the engineering was thought
out. Plants like Dennis' don't come
together overnight.
Whether you handle the engineering
for one, three or 10 stations, taking the

Whether

you

handle engineering

stations, take time
to do it right.
time to do it right will always pay off.
Don't allow yourself to be cornered
into accepting unreasonable schedules.
Put up afight for your department, and
document your position.
Your input may not always be considered by your manager, but showing
the potential problems — and costs —
associated with rushing through ajob
without adequate planning may help
open the manager's eyes.

TCI has been designing and providing BroadcastAntennas
andTurnkey System Solutions for over 30 years, handling
projects at any frequency, at any power level, and under

any conditions, anywhere in the world.

MI
L

Corporate Office: 222 Caspian Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089, USA

Toll Free: I800 824-8074 ' Tel: I408 747-6147 • Fax: I408 747-6101
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There are several online sources for
more information about Be and where
,it's going in broadcasting. Informat on
about the operating system it;elf is
available at www.be.com. The Bias
W3 site is at www.bias-inc.com. Here
you can find out more about Peak.
To learn more about T- Racks, visit
.t .ww.t-racks.com. or IK Multimedia'
main site, www.ikmultimedia.com. To
view screen shots of RipChord or to get
more
information,
check
out
14'WW. razors- edge. net/-jwii
,,R1pChord/index.html.
Information about office productiviysuites can be found at Ivimbearnyire
.com and www.gobe.com. At wwwie
i_rizz..com, the focus is on all aspects of
Be in pro audio, and the site includes
related industry news. information
'about upcoming audio products, and
reviews of existing hardware and software.
There's even a weekly Internet
radio show devoted to BeOS in audio
and video production. Hosted tr.
(exbroadcaster and leBuzz webmaster
Dane Scott. the program is available
-in MP3 and Real Audio formats
,
.talkingsites.com/audiobuzz..htm

Generator Startup Tips

for one, three or 10
13 I Ill Ir;ii II

Online Resources

* * *
If there's one thing that the recent
rash of hurricanes and tropical storms
have taught folks, it's to be prepared for
electrical outtages.
A good SBE certification question
would be to explain why a5kW gener-

ator won't run a5kW transmitter! After
all, 5kW is 5kW, right?
A friend of mine told me of the general manager who bought a5 kW generator because his AM transmitter was
licensed for 5 kW. It wouldn't work!
Then there's the three-phase issue!
But even when the generator is sized
properly, there may be some grunts and
groans as you try to turn on your rig.
Here are some things to keep in mind,
courtesy of Paul Matthews of Curtis
Media, Raleigh, N.C., and Harris FM
Applications Engineer Dave Agnew.
If you're dealing with an AM rig,
start up at the lowest power level. Give
the generator some time to stabilize.
Figure some down time every 24
hours to check static fluid levels —
you'd never run acar 24 hours straight
without refueling and checking oil and
coolant levels.
If you're starting up an FM transmitter, rather than turning the screen
breaker off, simply lower the screen
voltage. To further reduce the power,
lower the IPA power adjustment. Don't
take the IPA all the way to zero, or
you'll generate some impedance mismatches. Halfway down should be
adequate for both the screen and IPA
power controls — to reduce the inrush
surge to the generator, when the transmitter is turned on.
Finally, keep an eye on operating
parameters, and don't force something
on when it's unhappy!
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for
more than 30 years. He is a district
sales manager for Harris Corp. He
can be reached at ( 703) 323-8011.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission
to ( 703) 323-8044, or via e-mail to jbisset@harris.com
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precise solutions for awide range of audio applications.These affordable
half- rack building blocks deliver exactly what
you need for jobs ( and budgets) of any size.
301 Low Distortion Compressor/Limiter:
A mono comp/limiter with unique circuitry that eliminates
secondary causes of distortion during compression.
302 Dual Microphone Preamplifier:
An update of the classic Symetrix SX202 design. Like its
predecessor, it delivers solid stereo imaging, excellent transient response, low noise and almost undetectable distortion.
303 Interface Amplifier ( Bi-directional):
A stereo level matching amplifier that converts consumer level
audio of - 10dBV to a + 4dBu level, or vice-versa, allowing
pro audio equipment to work with consumer gear.
304 Headphone Amplifier:
A stereo in/four output amp that drives headphones of
any impedance. Its compact design is ideal for translation
service installations and control rooms.
305 Distribution Amplifier ( 1x4):
A one input/four output design that includes afoursegment LED input meter, individual trim pots for
input and output levels, and Euroblock terminal
connectors for quick installation. Precision circuitry
yields THD+Noise of less than . 009%.
307 Dual Isolation Transformer:
A one input/two output isolation box that breaks up
ground loops and improves overall system performance.

BSW sales professionals have real-world broadcast
and studio engineering experience to offer expert
help with your equipment purchase.

Actually, What We're Shattering Is A Myth.

"Console- idol-Ion"
Company
Pacific Research &
Engineering

You may think PR&E is just aconsole company. The truth is,
we're acomplete studio buildout firm. Our staff has hundreds of
years of combined experience in frontline integration. Over the
past 30 years, many of the most prestigious names in broadcasting
have had us build more than two thousand studios for them.

Ask about our
latest digital
console:
Impulse

We can craft your furniture, handle your peripherals, manage
architects and acoustic experts, and troubleshoot your plans.
Whether you have afacility with one studio or several, we can

next level solutions
WIRELESS

meld everything together into one smooth running facility.

BROADCAST
GOVERNMENT
NETWORK

1-800-622-0022 . www.harris.com
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Radio's Record-Breaking Q3
Lynn Meadows
The third quarter of 1999 may go
down as aturning point for the broadcast
industry, much like February 1996 when
the Telecommunications Act passed.
Big news in corporate radio came just
after the quarter ended, in early October.
The competitive landscape shifted dramatically yet again, with the announce-

the new entity would be No. 1in both
number of stations and revenue earnings.
BIA estimates that the combined entity's 1998 pro- forma revenues were $3.1
billion. By comparison, estimated revenues at No. 2 CBS were $ 1.7 billion,
while the new No. 3, ABC, was estimated
to generate $356.4 million.
But the third quarter itself saw many
other important developments.
New ownership rules proposed by the

Top 10 Radio Groups
Ranked by BIA's Estimated 1998 revenues
As of September 30, 1999*
1998 Est.
Rev
Rank

Parent Company

7/1/99

9/30/99

Revenues

Parent #

Stock

Stock

( in $ 0005)

Stations

Prices

Prices

I

AMFM Inc.

1,838,645

441

55.1

60.8

2

CBS Radio (Infinity Broadcasting)

1,667,550

163

29.6

29.3

3

Clear Channel Communications

1,232.356

505

69.9

79.9

4

ABC Radio Inc. (Disney)

356,400

45

30.8

26

5

Entercom

313.425

as

42.7

36

6

Cox Radio Inc.

288,650

72

54.3

59.5

7

Cumulus Media Inc.

190,210

261

21.9

32.7

8

Hispanic Broadcasting Corp.

187.125

42

75.9

76.1

9

Citadel Communications Corp.

175,910

123

36.2

34.1

10

Susquehanna Radio Corp.

162.600

26

N/A

N/A

'lhe Clear Channel-AMFM merger was announced after the end of the quarter.

ment that mega-group Clear Channel will
buy the AMFM group in a $56 billion
agreement. According to BIA Financial,
the merger will result in the largest radio
group in the world, with 948 stations.
The group is expected to spin off as
many as 125 of those stations to comply
with federal ownership rules.
Chancellor Media and Capstar
Broadcasting had merged July 13, and
became AMFM Inc., making it the largest
radio company in the United States. But
such rankings are fleeting these days.
With the Clear Channel-AMFM merger,

FCC encourage broadcasters to look at
market "voices" to determine what they
may own. When the final rules are adopted later this year following apublic comment period, it will be possible to own
multiple radio stations and television stations in the same market.
Radio ad sales continue to boom, and
at least one prominent observer predicted
that the industry will finally increase its
share of the overall media ad pie from 7
to 8percent this year.
Further, the announcement that CBS
and Viacom will merge into one super-

Netia Americas Ltd.' 10805 Green View Way • Columbia, Maryland

conglomerate with amazing synergistic
opportunities is likely making competitors look around for bigger and more
diversified partners.
The significant time required to synthesize and analyze corporate numbers
delayed the release of record-setting second-quarter results for several companies
until the third quarter. Among those late
but winning reporters were CBS Corp. and
Emmis Communications, both of which
announced record-setting results from Q2.
Radio stocks continued to rise in the
third quarter, although an overall market
downswing in September hampered that
growth a bit. Emmis stock started the
year trading at $ 43.38 and by midSeptember was trading at $69 per share.
Radio stocks also jumped at the news
of the Clear Channel-AMFM deal in the
first week of October. Among the winners were groups likely to acquire the
100 to 125 stations that will have to be
spun off by the new group. Estimated to
be worth $4 billion, the spin-offs alone
will create ashift in group rankings.
Groups expected to pick up some of
the AMFM-Clear Channel spin-offs saw
aggressive interest from the market the
day of the merger's announcement. For
example, Hispanic Broadcasting gained
10 points, closing at over $ 87; Citadel
was up almost $6; Radio One reached its
52- week high, up $4.50 to over $ 47;
Emmis gained $4; while Cox, Entercom
and Cumulus closed out the day with a
rise in the range of $3.
All of these groups are viewed to be
potential buyers of the AMFM/Clear
Channel spin-offs.
Meanwhile, under new cross-ownership rules, the number of broadcast stations one party may own corresponds
directly to the number of "independent
voices" in that market.
Independent voices include all
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Carl Lindemann
It used to be that most everyone
in radio shared the experience of
time spent at small- market stations.
Some would start and stay at local
stations. Others would move up
from market- to- market as they
learned the ropes. With rare exceptions, even the most famous national personalities cut their teeth out
in the boonies.

Don Washington
But that is changing. -With consolidation, there are less and less
opportunities to get into radio,"
said Don Washington, CEO of
FreshWAV.com, a Web- based
broadcast company.
"An incredible number of talented people are being rejected left and
right by the traditional media outlets. Where do you go to practice?

See 03, page 38

21044 • tel: ( 410) 730-2616 • toll free: ( 877) 730-2616 • fax:
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FreshWAV.com
Develops
New Voices

(
410) 730-6718

See FRESHWAV, page 41
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Infomercials: Right For You?
Informercials on Your Radio Station May Make
Hard- To-Sell Time Work Harder for You
Ken R.
It's Sunday about 6a.m. and you're driving your car, desperately tuning around
the AM dial for anything interesting.
You stumble across a phone-in talk
show, but the host never gives the phone
number. The announcer is heavily promoting the doctor he's interviewing, and
they both keep pumping atoll-free order
line every two minutes.
And just what are these "miracle fatburners,""super prostate formulas" and
"breakthrough colon cleansers," anyway?
As all but the most naïve among us
know, the doctor on the show may have
hired the host, faked the phone calls and
purchased the airtime.
Ihope Ihaven't let any cats out of the
bag! These little exercises in disbelief suspension have become so popular and so
lucrative that there are companies that specialize in their creation and syndication.
Welcome to the world of radio
infomercials.
Profitable airtime
Radio stations of all sizes have found a
way to generate revenue during non-peak
hours when their regular clients aren't buying. Managers offer their programming in
half-hour chunks to people who just can't
get their message across in 60 seconds.
Clear Channel station WSPD(AM) in
Toledo, Ohio, runs several such shows
each week. According to Tom Treece, the
local sales manager, the demand for airtime is strong.
"If Ihad anyone cancel, I'd be able to
fill the slot within an hour. We negotiate a
rate with the syndicator based on the daypart for anywhere from $75 to $350 per
half hour. Apparently they get results,
because they stay with us for along time."
Treece said. "Sometimes the syndicator will call and say ' We were a little

light on response last week,' so we might
choose to bonus them an extra week at
their end of the schedule. It's aback-andforth process."
Where infomercials come from
Many of these shows are brokered by
companies such as Coastal Media of
Portsmouth, N.H., that serve as intermediaries between those with the products
and those with the airtime.

Objections non-existent
Some local advertisers work directly
with stations to produce half-hour programs without the benefit of asyndicator.
One long-term infomercial client on

1999

WSPD is Joe Bassett, who owns two
health food stores in Toledo.
"I am aboard member and past president of The National Nutritional Foods
Association," said Bassett. "Iinterview
many authors and nutrition experts who
provide alot of good information. Itry
not to make the shows too obviously
commercial."
Bassett is aware of the national programs making those bold and unsubstantiated claims. He said, "Some of these
programs are valid, some are not.
Sometimes the products they offer may
be useful, but they can be priced two or
three times more than what you can find
in our stores."
Contrary to what many believe, the
Food and Drug Administration does regulate food supplements, although the
agency no longer has " pre- market
approval" authority over supplements as
See INFO, page 45

The Legal Side of
Radio Infomercials
Tom Treece, WSPD(AM)
"We don't get involved with the show
content or the products themselves," said
Rick Roy, president of Coastal Media. "I
might offer input, but we put the sellers
in touch with the right stations to maximize their profits."
Because many of these infomercials
never provide prices over the air for the
commodities they sell, interested listeners are directed to atoll-free 800 number,
which actually rings at a professional
phone center serving many clients. It is
incumbent upon the operator answering
the call to "close" the sale, i.e. to answer
any questions and get the order.
"A product costing $29 usually has a

RFCAD"
SIGNAL MAPPING
SOFTWARE

RFCAIr

higher close ratio than aproduct costing
$129 because the callers see ahigher perceived value," said Roy.
These nationally syndicated shows
usually promote a specific product and
often do so using florid claims such as
"the secrets the medical community
doesn't want you to know."
The sponsors almost always offer a
"buy two and get a third bottle free"
come-on. And it's agiven that one must
"call within the next 10 minutes to get
this super price!"
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is essential for planning, designing, and analyzing
Broadcast, Land-Mobile, SMR, Public Safety, Paging,
Cellular, and other wireless systems.

Developed by Biby Engineering Services, PC and available from BIA Research,
RFCAD uses the most advanced technology available.
RFCAD provides contours, terrain profiles, and
high-resolution propagation results overlaid onto
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scientific evidence" if an advertising
claim is made but the burden of proof is
now upon the government to prove a
product is unfit.
This change in the law brought the
informercial producers out in mass.
"Advertisers are required to back up
what they say, but we only intervene to
enforce the law after the commercials
air," said Rusk.
Do radio stations ever monitor their
infomercials? Very seldom.
"If the meters are moving, the show
must be fine," seems to be the rule. But
Rusk described some recent laws that
might make many infomercials technically illegal.
"An infomercial cannot pretend to be
anews or talk program without identifying the sponsor and clearly telling the
audience it's acommercial."
Is asimple disclaimer within the first
and last ten seconds sufficient?
Who in charge?
"No," said Rusk. "This information
According to Brenda Mack of the
has to be repeated at certain intervals
FTC, "The FDA has jurisdiction over
during the program and again immedithe ingredients and safety of all food
ately prior to any opportunity to order a
and drug products. The FDA also overproduct with aphone number."
sees their labeling. We have jurisdiction
Obviously, the infomercial producers
over how they are advertised."
try to structure their broadcasts so the
"The FTC doesn't approve any ads
audience will think their show is areguahead of time, but we certainly monitor
lar program. According to the FTC it is
ads that we see in print or hear on the
the radio stations' responsibility to
radio and TV to make sure any claims
make sure the content of these shows is
being made can be substantiated."
In late 1998, the FTC released a within the law.
guide for the dietary supplement indusFinding information
try that described what can and cannot
For the rules on advertising a nonbe said in those ads.
drug food supplement, visit wwwftc.gov
"We can't look at every ad, but some
then search using the words "dietary
are brought to our attention. We have an
supplement guider
ad monitoring section whose job it is to
For other product advertising guidewatch for the worst offenders. We also
lines, visit www.ftc.gov then search
accept complaint letters," said Mack.
using "media screening" or "business
"When we see or hear of an ad we seriguidance."
ously question, we send out aletter to
The consumer hotline to the Federal
that party."
Trade Commission is (877) FTC-HELP.
The 1994 Dietary Supplement
Consumers can alert the FDA of
Health and Education Act changed the
questionable ads by calling the
way food supplement manufacturers
MedWatch program at (800) FDA- 1088
could do business.
or by going to wwwfda.govimedwatch
No longer did companies have to
submit their products to a " pre - on the Web.
approval" process. The FTC standard
— Ken R.
still requires "competent and reliable

If someone listening to an informercial on your radio station calls that tollfree number, buys those "miracle fat
burner pills:' takes them and suddenly
collapses from a heart attack, are you
liable?
"Maybe," said Michelle Rusk of the
Federal Trade Commission. "We have
been trying to encourage the media to do
abetter job of screening advertising. We
know they can't research every ad, but
there are tried-and-true methods of spotting outrageous claims and weeding out
the most obvious frauds. Network television does avery good job with this."
"Rather than suing the station, we
suggest consumers alert the Food and
Drug Administration through their
MedWatch program. They can also contact the FTC Consumer Response
Center and file acomplaint."
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Nasty or Nice: Two Ways to Go
Ken R.
There are a lot of ways to say it, but
the truth is that if you stick around in
radio long enough, you're going to hear
some variation on these themes:
"I'm sorry, we're going to have to let
you go."
"We're consolidating our staffs and
there's no room for you."
"That was your last show — I'll take
those station keys, please."
The severing of an employee relationship seems to fall into one of two major
categories in these times of mega-mergers: firing for cause and firing for reasons
having nothing to do with individual per-

RED'S

RADIO DATA SYSTEM

formance. There may not be the same
stigma associated with being let go as
there once was, but it's always "personal"
when your name is on the pink slip.
Grievous sins
For managers, the process isn't easy,
either. But it's afact of life in radio.
Dave Kennedy, president/C00 of
Susquehanna Radio Corp. based in York,
Pa., feels that any act by one of his
employees reflecting negatively upon the
integrity of his stations creates cause for
immediate dismissal.
"This might be asalesperson misrepresenting to aclient that spots ran when it
was known that they did not. If we learn

that this was deliberate, we deal with it
swiftly and firmly."
No radio manager can hope to avoid
staff problems entirely. While Kennedy
takes care with screening and hiring in
the hopes of weeding out any problems
in advance, he recalls one employee who
had sticky fingers and had to be let go.
"We were doing a promotion in one
market and it involved the employee collecting cash. The acc ,, unting showed
there had been theft
the police were
brought in."
Paul Sidney of WLNG(FM), Sag
Harbor, N.Y., believes that disloyalty is a
big sin in his company.
"Most people are here because they

is like abumper sticker on the dashboard....

Howard Johnson
want to be and if they want to apply for a
job elsewhere, we let them go there."
Some people start off badly before
they even have achance to take the job.
One manager stated that if he discovers
someone falsified any statement on his/her
job application, discussions with that party
cease. That company verifies every statement on the application, by the way.
Other serious offenses have included
secretaries who sent out hundreds of personal wedding invitations on the company's postage meter. jocks who invited
"guests" into the studio after hours, and
property destruction at the hands of disgruntled staffers.
Substance abuse must be dealt with,

I always tried to treat
everyone with honor
and dignity so they
can keep their self-

And now it's FREE!

respect.
— Howard Johnson

TERION

(
formerly Flash Comm)

announces

Free RDS for FM stations nationwide!
RDS is here today. Well over 1000 stations use it — many in large markets.
The radios are in the stores and on the car lots NOW. Most new ' 99 Ford Explorers have
RDS radios. They are also in Chevrolet, Pontiac, Cadillac, Oldsmobile, Lincoln and
all Jaguars.
Other manufacturers are following.
We offer the same digital features that big stations have, plus you get afull featured RDS
encoder, control software, Alphanumeric RDS pager and an ADS Cadet PC card RDS radio.
We pay for everything.

Then we'll pay you monthly to use it!
We have signed over 500 stations but still need more in many areas of the country. So give
us acall and find out if you can be apart of our network too.

TERN

Call Station Relations at 888 772 3306 ext 3051
Or Email:Radio@Terion.com

either by enforced treatment or, if that
fails, dismissal.
And there's always the old chestnut
you read about in trade announcements
every week: "differing programming
philosophies."
Other causes
An employee can commit many
offenses that fall far short of afelony but
still result in termination.
"We might determine that an air talent
or salesperson is not performing to expectations," Kennedy said. "In those cases,
the program director or sales manager
will work intensely with that employee
for weeks, informing them that they need
to improve in certain specific areas.
"In the case of air talent we will play
tapes, critique and coach, and if progress
is not shown we have to place them elsewhere or let them go. The timetable
depends on how much progress is made."
An operations manager in the Midwest
had to fire someone at his station to save
an advertising account.
"Our continuity person scheduled a
very heavy rotation of ' sale' spots for a
local department store. The spots ran in
morning drive and had abig impact, but
the problem was they inadvertently ran
one day early. The department store manager needed someone's head to roll, and I
guess she was it."
See FIRED, page 34
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omm unity FM Slow in Japan
Thomas Caldwell With regulators in the United States
considering a new class of low- power
radio stations, the experience of other
countries may be instructive.
Consider Japan.
The country has never been as radiofriendly a place. In fact, in terms of the
ease in which one can build astudio and
transmission facilities and get on the air,
it is probably the most radio-unfriendly
nation with ademocratic political system.
For most of its modern history, the
Japanese government has treated radio
and other electronic media as an informal part of statecraft. Information has
always been something the authorities
here like to regulate.
Because of these regulations, getting a
broadcast license is next to impossible
for most interested parties.
For example, stations are required to
cover specific areas on political, not geographic bases. For example, Tokyobased
radio stations must cover the entire territory of Tokyo, including several sparely
populated islands hundreds of kilometers
away in the Pacific Ocean that are, politically, part of the capitol city.
It was the difficulty in getting new
stations on the air that led the government to loosen some of its regulations
in 1994, bringing into being a
"Community FM" class of stations.
The service was designed as a very

localized form of radio. The Ministry of
Posts and Telecommunications permitted
Community FM stations to broadcast
with only 1W of power. The limit was
soon raised to 10 W.
Earlier in 1999, the ministry allowed
some stations to operate at 20 W, asignificant power level in densely packed
Japanese cities, where 1W can reach
more people than most other places.
At the time, some industry experts predicted that thousands of stations would
spring up around the country. Many
Japanese major electronic equipment
manufacturers put together affordable
turnkey systems that could be purchased
by just about anyone.
But five years after its introduction, the
dream of Community FM is still adream.
Hard times
Although there are now 124 small FM
stations operating at 20 W or less,
Community FM cannot yet be called a
success. The first reason is simple. Japan
has been slogging through its worse recession since the end of World War H.
Over the past five years, unemployment has been at its highest levels since
the government began keeping records.
The available advertising revenue has
also dropped.
Without advertisers, the incentive to
operate businesses that rely on ad revenue does not exist.
Hironori Tanaka, an analyst for Morgan

Association, an industry association representing Community FM stations.
Kimura said that, since the inception of
the association, the number of Community
Stanley in Tokyo, said that radio has never
FM stations has been rising steadily.
been amajor moneymaker in Japan, and it
He said he believes the future of the
is unlikely ever to be.
medium looks better than that of convenTanaka's numbers are not encouragtional radio.
ing. He said that industry figures show a
Kimura said Community FM got its
5- percent decline in radio advertising
biggest boost following the massive
during the first half of 1999. In 1998,
earthquake that devastated the city of
radio advertising declined by 4.5 percent.
Kobe in January 1995.
Among the top nine Japanese advertis"Local and national governments
ing firms, the numbers are even more dislearned how important radio was then,"
mal. Overall advertising budgets during
said Kimura. "It really helped us alot."
the first quarter of 1999 were reported
Still, many local governments that had
7.1 percent lower than 1999. For radio, it
planned on helping set up small,
was down 10.9 percent.
Community FM stations are waiting. Not
"The overall share of advertising revjust for money, but for space on the dial.
enue for the radio industry stood at 4.2
According to Kimura, the Ministry of
percent in 1990," said Tanaka. "In 1998,
Posts and Telecommunications is refusit was 3.6 percent."
ing to approve new applications for FM
Jim Dougherty is aTokyo-based consulchannels. The major reason is the need
tant who has lived in Japan for more than a for larger commercial stations to broadquarter century. He heads up his own procast over such wide areas.
duction company, called Media Creations.
"The problem is not interest, it is airDougherty is not optimistic about the
waves," said Kimura. " It is true that
future of Community FM, saying that it
Tokyo has fewer stations than any other
was doomed from the start.
city of its kind, but if you included all the
"In most cases, it was just laid in the
relay stations, the number is far higher."
lap of the local government people who
According to the National Association of
were never really interested in it," he
Broadcasters in Japan, as of Sept. I, atotal
said. "The recession, hitting when it did,
of 222 radio broadcasters were on the air in
did not help matters either. When you
Japan, including Community FM stations.
consider the financial situation and frugal
The number of relay stations throughout
attitude of local government, it is no surthe country was somewhere close to 1,500,
prise so many Community FM projects
afigure which includes relay stations used
have been put on hold."
by commercial radio broadcasters and the
Taro Kimura is the former president of
national quasigovernmental broadcaster,
the Japan Community Broadcasting
Nippon Hoso Kyokai (NHK).
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Being Fired: Not the End of World
FIRED, continued from page 32

Another program director who wished
to remain anonymous said he fired an allnight jock, an act no program director
wants to undertake because it's so hard to
find such acreature.
"He was normally apretty stable young
man, but he fell in love and chased his
girlfriend to Canada one day, didn't get
back for his shift and never bothered to
call. He later thanked me for firing him, if
you can believe that. He came to understand the reasons behind the action."
No-fault — still hurts
Perhaps the most common cause of
dismissal in the late 1990s is station

consolidation. When agroup owns multiple stations in amarket, the staffs may
be combined, and some of those people
are "downsized" to eliminate duplication of efforts.
Howard Johnson of Albany Radio in
Georgia has had occasions where he was
forced to let people go for this reason.
"I always tried to treat everyone with
honor and dignity so they can keep their
self-respect," he said.
In one case, Johnson spent two days
making phone calls on behalf of his
endangered employees, and was successful in getting offers for all but one
at other stations in the market, most at
higher salaries.

Arrakis
Studio Furniture
systems are #1
with over 1,000 sold!

"Any situation like that is like a
coin, and the flip side could be the best
thing that ever happened to that person," said Johnson. " In some cases it
helped those people focus on what's
important and helped them take the
next step."
"When we are moving into a market
and know that with the new purchase
will come redundancies in staff,"
Kennedy said, " we try to negotiate
ahead of time with the seller so we can
have a severance plan in place for peoDave Kennedy
ple we can't retain. In some cases, we
can arrange to extend health benefits or
Everything keeps moving."
offer assistance in finding other posiBut Johnson uses one philosophy in
tions. You never know when those peodealings with people: "Where profit and
ple will be available again, and you
loss is everything, it becomes all the
might really need them at that time so
more important to create extra value in
we don't burn any bridges."
who you are."
"The industry is now going through
mum
what banking went through 10 years
Ken R. is owner of Ken R. Inc., an ad
ago," said Johnson. " We're replacing a
lot of jobs with jobs requiring different jingle producer for radio stations.
Got a story to tell about firing or
skills. It's a little like standing in the
us
at
being fired?
Write
to
water with one foot on apiece of ice and
radioworld@imaspub.cm
the other foot on adifferent piece of ice.
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WEB WATCH

Clear Channel,
Microsoft

audio and video that is link to stream,
takes into account the various speeds of
the stream and the software that was used
to encode it."

Form Strategic

Lycos Adds

Relationship

New Channels,

Clear Channel has chosen Windows
Technologies 4 to stream all of Clear
Channel's radio stations via the Internet,
reaching a potential weekly audience of
over 44 million listeners.

'Live' Announcers
Lycos Radio Network, asubsidiary of
the Lycos Internet Portal, has added 30
channels to its original five-format lineup. The new channels target niche formats like "Saucy Salsa" and "Acid Jazz
Trip Hop."
The additional programming comes
from Lycos' relationship with DMX, a
digital music service. "Live" disc jockeys
have also been added to five channels.
Some 20 experienced disc jockeys have
been assigned to the five channels powered by Westwind Media. They record the
shows, select the music and can break in
for news or special promotions and even
take requests either by phone or e-mail.

BroadcastMusic.com

David Murray
"Microsoft Windows Media has many
advantages looking forward to how interactive entertainment is delivered," said
David Murray, director of Advanced
Technologies,
Clear
Channel
Communications. " We believe that
Windows Media will provide us with the
most-efficient operational environment and
lowest costs as we move forward. It is
obvious that localized content will have a
new character coupled with the technologies Microsoft brings to the table:' he said.

Announces

BroadcastMusic.com, "We're fully integrating traditional media and the Internet
by creating essentially an online television program." Content on the upcoming
music video channel, SuperV, is described
as acombination of MTV's "Real World,"
"WKRP in Cincinnati," and "The Blair
Witch Project" and is targeted to capture
18-24 year olds. It is scheduled to premier
at the end of the year.

Audible.com
Features Net-Based
station focusing on New Age music and
programming.
The site streams music 24 hours a
Premier
day through the Windows Media Player
and adds music reviews, artist bios and
discussions. Music included in the
National Public Radio personality
playlist span avariety of New Age genMargot Adler will introduce her new,
res, including Celtic, Compilations &
independently produced program for
public radio on Audible.com, the spoken- Collections, Historic & Classical, Mind
Body & Soul Music, Music with
word online audio site.
Natural Sounds, Mystical & Spiritual,
Native American, Natural Sounds,
Relaxation, Seasonal, Self Help, The
Zodiac Series, Uplifting, Vocal &
Chant, and World.
Listeners can also purchase New
Age titles at discounted prices through
the site.

Public Radio

Music Video Channel
Donaldson, Downs

BroadcastMusic.com, an Internet
broadcasting network based in Portland,
Maine, announced plans to launch the
first around-the-clock live online music
video channel in partnership with radio
programming syndicator SupeRadio.
According to John Brier, president of

Stake Claim
In New Media
Frontier
Margot Adler
"Justice Talking," an examination of
"hot button" constitutional issues, will be
available to the Internet audience before
being broadcast on conventional radio.
Digital audio files of "Justice Talking"
can be loaded onto portable digital audio
devices for listening away from the PC.

StreamSearch.com
Launches
PlanetAudio
StreamSearch.com Inc. has launched
PlanetAudio, a new service of its audio
and video search engine and directory
service.
PlanetAudio allows users to efficiently
search, find and listen to audio clips posted on the Internet. StreamSearch.com
claims to be the only "unbiased, holistic
site that allows users to find categorized

New Age Begins for
Internet-Only Radio
Station
John Brier

NewAgeCities.com Inc. has launched
newagesound.com, an Internet-only radio

ABC's Sam Donaldson has begun
hosting the first regularly scheduled
news program created specifically for
the Web by a major network. The
Webcast duties are part of a new multi- year deal with ABC News.
David Westin, president of ABC
News, said that Donaldson will "break
new ground in the new world of the
Internet. Sam's experience and credibility combined with this innovative programming will provide ABCNEWS.com
a distinctive forum in which to bring
users credible, timely news."
The 15-minute program airs Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 12:30 p.m.
Eastern. Though no standards for online
See WEBWATCH, page 37
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VVEBWATCH, continued from page 36

audience measurement exist, initial indications show that the premier enjoyed
only asmall audience. For example, only
373 viewers responded to an online survey during the program.
Meanwhile, Hugh Downs, long-time
anchor for the network's "20/20" news

'bike-edited' Web- radio program."
The
bimonthly,
bilingual
French/English program is offered as a
downloadable MP3 file posted on their
Web site rando-america.org
Efforts to publicize the show have
already caused an ordeal for some public radio producers. "( They) sent me
this unsolicited message three times,
each one with huge photo files attached
that took an eternity to download," said
veteran producer Jay Allison.
So it would seem that as the daring
duo head north, their hopes for public
radio coverage have gone south.
— Carl Lindemann writes frequently
about new equipment and the Internet
for Radio World. Send your Internet
news items to WebWatch@imas
pub.com

MW Networks
Suing Founders of
Imagine Radio
Imagine Radio founders Rotem
Perelmuter and P. Michael Briseno are
named in asuit filed by MTV Networks
in September in New York State
Supreme Court, according to Reuters
News Service.
The suit charges that they were
forming acompeting business in violation of their employment contracts.
MTV bought Imagine Radio in
February for $ 14.5 million from
Perlemuter and Briseno as part of
MTV's initiative to create an online
music site. Perelmuter received $ 6.7
million from the sale of Imagine Radio

program, is leaving television for the
Internet.
"The range of things I've been privileged to do up to now has set afoundation for what I'm planning in the
context of new media. This fast-moving cybernetic age holds such challenge and opportunity that Inow find
it irresistible," Downs said.

Coming to an E-Mail
In- Box Near You
On Jan. 1, French journalists
Raphaël Krafft and Erwan Barret
began a bicycle odyssey that will take
them from the tip of South America to
Fairbanks, Ala.

111111.ffle !Mr
Locking for asupplier
phone number?
Check out

fEATIIIES:

Since 1991, BE has introduced

Sam Donaldson

and committed to working for MTV
for nine months ending Nov. 2, for
$150,000 per year, the suit says.
Briseno agreed to work for MTV for
two years for nearly $500,000, it added.
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3rd Quarter: Party Hats & Bubbly
03, continued from page 29

independently owned, local full- power
commercial and noncommercial television stations, all independently owned
commercial and noncommercial radio
stations, daily newspapers and wired
cable service.
If there will be at least 20 independent
voices after the merger, one owner may
own one television station and up to seven radio stations or two television stations and up to six radio stations.
In markets where at least 10 media
voices will remain, one owner may own
one television station and four radio stations. And in the smallest markets, one
owner may own one television station
and one radio station.
The FCC also adopted a new "equity/debt plus" attribution rule. Under this
rule, anyone who is either amajor program supplier to a licensee or a same
market media entity and holds a financial interest of equity and/or debt in
excess of 33 percent of alicensee's total
assets is considered to have an attributable interest. The rules must still be
published and are likely to face some
Petitions for Reconsideration.
Perhaps the most stunning news of the
quarter itself was the announcement that
CBS will merge with Viacom.
Mel Karmazin, president and chief
executive officer, CBS Corp., will
become president and chief operating
officer of Viacom when that deal is com-

pleted. Sumner Redstone will remain
chairman and CEO of the new company,
which will also be called Viacom.
CBS shareholders will receive 1.085

Michael O'Shea
shares of Viacom Class B shares for each
share of CBS. The transaction is valued
at $80 billion. The deal is not expected
to have any effect on the Infinity
Broadcasting radio group owned by
CBS, except to offer more cross-promotional opportunities for Viacom entertainment holdings.
In September, AMFM completed the sale
of its outdoor advertising business to Lamar

Listen Closely

Success depends on how well you listen. And how good you sound.
For over adecade AudioScience engineers have been responsible for
more adapter innovation than anyone else in the business. So
Listen Loud. Listen Clear. And demand AudioScience digital audio
peripherals. Call 302-324-5333 or visit www.audioscience.com.
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Advertising Co. ( NASDAQ:LAMR).
Lamar paid $700 million in cash and issued
approximately 26.2 million common shares
valued at $ 1.2 billion to AMFM. AMFM
said it would use the cash proceeds from the
sale for debt reduction.
That same month, AMFM announced
that it would sell eight radio stations in
Puerto Rico that it purchased last year to
Spanish Broadcasting Systems Inc. for
$90 million.
"This transaction is consistent with
AMFM's strategy to divest non-strategic
assets and focus on its leading core,
domestic radio operations," said de
Castro.
Among other notable deals, AMFM
and New Northwest Broadcasters Inc.
announced that New Northwest would
purchase four radio Washington state
stations in Richland, Kennewick and
Pasco (Tri Cities area), for $4 million.
The stations, originally part of
Triathlon Broadcasting, were bought
by Capstar before the merger with
Chancellor.
Was this a sign that mega-companies
might begin atrend to sell off properties
rather than agglomerate them? Unlikely.
Michael O'Shea, CEO of New Northwest
Broadcasters, said his company had
signed a letter of intent with Capstar
before the merger and AMFM fulfilled an
agreement that his company had with
Triathlon and Capstan
Small is beautiful
New Northwest is just over one year
old. This is the first purchase it has made
from aconsolidated group. O'Shea said
the company has fully consolidated all
eight of its markets by buying the pieces
in 27 separate transactions.
After all transactions are completed,
the company will have 43 stations in the
Pacific Northwest.
"We're finding that there are plenty of
good medium-sized and smaller markets
with opportunities to buy stations," said
O'Shea.
Another growing group, Entercom
Communications Corp., won the battle
for the purchase of Sinclair Broadcast
Group in the third quarter. The company announced it would buy 46 radio
stations in nine markets from Sinclair
and 300,000 shares of stock in USA
Digital Radio Inc. for $ 824.5 million.
Entercom will have to spin off three
Kansas City stations to meet FCC limits in that market.
AMFM and Cox Radio also conducted
astrategic, high-profile swap in the third
quarter. Cox will transfer KOST-FM and
KFI(AM) in Los Angeles to AMFM in
exchange for 13 radio stations in Miami,
Atlanta, Stamford/Norwalk, Conn.,
Jacksonville, Fla. and New Haven, Conn.
The aggregate broadcast cash flow generated by the stations being exchanged is
approximately the same.
"From our standpoint, the agreement
meets our goal of owning and operating
the maximum number of stations we
can in Los Angeles, the nation's second-largest radio market. The swap
also positions AMFM as the leading
radio group operator in Los Angeles as
ranked by audience share," de Castro
stated in a press release. The swap is
scheduled to close in the first quarter of
2000, but must be approved by the FCC
and go through the Hart-Scott-Rodino

Mel Karmazin
waiting period.
Also in the third quarter, Cox
announced it would acquire four stations
in Honolulu for approximately $ 16 million in cash.
Robert F. Neil, Cox Radio president and
CEO, said the stations will give Cox an initial market share of just under 20 percent.
Good news may be coming for broadcasters confused about the roles of the FCC in
reviewing mergers and station sales.
Hill action
A bill reported to the Senate from the
Judiciary Committee in July would set
time limits on FCC consideration of
license transfers and acquisitions.
Applications for deals in excess of $ 15
million would have to be processed
within 180 days.
Consideration of applications for
smaller deals would have to be processed
within 90 days. The proposal states that
any applications the FCC does not
approve or deny within those timeframes
would be considered approved.
If passed, the bill would alleviate what
some see as delays caused by the current
FCC process of "red- flagging" applications when they would mean one owner
would control more than 50 percent of
the market revenue.
Advertising numbers continued
their upward trend in the third quarter,
with the 84th consecutive month of
revenue increases for the radio industry. The Radio Advertising Bureau
reported that July local sales totals
were up 13 percent over July 1998 and
national dollars were 18 percent better, while August continued the strong
concentration of revenue gains in all
five of the U.S. marketing regions.
August local dollar sales were up 14
percent and national sales jumped 21 percent over the same period last year.
Year-to-date, local ad sales were running 13 percent ahead of 1998, while
national figures were 12 percent higher.
Gary Fries, president and CEO of the
Radio Advertising Bureau, said he
believes radio will garner an 8 percent
share of all advertising revenue for the
first time in 1999.
"Radio has traditionally been stuck
at 7 percent of measured media. We
have seen growth throughout the past
several years, but with this accelerated
growth that we're having in 1999, I
think we'll cross through the 8-percent
barrier this year."
Fries said the " unprecedented
strength in both local and national sales,
in all categories of advertisers, solidifies
our position as the fastest, most efficient
brand-building and results medium." He
said radio is now challenged to
See 03, page 42

This Is The Deal
Audioarts Engineering manufactures acomplete
line of audio consoles for every size radio station and
market.
Like the brand new RD- I2/20 series the latest
in digital technology. Fully modular with three stereo
busses, analog and digital inputs and outputs and
hot-swappable modules.
Or the R- 17: amodular design in acompact
mainframe with everything you demand in abroadcast
console: muting, tallies, machine control, rackmount
power supply and more.

The R-5: 12 inputs with dual source channels,
exclusive Simple PhoneTM telco interface, full function
tape remote and more all in an affordable package.
R-60: The # Iselling console in the U.S. Fully
modular for any combination of modules, superb audio
performance, LED illuminated switches, dual inputs on
each channel and awealth of complete features
engineered by the Wheatstone design team.
From on- air to production, we have aconsole
to fit your needs with no compromise in quality
or performance.

And These Are The Dealers
Broadcast Supply Worldwide

Crouse-Kimzey:

RF Specialties:

Tacoma, WA
Phone: 800-426-8434
Fax: 800-231-7055
Email: info@bswusa.com

Colorado Springs, CO
Phone: 800-257-6233
Fax: 719-392-8879
Email: ledwards@proaudio.com
Lynn, IN
Phone: 877-223-2221
Fax: 765-874-2540
Email: bpike@proaudio.com

Concord, CA
Phone: 888-737-7321
Fax: 925-687-9991
Email: newbro@ix.necom.com

Broadcasters General Store
Ocala, FL
Phone: 352-622-7700
Fax: 352-629-7000
Email: bgs@atlantic.net
S.C.M.S.
Pineville, NC
Phone: 800-438-6040
Fax: 701-889-4504
Email: sales@scmsinc. corn

Annapolis, MD
Phone: 800-955-6800
Fax: 410-754-9999
Email: kkaras@proaudio.com

Santa Barbara, CA
Phone: 800-346-6434
Fax: 805-682-5170
Email: rfsca@aol.com
Valparaiso, FL
Phone: 800-476-8943
Fax: 850-729-2744
Email: rfoffl@aol.com

Southampton, PA
Phone: 888-260-9298
Fax: 2I
5-322-4585
Email:
harrylarkin@compuserve.com
Pittsburgh, PA
Phone: 724-733-1994
Fax: 724-327-9336
Email: rfo@ub.net
Amarillo, TX
Phone: 888-839-7373
Fax: 806-373-8036
Email: rfstx@compuserve.com

Fort Worth, TX
Phone: 800-433-2105
Fax: 972-623-2800
Email: mbradfordgsproaudio.com

Kearney, MO
Phone: 800-467-7373
Fax: 8I
6-628-4508
Email: rfmo@sky.net

Seattle, WA
Phone: 800-735-7051
Fax: 206-937-8544
Email: jerryhill@csi.com

Tel: 252-638-7000 • Fax: 252-637-1285
E-mail: sales@wheatstone.com
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A Division of Wheatstone Corporation

Your Wide Area
Net workability Is Limitless

ENCO
DAD pR0 32
Digital Audio
Delivery System

The demands of today's fast paced broadcast marketplace
require maximum utilization of resources to achieve cost
effective performance. Thanks to the latest advances in
digital technologies, multiple broadcast facilities can now
seamlessly share audio inventories, news, scheduling and
billing data, and often consolidate other redundant functions.

All of this is possible by combining the advantages of
non-proprietary products such as the ENCO DAD, R0 32
Digital Audio Delivery System with Wide Area Network
(WAN) architecture. Audio production may now occur
from virtually anywhere within agroup, information
flow is automatically managed between multiple remote
locations, and transfer schedules are configured to take
advantage of varying tariffs for maximum efficiency and

Alt>

cost control.

The ENCO DAD pR0 32 Digital Audio Delivery System provides
apowerful professional audio management tool for both
live assist and automated on-air operations, production,

next level solutions

and inventory control. Support of Wide Area Networking

WIRELESS

is inherent with DAD p,
032, providing capabilities to take full
advantage of distributed data and group interconnectivity.

BROADCAST
GOVERNMENT
NETWORK

1-800-622-0022 • www.harris.com
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Flood of Talent to Be Tapped
FRESHWAV, continued from page 29

Where will the superstars of the future
come from?" he said.
FreshWAV.com aims to fill this need
by finding, developing and promoting
new voices through its Web site.
Like a phoenix
FreshWAV.com is the brainchild of
two National Public Radio staffers.
Washington is a human resources
associate in charge of recruiting and
hiring hosts, directors and producers.
His partner in the venture, Doug
Mitchell, is a supervising producer of
"Weekly Edition." Washington got the
idea for FreshWAV.com a year ago
after working on a failed pilot project
for NPR.
"NPR Presents" was an initiative to
bring new voices, producers and
approaches to finding and showcasing
talent on the network.
"They had contacted the member
stations about it. Itook it upon myself
to distribute the request for proposals
(for "NPR Presents") to the world. It
you want new stuff, you've got to go
beyond where you typically go," he
said.
"I posted it on the Web, sent it out to
non-traditional organizations. We
received hundreds of proposals and
sample tapes. But the funding for the
project didn't come through. When I
saw that this wasn't going anywhere,
FreshWAV.com was born," said
Washington.
Since its launch in July, the site has
grown to II short- form programs providing over an hour of new audio each
week. As executive producer, Mitchell
carries out all the production chores.
But
producing
content
for
FreshWAV.com is not the same as his
work at NPR.
"If you look at all the broadcast/Internet
radio sites, the difference is that we're
starting at the ground level with people.
They have an idea, we'll talk it over with
them, and then talk about how they can
get their idea recorded, shaped and molded into aprogram. From there, we can put
it up on our Web site."
Better than basic
The concept goes beyond training.
Because of the Internet, lots of people
who aspire to do radio can get their
ideas exposed to an audience, he said.
Even so, the quality of the programming is not bush league.
"Let's call it ' Triple A.' The programs need to be interesting, the ideas
worth developing. We are discriminating. There are people out there who will
step up to the plate to develop their concepts here. And once it's up and available on our Web site, maybe someone
will pick it up ( on terrestrial radio),"
said Mitchell.
FreshWAV.com is both a service to
potential talent and to potential distributors. "We offer airchecking, production tips, equipment advice and recording tips. I've had some people Ihad to
send tapes back to. Iexplained why it
didn't sound good, and what they
needed to do about it," Mitchell said.
To fulfill their educational mission,
they are soliciting corporate partnerships. " We're trying to work a deal
with Sony to supply MiniDisc

recorders. It's the most convenient,
cost-effective, high- quality format
available. With the right tools, there's
no reason why the average person
can't have a radio program — as long
as they're willing to work with us," he
said.
Professionals, too, may be enticed by
what FreshWAV.com offers.
"We're taking to people who usually
just operate as independent producers.
We remove all the bureaucracy. As it
stands, producers for public radio have
to work out their own deal. With us,
there's no paperwork. We ask ' Do you
own your show? Do you have the copyright?' From there, we can get their
material up quickly. There's also a lot

Iwish that

tions, too, will be profit centers.
"We see many alternate revenue
streams here. There are lots of advertising dollars here selling books and
records featured on programs. But
advertising only makes up about 15
percent of the revenues. There is a
nominal cost associated with people
wanting to post content. Also, shows
that we feel will be successful — we'd
like to package and syndicate them on
the Web and terrestrial radio," said
Washington.
Though he has had experience operating small-business development centers,
the lessons of building atraditional organization have to be adapted to the
Internet.

there was something like this

around when Iwas starting out, like when I

Doug Mitchell
found is that those models don't work
on the Web. The main reason is the
low startup costs. Doing a business
plan didn't make any impact for people in the Web world — you have to
show them what you have. So we created this site, put up content ... and
then are developing the business plan
after"

was 25 — it would have been terrific.
Check out the

— Ira Glass

Masked Engineer Guy Wire at

of material that never makes it to the
air," said Mitchell.
Ira Glass, the host/producer of Public
Radio International's "This American
Life," can sympathize with the struggle
that independents contend with when
trying to get new material on the air.
Even in his former position as an
NPR reporter and producer, Glass had
to shop the idea for the Peabody
Award- winning,
much- vaunted
"American Life" around to program
directors and decision makers all
around the public radio world for two
years, before ultimately striking a distribution deal with PRI, not NPR.
"FreshWAV is really exciting. The
more chances to do radio that exist, the
better radio will be," Glass said. " I
wish that there was something like this
around when Iwas starting out, like
when Iwas 25 — it would have been
terrific."
Mitchell said FreshWAV.com also
helps the broadcast industry by helping
fill the need for content in the everexpanding new media.
"We're doing aservice for the larger
places by developing talent and bringing these new voices to them. Places
like NPR may find themselves hardpressed to fulfill their commitment to
providing 24 hours of daily programming to CD Radio," Mitchell said,
referring to the satellite-delivered digital service that is to go up next year.
Plans for growing the business include
regional training.
"I already have several people in
mind as staff trainers. As soon as we
get funding, I'll hire them. We'll train
people in basic sound editing skills. All
their investment is in time. We sign
contracts with people and get to work
with them," he said.
Despite its public broadcast roots,
FreshWAV.com is afor-profit business.
Revenue will come from Web hosting
fees and from marketing successful
programming. Advertising and promo-

www.rwonline.com
"I have a pretty clear concept as to
how businesses are started and funded," Washington said. " But what I've

radio systems millenium products
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Q3: A Story of Radio Growth
03, continued from page 38

"embrace the new e-commerce marketplace and be ' e-born. —
Embracing the Internet is one of the
reasons CBS did so well in its second
quarter. The company has traded its promotional opportunities on radio, outdoor,
television and cable for shares in several
popular Web sites.
For instance, in the third quarter, CBS
acquired a40 percent stake in Women's
Consumer Network in exchange for $50
million in advertising, promotion and
other consideration over the next five
years. In a similar third-quarter deal,
CBS also announced it will acquire 35
percent of Medscape Inc.

Entrepreneurial broadcasters at The
NAB Radio Show in Orlando in
September repeatedly noted that public
money has made it harder for private
companies to get good deals.
Overheard was one man with an opportunity to buy agroup of stations saying
he just could not compete with the 5
percent interest rate the public companies were getting.
Jerome Fowlkes, managing director of
the newly launched BIA Ventures Corp.,
apart of the BIA Financial Network, said
many lenders consider financing larger
deals because of their own economies of
scale. He said the BIA Ventures Corp. is
focused on providing fund raising and

advisory services for private companies
with capital needs in the $ 1million to
$10 million range.
The danger for borrowers, said
Fowlkes, is that in lean times, bankers
and others who may not understand the
radio industry can "react skittishly."
"Make sure your institution understands your business and is very comfortable with your business," said Fowlkes.
Also, when aprivate company is in a
"growth mode," said Fowlkes, it should
keep capital sources prepared and consider a pre- approved credit line. As
O'Shea
of
New
Northwest
Broadcasting said, the good opportunities are still out there.

LOW COST TOP QUALITY
FM TRANSMITTERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS
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1-888-411-5174
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Radio Rocks
For Fined
Caps GM
Outraged that the National Hockey
League levied one of the largest fines in
its history against Washington Capitals
General
Manager
John McPhee
and suspended him without pay for a
month,
Washington
morning host
Elliot Segal
kicked off an
on- air
fundraising
George McPhee
effort to help
McPhee pay the $20,000 fine.
Segal, host of the popular "Elliot in
the Morning" weekday morning drivetime show on AMFM station WWDCFM ( DC- 101), is an avid hockey fan.
Segal said,
"We can't pay
the
entire
$20,000, but
we wanted to
get
enough
together so that
the GM of the
Washington
Caps could get
his Armani suit
Elliot Segal
repaired."
According to Segal, McPhee's
Armani suit was torn in half in the
post game incident that occurred in
the Blackhawks' locker room Sept. 25.
McPhee allegedly was upset that
Chicago had instructed its team to
try to hurt Caps players, a charge
that several teams have levied
against the Blackhawks. Following
several such complaints, the NHL
launched a special investigation into
the alleged underhanded play by the
Blackhawks.
At press time, the show had raised
about $ 1,000 in one day of fund raising. Also pledged to the effort were a
pair of Ferragamo pumps, in tribute
to the bruises McPhee sustained in
the Sept. 25 incident.
"Allegedly Ferragamo pumps
were hurled at McPhee during the
attack ( on
McPhee)
in
the
Blackhawks' locker room," said
Craig Henderson, producer of
Segal's show.
Henderson said that also pledged
was Sammy Davis' glass eye. "Maybe
we could get something for it on
Ebay, who knows?" Segal said.
In addition to his fund-raising
efforts, Segal said he is petitioning
the Caps to let him "skate on the ice
with the team at their next match
with the Chicago Blackhawks." And
if he is ever in afight, Segal said "I
just hope that John McPhee will be
there for me."
The Washington Capitals had no
comment on DC 101's efforts on
behalf of their general manager.
— Laura Dely
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S.C.M.S., INC.
SALES OFFICE

Time to " re- tube'
the transmitter?

been looking for...

o

CORPORATE OFFICE
10201 RODNEY BLVD
PINEVILLE NC 28134
VOICE 704-889-4508
FAX 704-889-4540
SALES 800-438-6040
EMAIL saleseescmsinc.com
WEB SITE semsinc.com
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BOB CAUTHEN - PRESIDENT/SALES MGR
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BILL ELLIOT - SALES ENG./TECH DIR.

The finest in

ERNIE VINCENT - SALES ENG.

Modular Studio Furniture
precision quality...
attractive design...
and a GREAT PRICE!

PAUL FRYE - DIG. SALES SPECIALIST

Order your next rebuilt
transmitter tube
from

Endless combinations...

BOB WADE - DIG. SALES AND TECH DIR.

9'mePand Pmcleis, (917e.
Over half a century of quality rebuilt power tubes

Advanced Furniture Systems

and U.H.F. - TV Klystrons"

1545 N. Washington Ave., Loveland, CO 80538

75412 Highway 25 - Covington, LA 70435 - U.S.A.

Phone: 970-663-4123 Fax: 970-663-6338

800-624-7626

Email: afs@mail.omn.com

Website: www.omn.com/afs

504-893-1243 Fax 504-892-7323
www.freeland-inc.com

Email freeland-inc.comefreeland-inc.com

MIDDLE ATLANTIC REGION
JACK LAYTON - SALES ENG.
134 LAKEVIEW DRIVE
MeMURRAY, PA 15317
VOICE 724-952-4(154
FAX 724-942-4839

COASTAL REGION
ANDY BOOTH - SALES ENG
517 CROATAN ROAD
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23451
VOICE 757-425-1192
FAX 757-437-0691

TN/VA/KY REGION
BERNIE O'BRIEN - SALES ENG.
P.O. BOX 1043
CHATHAM, VA 24531
VOICE 804-432-0850
FAX 804-432-0853
EMAIL hohriçn 1 ((rgain,

GA/EL/AL/TN REGION
BOB MAYBEN - SALES ENG.
4106 BILL JON DRIVE
RAINBOW CITY, AL 35906
VOICE 256-442-0635
FAX 256-413-3197
EMAIL bohnukyhen@'usa.no
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Composite Distribution Solutions for
Every FM and TV Application ...
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EAS

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service

F:cluipment is in stock for
immediate delivery!

Price $ 1750.00
GORMAN-REDLICH MEG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio -t5701

q;' 71k.

•••••••

Phone 7-40-593-3150
FAX 7-t0-592-3898
COMM MEL

Use the CDS200A when you need only to

• 5twii \\ iv RS 22 inputs outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator

distribute a composite stereo, SCA, SAP or RBDS

•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board
•Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended
operation

bdi

5Crestview Avenue
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916
Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com

•4 line -10 character LCD display with LED backlighting
• 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
input levels
•Will handshake with automation equipment

SERVICE, REPAIR &
CALIBRATION

SPECIALIZING IN

• STL's • IRPI.Fs • TSL's
• Exciters • Optimods

EQUIPMENT BY
• Belar • Marti

• AM/FM Monitors
•Remote Control Systems

• TFT
• And others...

STL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification
SGVAPEDS,

9

•

• 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs
• liNC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out
for second transmitter
Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com
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Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers
rit

0

S

pffer excellent sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial
'emote control capabilities and flexible mounting accessories.

•
•
SS 12.1
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12 stereo
inputs and 4stereo outputs.

10X1
Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs and
one stereo output or vice-versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8stereo inputs,
2stereo plus 2mono outputs.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital inputs
to split outputs.

8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8stereo inputs, 2
stereo and 2mono outputs

MI

SS 3.1
Passive switching/routing with 3stereo inputs and
one stereo output or vice-versa.

6X1G
Passive switching/routing with 6stereo inputs and
one stereo output. or vice-versa.
SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switching/routing with 2composite audio,
video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2composite audio,
video, or AES/EBU outputs, or vice-versa.
3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3stereo inputs and
2stereo outputs.

Check out our web site for
product information, list pricing
and alist of distributors!

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switching/routing with two stereo inputs
to one stereo output or vice-versa.

BROADCAST

2198 Hubbard Lane. Grants Pass, OR 97527
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(541) 471-2262
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• 2year warranty

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the- phone technical assistance

4

• 2minutes of digital audio storage

• Moseley
• McMartin

•

• Abo available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, ctystal controlled synthesized FM dewily
tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for inte,ronnection, cha racler generatom
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THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE
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Broadcast Devices, Inc.
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feeds to up to three different exciters.
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Use The CDS-200 for switching two composite

-

•

MIKE PHELPS - SALES ENG.

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

E-mail: bti@ broadcastlools.com

Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719
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Compact • Low Noise & Distortion • Servo Balanced Outputs e22dBm • Field or Studio Use • Desk or Rack Mount Kits.
ECONCO

Econco

REBUILT POWER TUBES

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New
3.000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Call for Our Price List
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave.
Phone: 530-662-7553

Woodland. CA 95695

Fax: 530-666-7760

Toll Free: 800-532-6626

Telex: 176756

From Canada 800-848-8841

SUM100 Stereo to Mono Summing Amplifier
Two Charm): Line Butter & Isolation Ampflier
L200
Two Channel Microphone to Line Driver
ML200
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Free Brochure Available Upon Request
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Solutions by CircuitWerkes
CircuitWerkes builds a family of excellent
products designed to solve problems at your
station and make your life simpler and better.
Think of CircuitWerkes for:
DTMF decoders and encoders
--- Dial- up studio remote controls
• Subadible tone decoders and encoders
:--- Single telco autocouplers and accessories
- Rack mounted banks of autocouplers
r- Dial- up, DTMF operated, listen- line tuners
• Portable headphone & mic. amp combos
- High quality DTMF muting devices to
remove tones from program audio.

LOW POWER

CircuitWerkes products.

W

Maple Avenue • Horsham, PA 19044

800-959-0307 • 2-5-443-0330 • Fax 215-443-0394
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• FCC Part 15 Accepted
• Full Range of Products
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Davicom systems provide all
the automated monitoring,
reporting
and
control
functions you need to keep
your site(s) operational and
legal.
Our systems are
practical: they are sized for
every type of operation from
small AM sites to large TV
facilities, with set-up and
operational

• Complete Turnkey Systems

software

that

even casual computer users
can understand.

Get More Details Online

www.lphinc.com

Call us today
for more information!

daviconl

LPB INC

Toll Free : 1.877.327.4832
(609) 653.1065

US Toll Free (877) LPB-COMM

- 3716 SW 3rd PI, Gainesville, Florida 32607
http //www circuitwerkes com

Outside The US + 1 (610) 644-1123

READER SERVICE NO. 250

READER SERVICE NO. 217

REMEMBER THE CORTANA

Designed for
Broadcasting!
MINI- MIX 8A

FOLDED UN/POLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT WITH THE
SAME HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
AND WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

$2499
List

• BROAD BANDWITH for better sound,
• GROUNDED ANTENNA for lightning & static electricity,
• ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS in VHF & UHF antenna lines,
• BEST ANTENNA FOR DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.
Also
DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR
AM COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS, POWER LINES, TANKS

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

9
4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington, NM 87401
phone 505-327-5646

fax 505-325-1142

READER SERVICE NO. 218

12 Stereo Inputs
2Dedicated M:kes

2Stereo Outputs
1Mono Output

Service & Affordatle Quality ;or Over 28 Years

AUTC, -)GR AM

OR ANY METAL STRUCTURE.

e
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FM TRANSMITTERS

All CircuitWerkes products are covered by atwo
year warranty. Call your favorite dealer, call us,
or visit our Internet web site for complete info on

(352) 335-6555/fax 380-0230

http:hwww.atiguys.com

READER SERVICE NO. 202

READER SERVICE NO. 209

CircuitWerkes

DA103
Line Input to Three Isolated ii. Protected Balanced Line Outputs
DMA103 bAcrophone XLR input to Three Isolated XLR Balanced Outputs

IC 0

R. 1:e 0

lEC,_11
1. 'MC X

1500 Capital Avenue ( 972) 424-8585
Plano Texas 75074-8118
1-800-327-6901
FAX ( 972) 423-6334
infoeautogramcorp.com
READER SERVICE NO. 203

1,000 Hits on
HARD DRIVE
for $695!
Compatible with Arrakis, BE,
BSI, Enco, Prophet, Smarts,
Register Data, others...
All formats! Oldies, ' 70s, AC, Country
1- day service at no extra charge!
We load IDE, SCSI, JAZ

rm.

1289 East Alosta Avenue
Glendora, CA 91740 USA
PH 626-963-6300
FX 626-963-2070
www.h-b-s.com

Just ca'l our name

800-HALLAND
800-425-5263

Music
on CD
IN STOCK!

READER SERVICE NO. 214
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Infomercials: Take Another Look
INFO, continued from page 30

it does for pharmaceutical drugs.
"The FDA must now prove aproduct is
harmful, rather than the old way of having
the maker prove the product is safe and
useful," said Bassett. ( See story, page 30.)
While no one has quantified the number of infomercials before or since the
change in supplement regulation, acommon perception among program directors is that the their numbers have
exploded since 1994.
Treece said he has never heard anegative comment about the products advertised on his station.
"We often get people calling us saying
they heard a show and can't remember
the product name or phone number. We
try to help them with that."
Infomercials often focus on food supplements or health aids, but can also promote chiropractic care or financial planning services.
"It's no different selling a service

Radio

good information out there, and we have
alot of it available in our stores."
Making the customers happy
People today still want what people
have wanted forever: the impossible.
They desperately want to believe they
can really lose weight "while they sleep."
They want a non-prescription pill that
will grow hair. They want to believe that
a single pill can inhibit cancer, cure
insomnia and improve muscle tone. So
they listen and they buy.
Some shows may tout legitimate services. Others may be the 1990s version
of "medicine shows" that traveled from
town to town a century ago. " Doc

Marvello" would beat a drum until a
crowd gathered, then climb on a
makeshift platform and boast of the magical powers of his latest potion.
Today, the "crowd" is seated in their
homes or driving down alonely stretch of
road. The pitch is similar, though. One hears
alot of success stories, wishes fulfilled and
lives changed. The shills are the "callers"
who have been hired by the doctor. They
ask such tough questions as "I'm asenior
citizen. Can these pills still help me lose
weight, even if I've tried everything else?"
Caveat Emptor.
II
Ken R. is president of Ken R. Inc., an
ID jingle production firm located in

Rick Roy, Coastal Media
Toledo, Ohio. He is afrequent contribufor to Radio World.

stations of

all sizes have found
a way to generate
revenue during nonpeak hours when
their regular clients
aren't buying.

than a product," said Roy. "The operators set the free trial appointment and
it's up to the financial planner or doctor
to get the patient to visit again on apaid
basis."
"Federal law says any product sold
through an 800 number or via mail order
is subject to a30-day money-back guarantee," said Roy. "All our shows state
this, and you have 30 days from the day
you receive the product to take advantage
of the guarantee."
"I would like to see everyone making
one of these infomercials be certified,"
said Bassett. " On the Internet, half of
everything you see is not accurate — it's
the same on the radio. But there's alot of
Infomercial Brokers
The following contacts are good
place to start if you are interested in
finding out more about infoinetrial progranuning. The following are two of the
better-known brokers in the business.
Coastal Media
Contact: Rick Roy
1108 White Cedar Blvd.
Portsmouth, NH 03801
Phone: (603) 433-9112
Fax: (520) 441-6672

"
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We've got you covered

A

Crown Broadcast transmitters are designed and
carefully engineered to the same reliable high
performance standards known worldwide as the

ll
e

_

7T-=-

hallmarks of Crown products.
Enjoy on-air confidence with compact stand-alone
transmitter designs that integrate audio processing, stereo generation and RF amplification. Or
choose from custom configurations for versatile
solutions to meet your unique broadcast needs. And be confident in your choice, with athree-year warranty
backed with service from some of the finest talent in the industry. Ask us, ive can help!
Call us, visit our web site, or send us e-mail for more information about the versatile transmitters from Crown
Broadcast. Crown International, 1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222 Email: broadcast@crownintl.com
www.crownbroadcast.com

Highstreet Advertising
Contact: J. Michael Andrews
15408 Meridian E.
Puyallup, CA 98375
Phone: (253) 845-0230
— Ken R.

Crown Broadcast...
1111111
making aworld of difference
now,VV
110111111111111
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Products /5/ Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
•

Shively Labs
Reach for Ratings!

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture

Shively 1Antennas Deliver
Delivered and

Coverage!

installed by

•Superior Engineering

cer-1

1.

•Multistation Solutions

ECHNOLOGY

•Filters & Combiners
•Translators
•Reliable Pattern Studies

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

TEL: 610-640-1229

because ... it pays to be heard!

FAX: 610-296-3402

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: (207) 647-3327
FAX: ( 207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY
e-mail: sales@shively.com

32 Pennsylvania Avenue, Malvern, PA 19355

email: sales@studiotechnology.com
web: www.studiotechnology.com

Web: www.shively.com
-An Employee- Owned Company -

READER SERVICE NO. 226

READER SERVICE NO. 224
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500W FM POWER AMPLIFIERS

$2,950

to er dof 1999
only

Composite Distribution Amplifier

•

This 1in, 3out distribution amplifier
allows you to distribute stereo composite
and/or subcarrier signals as easily as audio.
• DC- 100 kHz frequency response
• 90 dB signal/noise ratio
* FM500 500W Out, 10w drive Power Amplifier
* 2year warranty

CALL 888-411-5174

• + 6 dB to - 20 dB gain range

WSA
1111

• 1%4" rack mount enclosure

* Made in USA
* Over 100 currently in use in USA
1814 SCHOOLDALE DRIVE, SAN JOSE, CA 95124

ibstettarci

/E
li;
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Canis

408-448-3342 FAX 408-448-5951

• Individual 20- turn output trimmers

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Please circle me bingo number for adata sheet and adealer list.
READER SERVICE NO. 211

READER SERVICE NO. 220

From the "Specialists in

1

Attention
Advertisers!

Practical Precision Engineering"
ST— DA 3 • • STICK— ON
AUDIO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER
LINE LEVEL BALANCED OR UNBALANCED
INPUT

=OUTPU;S

PWR

O
P
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Reach 15,000+ prospects every issue! RADIO WORLD's
Products & Services Showcase provides aperfect
\ medium for test marketing yiour products and
services. It's an efficient, effective and afford10,...114110 ,N101:11.1,

tli -Jr d

Anywhere you need
• Audio Distribution with up to 3 Outputs
• Balanced or Unbalanced Input & Outputs
• To Bridge a Line for Local Distribution
• Distribution with Impedance Conversion
• Distribution with Gain or L055
• Inputs arid Outputs RF Bypassed
• 1x3 Mono or use Two Units for Stereo

RD L
Radio Design Labs

Toll free ( 800) 281-2683
Local ( 805) 684-5415

Document Server ( 800) 391-0017
Web Page www rdlnet cow

READER SERVICE NO. 221
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For more information, including rates and
deadlines, Fax Simone Mullins at

703-671-7409
or call 703-998-7600
ext. 154

Don't Be a
Radio Rube.

Studio Sessims

See Page 49

Resource for Radio Production and Recording
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PERSONALITY PROFILE

Rusty Humphries, Renaissance Man
Ken R.
He consults morning shows. He produces
comedy jingles for TM/Century. He hosts a
talk show on Citadel Communications
station KKOH(AM) in Reno, Nev.
He heads acharity that helps people
with serious illnesses and raises money
for it by sales of Nevada Nuclear Waste
Radioactive Hot Sauce. He is running for
the U.S. Senate. Glen Campbell played
guitar at his wedding this summer.
He is all one guy. His name is Rusty
Humphries.
His crazy-quilt career began in 1982 at
KJR(AM) in Seattle, where young
Humphries got his first job — sweeping

the parking lot.
His instructions from management:
"Never, ever talk to the disk jockeys."
Directly to ND
Avoiding the control room, he went
directly to the news director, who was
desperate for someone to go into the
locker room after a Sonics basketball
game and record audio from the players.
In the post- game press conference,
Humphries piped up and asked if the
Sonics won the game only because the
other team had a lot of injuries. A
moment of silence ensued, followed
by loud and colorful invectives from
the coach.

PRODUCT EVALUATION

Mini-Neumanns
Have Radio Uses
than a U 87 or M149, but larger than
one might expect for the term "miniaWhen the Neumann KM 183 omni
ture."
and KM 185 hypercardioid mics
Each mic comes in a cardboard
showed up, Iwas abit stumped as to
box with a foam windscreen and two
where the readers of Radio World
mic clips.
might use them.
Winkler said the KM
These mics, both of
183 is a good mic for
which list for $795, are
an audience or in situanot usually found in
tions where people are
many radio and TV staperforming in the stutions these days, but perdio and the acoustics
haps they should be.
are designed to create a
Brand Manager Karl
nice-sounding space.
Winkler and Idiscussed
Radio has always been
the differences between
a bastion of big mics:
the KM 180 Series and
RCA 77DX, RE20,
the older, more- expenSM7, SM5. Given this
sive KM 100 line, such
preference, I asked
as the 130s, 140s and
Winkler to make acase
150s.
for the miniature 180
"The KM 180 Series
series.
is designed to offer the
"They use the hypersame sound quality with
cardioid KM 185 on
fewer features, at about
the Howard Stern
70 percent of the cost,"
Show. Due to the
he said. "The market is
RE20's wider pattern
becoming aware that
and lower sensitivity,
small- diaphragm mics
the guests had to eat
are useful and cool. The
the mic to be clear.
cardioid KM 184 has
"People are often
The Neumann
become extremely popuintimidated by a big
KM 180 Series
lar. In the case of an
mic," he said. "The othomni, few people will step up to aKM
er very good reason is that the TV guys
130 because of cost, but they will purwanted something smaller. They said,
chase an omni KM 183."
'You've got pretty girls coming into the
studio. You can't see their faces behind
Unobtrusive size
abig mic."
Neumann calls the 180 Series
A typical application for the KM
"miniature microphones." At just over
183 omni is the recording of instru4 inches long and about 7/8- inch in
ments at a distance of two feet or
diameter, they are certainly smaller
See NEUMANN, page 50

Back at the station, the news director
loved the tape. Humphries was on his way.
After gaining additional experience at
KJR, Humphries talked himself into parttime consulting jobs fixing morning
shows. His early clients included two
men destined for stardom but who were
then unknown: Kid Kraddick in Dallas
and Mancow Muller in Kansas City.
At that point, Humphries experienced
his first fiasco: replacing Rush Limbaugh
on WGL-AM-FM in Fort Wayne, Ind.
"That didn't work," he says now.
Finding himself in Kansas City,
Humphries was able to use his musical
background in his next career step.
"I was a show producer but what I
really wanted to do was comedy. Ihad
Rusty Humphries
this idea for recording parody songs, so I
flew down to Dallas to talk to the folks at
ning on hundreds of stations in the
TM/Century. They ended up building a United States and other countries, and
whole comedy service around my ideas."
Humphries still consults.
Eleven years later, the service is runSee HUMPHRIES, page 51
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REALLY

The complete multitrack

COOL!

recording studio for WindowsTM

The easiest

way to:

• Record and build spots,
news, and clips
'1:16

• Add music and sound fix
• Stretc h or

corxiense
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'Cool Edit Pro has been
the dream come ttue
that we have wanted for
decades: a low cost
production studio software packaee that has
the power of any hardware studio we have
worked in.
Our mornin g
shows across North
kmerica now have the
capability of doine all
their show preparation
in their home studios
with Coal Edit Pro.
It
is not just a new proeram, it's a revolution
that has chaneed the
way radio is done.'
- Bob Hamilton,
Radio Star
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New
Check out our downloadable demo

'It's difficult to co
anywhere in Cool Edft.
Pro and not hear yourself whisperine to
yourself ' this ' is
cool.''
- Dave Oliwa, Radio Lnd
Production, May 1997

http://www.syntrillium.com
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at:

PO Box 62255
Phoenix. AZ 85082-2255 USA
cepro ,9syntrilliurn com
+1-602-941-4327
+1-602-941-8170 (tax)
1-888-941-7100 ( OS& Canada tol-tree
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Products for Radio Production
Mail info and photos to: RW Product Guide, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Tascam MD Recorder/Player
The MD-801RmkIl is a MiniDisc
recorder, player and editor from Tascam,
with attractive features for radio users.
The new rapid- access transport provides very fast disc access time. The

^-

a
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sample rate converter, Sound Sync
recording and Incremental Play function.
Separate Monitor and Online outputs
allow you to check the next selection
before sending it over the air.
It also offers aRelative Time display
and Replace Record function.
The rackable deck occupies 3RU, and
has asuggested price of $ 2,699. A remote
controller and RAM buffer are available
as options.
For information, contact Tascam at
(323) 726-0303, visit the Web site at www
.tascam.com or circle Reader Service 56.

company says this makes the unit suitable as acart replacement technology.
Tracks can be programmed in any
order without rewriting data on the disc,
making it appropriate for airing spots.
The deck is an updated model with 20bit A/D and D/A converters, an inpu
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Pro Audio 8X
CD-Recording Package

ffib

•

O

Microboards Technology of

second- generation audio CD- recording
package for PC users, based on the original Professional CD Factory from Sonic
Foundry.
Called Professional CD Factory 2000,
the new package incorporates Sonic
Foundry's CD Architect and Sound
Forge XP, track editing and audio premastering software. It also adds two
pieces of software for the same $ 749
suggested retail price.
The previous package, marketed by
Sonic Foundry, included Microboards'
PlayWrite 4080 4X CD- recorder, plus
an earlier version of CD Architect and
SoundForge XP. The new package uses
an 8X recorder and is the result of a
strategic partnership between Sonic
See PRODUCT GUIDE, page 51
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Products .51 Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No. ( s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
Would you believe that you can visit adozen
markets in an hour without leaving your desk?

FM BROADCAST ANTENNA
FMR Series
-

• Circular polarization
• Series fed
• Internal feed
• Brass/Copper
construction
• Excellent bandwidth

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.
719 Pensacola Road
Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540 Fax 814-472-5676
E-mail psibaesurfshop.net
READER SERVICE NO. 219

If you have the TeleRad io from CircuitWerkes at your stations,
you can listen to every radio station in each of your markets.
Old-fashioned air-checks are okay, but they have some real drawbacks
Among them are:
1. You have no control over what is recorded on an air-check. You
may be hearing only what someone else wants you to hear.
2. Your own air staffs usually know when they're being recorded and
react accordingly.
3. By the time you get an air-check in the mail, it may be too late to
respond to the competition.
The TeleRadio beats those problems by letting you listen to both your
station andthe competition in real-time. If you have aTeleRadio, you
simply dial it up from any phone. As soon as it answers, the internal
radio begins playing down the phone line to you. You can control the
radio by using the buttons on your phone. Its just like being there!
The TeleRadio even has aDTMF selectable external audio connection
so it can be used as astandard telephone coupler too. An optional call
progress decoder is available for using the TeleRadio on PBX analog
lines and in areas that don't support CPC.
CircuitWerkes - 3716 SW

e

Place, Gainesville, FL 32607

(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230 -

www.circuitwerkeS.com

READER SERVICE NO. 206
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Silicon Valley
PO W E

The New Standard in
Systems Integration

RDA

Systems
Technical Leadership in an Industry of Change
Call: ( 888) 616-7980 In Missouri: ( 314) 872-8222
http://www.rdasystems.com
READER SERVICE NO. 222

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

FM Broadcast Power Amplifiers
Designed for reliability, durability, & efficiency.

• The perfect hybrid for analog telephone lines.
• True separation of send and receive audio.
• DSP automatically adapts to line conditions.
• 19" rack mount or 11" desktop version.
• Optional desktop keypad.

800-JK Audio ( 81.5) 786-2929 www.jkaudio.com
800-552-8346
Fax: ( 815) 786-8502
READER SERVICE NO. 261

Models from 165 watts to 2.4 KW
Solid state.
VSWR foldback.
Remote operation.
Full documentation.

Frequency agile.
Digital display.
Easy installation.
Modular construction.

1-800-986-9700
www.svpa.com e-mail: saleesvpa.com

Fax 1-408-988-1438

READER SERVICE NO. 225

• Structural Analysis
• Tower Reinforcing
(812) 925-6000
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, Indiana 47610
Home. Page: mil% IRIiric.com
READER SERVICE NO. 270
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Watch Your Wallet, Your Station
from a station up around the New
York/Pennsylvania border that hired this
I'm giving some thought to changing
fellow: " Al, what's the problem with
my name to either "Mark" or "Rube." It
your protégé?"
seems, after my third encounter with the
My what?
same type of scam, Ishould just get used
Evidently, this clown built up his
to it.
resume around being " personally
Carnies, or carnival workers, use both
coached" by me, and invented a few
terms interchangeably to label aplayer as
highfalutin' quotes attributed to me as to
an easy target to part with his or her
his abilities. The station owner never
money. If they tag you as a mark or a called me for a reference and hired him
rube, you may as well just hand your
based solely on his tape. Once there,
wallet over now and get it over with.
"Mike" turned on the attitude, ticked off
In my own instance, Istood through
everybody he worked with, and kept the
the same old sob story for the third time,
job for about three months tops.
completely refusing to fall for it. Maybe I
Ihave no idea where he is today, but
just have aface that screams, "Hey, I'm
he doesn't seem to be listing me as areffrom out of town. Rip me off!"
erence anymore.
The latest episode happened recently
in Dewitt, N.Y., where Iwas attending a 'Skew toward younger demos ...'
friend's wedding.
It is a popular fable that jocks who
cannot get work anymore as jocks, end
Hey Rube
up opening an ad agency or aradio conSome unsavory character saw my outsultancy.
of-state license plates, sidled up to me
This is no slam against the vast numoutside of a restaurant and began with,
bers of legitimate consultants out there.
"Don't worry, I'm not going to hurt you."
After all, several of you tried your darndThat is supposed to put me at ease?
est to shape me, against my stubborn
Anyway, he continued.
"You know where Cortland, N.Y., is?"
he asked. Ianswered that Idid. He went
on with the setup. "My family is waiting
just have
for me down there — I've got two
daughters — and I'm stuck here in town
a face that screams,
freezing and with ablown radiator ... got
ahole this big."
'Hey, I'm from out of
This sting culminates with a request
for money to be able to travel back to the
town. Rip me off!'
town in question. At this point, one of
two things could happen: Icould give
him afive-spot and never see him again,
or his accomplice snakes out of nowhere
and does a fast grab (or worse) when I wishes. It is more of the newer broadcastflash the cash.
ers that do two years in commercial
My third alternative: Itold him that
radio, hate it, think they can do better and
the same feeble act was tried on me at
hang out ashingle proclaiming as much.
conventions in San Francisco and Las
Talk about asweet scam; the end result is
Vegas, and that he should get out of my
Radio Titanic.
face now.
Until last year, Isaved apile of memThese guys can be good, too. The one
os that originated from one such instant
in Frisco was dressed in a snappy suit
"expert" that tried to give a smaller staand tried to sell me on his car being
tion Ispent time at amore refined directowed. The Vegas scammer needed to get
tion. The memos are gone, but their
his car out of impound, but his icky
memories persist. To paraphrase acouple
clothing gave away the act.
that Istill recall:
The story always sounds legitimate.
"When delivering the temperature,
More than that, it amazes me that in
give an exact number instead of a range.
one year, Iwas fed the same bag of ferPeople relate better to '84 degrees' than
tilizer no less than three times in three
they do to '80 to 85."
different cities.
"Our target audience is the 30-yearIsn't it nice to know things like that
old female. When doing breaks, talk alot
only happen on the outside and not in
about makeup tips, fashion and daycare.
radio?
These are issues she is concerned with."
"Carted music is too pristine. Try to
Yeah, sure
play a mix of vinyl and cart. Surface
Let's all count the number of times in
noise is acomfort factor that reminds lisour careers that our boss hired anew jock
teners offavorite records of their youth."
whose resume claimed all sorts of amaz"Never talk after a double- red- dot
ing jobs and positions, yet never did a record. This interrupts the momentum
single one. You would need surveying
already established in the first few minequipment to ascertain the huge mounutes of the hour and half-hour. Talking
tain of wool pulled over the boss's eyes.
after adouble-red-dot totally stops down
In 1995, at one of the college radio
the flow of the radio station."
conventions Ispeak at, one young man
If Iremember, this was followed afew
— I'll call him "Mike" — asked me to
weeks later with something like: "The
critique his tape. It wasn't bad, but there
'Q' across town just went automated and
was no spark, no life. He may as well
is stealing listeners. To keep our listeners
have been cold-reading ascripted perforloyal to us, all air talent will give the call
mance. I. let him know this, and tried to
letters and say something relatable after
suggest ways to bring his own persona
every double-red-dot record."
out and into the mix. We worked on four
Did he really believe someone would
or five successive airchecks.
stay faithful to his station only because they
A few months later, Igot aphone call
were told, "Heyyy, good lookin' Monday to
Alan R. Peterson

you?" Idid not stay there long enough to
watch this station rocket from No. 6all the
way to No. 15 in one book from this
"expert's" misinformed decisions.
Never ends
There are plenty other scam stories you
well know: the account executive who gets
stiffed by aclient who closes up shop
moments before the bill is due. The box of
tape you didn't order with apacking slip
declaring it is the "other half of the shipment." The fake charity event that takes the
whole town by surprise — I'll be sure to
relate that one sometime soon — and more.
As long as there is away to profit from
someone else's gullibility, whether in a

f(e

parking lot or behind the PD's door, scams
will persist. But only if you let them.
Don't be aboob, don't be arube, and
tell the guy you'll happily call a tow
truck or the cops for assistance. The only
"mark" then will be the ones left by his
sneakers as he hightails it out of there.

And You Thought
You Knew Us

Maybe I

Low Power Transmitters
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Solid-State
and
Single Tube Transmitters
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Digital STL / TSL Systems
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Modulation Monitors

Pre- Built Modular Transmitter Sites

For More Information Call Us Toll-Free At (800) 334-9154
OEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: geisales@ciei-broadcast.com

Toll- free Sales ( 800) 334-9154
Fax ( 609) 629-1751
Emergency Service (609) 728-2020
Web Site: http://www.gei-broadcast.com
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KM 180s: Affordable Neumanns
NEUMANN, continued from page 47

more in a properly controlled acoustic
environments.
For example, the mic will be used in
an A/B stereo pair for stereo recording
with abaffle plate or as a spot mic for
piano, wind instruments, choir or organ.
It is also important to remember that
even omni mics are directional at high
frequencies. Stick a pair of omnis up
together in coincident array and you will
get avery nice stereo signal.
Special uses
The tighter pattern of the KM 185
hypercardioid makes it useful for
recording in acoustically compromised
environments, sessions with multiple
sources to control the bleeding, and
for location recording of dialog in
enclosed areas.
They often are used for indoor work
because shotgun mics can exhibit offaxis coloration and become more omnidirectional at low frequencies.
When compared to the Sennheiser
416, the KM 185 lacks the presence peak
and, as expected, the reach. It has noticeably less off- axis coloration. Further
comparisons of frequency response and
sensitivity are problematic due to the
variance in distance from the capsules to
the front grilles.
The element in the 416 is at the base
of the tube and the KM elements are just
behind the grille. Tip to tip, however, the
416 required about 4dB less preamp gain
to match the sensitivity of the KM 185.
At that matched level, the 416 exhibited
more self-noise.
When 1put the KM 185 hypercardioid
up against the Neumann TLM 103, the
TLM 103 was about 5 dB louder, was
more sensitive and had less self- noise.
With close sources of relatively normal
volume, the self- noise will not be an
issue. More distant and quieter sources
may make the self-noise more apparent.
Given their obvious differences, Iwas

Product
Neu ma nnCa
KM
PSII
18
e 311
1..

16 inches, the KM 185 heard less of
surprised at how similar the two mics
the
room.
sounded. They had differing proximity
The KM 183 and KM 185 both
effects and the TLM 103 had aslightly
exhibited considerable handling noise,
bigger bottom once the proximity effect
the KM 185 more than the KM 183 —
occurred. However, at adistance of one
not that you would be handling them in
foot, the bottoms were about even, and the
regular use. In fact, the KM 185 is so
reach of the KM 185 was more apparent.
sensitive that if you hold it in your
Both of these mics are prone to popping
hand
while connected to a cable and
when worked closely. The simple foam pop
filter that comes with the KM 185 does a preamp, you can hear your hands, muscle and blood flow noises, which was a
remarkably good job of damping pops. At
little spooky.
10 inches back, the TLM 103 started pickStandard practices of looping the mic
ing up alot of room. At 14 inches, Icould
cord
to damp vibrations and using agood
hear the room in the KM 185.
suspension mount can eliminate potential
At Flite Three recording studio with
problems.
engineers Louis Mills and Mark Patey,
we assembled a quartet of Neumanns,
Watch the highs
including aKM 183, KM 184, KM 185
Unlike some omni mics Ihave used,
and an older U 871. The U 87 had more
the
KM 183 has a pronounced 7 dB
self- noise than the KM series and the
rise at about 10 kHz. Ilike using asinpreamp had to be raised about 6 dB to
gle omni or coincident omni mics posibring it in line with the KM series
tioned very close to acoustic guitars.
mics. The newer U 87ai has better

The market

is becoming aware that

small-diaphragm mics are useful and cool.

— Karl Winkler

noise figures and higher output.
Of the three KMs, the KM 184 was
most pop- sensitive, followed by the KM
185 and KM 183. Without the foam pop
filters, close miking of vocals is all but
impossible.
The studio was preparing to do an
ADR session with the KM 184 positioned above and pointing down at the
talent. We compared the KM 184 cardioid to the KM 185 hypercardioid
and found that, at a distance of 14 to

FM "Relay"
Receiver

The KM 183 is not the mic to use in
that application unless your strings are
very dead. The high frequencies will
take your face off.
At adistance of two feet, the 10 kHz
peak is much
less noticeable.
Approaching three feet, the high end of
the KM 183 and KM 185 are similar.
This makes the two mics useful in applications where an instrument develops its
sound at somewhat of adistance because
of the complexity of its design or har-

and KM 185

4. Thumbs Up
Quiet
-

Non- intimidating size
,/ Useful special-application mics
,/ Economically priced Neumanns

=
Thumbs Down
- _ No bass roll-off
/ No pad

For more information contact Neumann in
Connecticut at
(860)434-9190 x154, visit the Web site
at vvvvwneumannusa.com or circle

a
_.

Reader Service 131. j .•
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monic characteristics.
If isolating one source from another
is required or if the environment needs
to be suppressed, the hypercardioid
KM 185 is the best selection. In more
tolerant environments and without
competing sources, the KM 183
becomes the choice.
In the back of every radio station mic
locker, you will probably find an assortment of ElectroVoice and Sennheiser
dynamic mics. In the old AM days, the
frequency response did not demand
much in the highs. The sweet high end
is an attractive feature of condenser
mics over dynamics.
Additionally, dynamics also are
more prone to interference from computer monitors. If you have the budget
for a few good mics, and you already
have a closet full of cardioids, think
about your own applications and you
will probably find ause for these mics.
Technique Inc. Copyright 1999.
Reach Ty Ford via e-mail
www.jagunet.com/-tford

er
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1NOVONICS

A professional
FM receiver for re-broadcast " translator"
service, and for similar demanding off-air pickup applications.
• DIP-switch-programmable
synthesized tuning.
• Composite MPX and
balanced stereo program
outputs.
• Selectable IF bandwidth.
• Carrier-loss and program-loss
alarm outputs.

• Accurate front-panel metering
of MPX and program audio
levels, plus signal strength and
multipath distortion.
• Auto-mute and auto-blend
features.

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.

• Remote control of front-panel
selectable functions.

MODEL 630 FM "RELAY" RECEIVER

lnovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: 408 458-0552 • FAX: (408) 458-0554

You
can measure...

The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before...You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements a dream.

EgELAJF:g

www.inovon.com
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www.belar.com

(610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.

1

LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333
Call or write for more information on Befar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
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This Host Is Everywhere
HUMPHRIES, continued from page 47

"I just clicked in the studio but there
was no formal training involved," said
Humphries.

fee at all to prove he could do the job.
"But when Ifigured out what Iwas
doing, Iraised the rates."
Ensconced at 50 kW station
KKOH(AM) in Reno, weekdays from 3
to 6p.m., he uses his show as abase for
his other operations.
"I'm very excited about the Rusty
Humphries Community Fund. The board
and Iwait until we see an opportunity,
then we write acheck and every dime
goes directly to the right people," said
Humphries.
One recipient was ayoung girl with
cancer who was given atrip to Disneyland.
Humphries described another as ayoung
man going blind with abrain tumor, for
whom the charity bought the family acar
to go to aspecialist 200 miles away.
Humphries found a unique way to
fund his charity that involved another
interest of his.

'House curse'
A pink slip and afriendly push out the
door can uncover an opportunity, which
is what happened at KKXK(FM) in
Bakersfield, Calif.
"I finally bought ahouse, which meant
that, according to the fabled ` house
curse,' Iwas going to get fired. That is
exactly what happened. It never fails."
Apparently the wife of the new station
owner did not like Humphries' show.
This was the impetus that Rusty
Humphries needed to get into consulting
in abig way.
"As someone who really didn't know
much about programming Ihad alot to
learn, but Imade it my life work. My first
calls were to all the people Iknew from
the comedy network. Iwould just find out
NOW you're cookin'
everything about aparticular station, then
"A year ago Icooked up some chili,
contact the manager and tell him Icould
which everyone really liked. A guy Imet
make the morning show more successful."
said he could put it in stores. We sold 50,000
Humphries had aunique way of knowcans in the first two weeks and now we can't
ing what to charge his first client.
keep up with the demand. Iguess I'm alit"I found out what the others guys were
tle like Paul Newman, but better looking."
charging, then undercut them. Why
Sales of Rusty's All-American Chili,
should clients pay me top dollar when I Roasted Garlic Pasta Sauce, Salsa and
didn't know what Iwas doing?"
Nevada Nuclear Waste-Radio-Active Hot
At that stage, he would work for no
Sauce now help fund Humphries' charity.
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He is also involved with astore called
"Nevada Stuff," open only during the
holiday season in Reno, featuring items
created in the state.
Humphries began his radio show on
April 1, 1998, with ajoke on his listeners
pretending to be a "bleeding heart liberal,"
which is risky for aconservative to keep up
for acouple of hours during his first show.
While Humphries continues with his
radio show and is working on plans for
syndication, another interest captured his
attention.
'Good old boy'
"I always thought politics was a 'good
old boy' type of thing, and Iwanted to
stand up to these people," said Humphries.
"I'm now acandidate for the U. S. Senate
from the great state of Nevada. Current
polls put me in apretty good position,
too." Humphries is running for the seat
vacated by Richard Bryan.
In Nevada, one can maintain aradio
show until four weeks before the primary.
"I haven't raised any money yet, but alot
of people are offering it to me," he said.
The next primary is in August 2000,
but printers have already made him free
yard signs, and T-shirt stores have donated product.
Humphries is thinking about his campaign seriously.
"I speak at every tea room and old
folks' home. Anytime anyone calls, I'll
be there. Ithink it's good for the station,
good for Nevada and good for me."

The Careers of
Rusty Humphries:
Radio Talk Host
Jingle Producer
Film Producer
Charity Head
Celebrity Impersonator
Song Writer
Cook and Recipe Writer
Singer
Store Owner
Politician
Consultant

But wait, there's even more on the
career résumé of this radio pro.
Humphries is one of the lead singers in
aCoca-Cola commercial. He also has produced afilm documentary called "Radio In
America — The Jockumentary." And he is
heard occasionally doing his Mike Tyson
impersonation on Rush Limbaugh's show.
The Rusty Humphries official Web site
is www.therustyshow.com
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Quality Transmitters and Antennas at Reasonable Prices
Products for Radio Production
Mail info and photos to:

FM Transmitters

RW Product Guide, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

PRODUCT GUIDE, continued from page 48

Foundry and Microboards. It will be
marketed by the latter.
The software additions are
PlayWrite MP3 software for MP3 to
Audio CD conversion on the fly and
Microboards' HotBurn data pre-mastering software for Windows. The
system includes a high-performance
16-bit SCSI host adapter, two pieces
of Microboards CD- R media and an
external SCSI cable.
Paul Sorensen, Pro Audio Division
channel manager for Microboards
Technology, said, "The 8X recording
speed makes the Professional CD
Factory 2000 one of the fastest
CD- R systems on the market." After
using the Sonic Foundry software for
track editing and premastering, he said,
users can burn a Disc- at- Once, fulllength audio CD in less than 10 minutes.
Minimum system requirements are a
200 MHz PC with 32 MB RAM.
For information, contact the company
in Minnesota at (800)646-8881, visit the
Web site at www.microboards.com or
circle Reader Service 63.

Auralex Adds Metro Products
The Auralex Metro panel absorber
now has two sisters — the Metro
Diffusor and the Metro LENRD Bass
Trap.
These additions to the Auralex
Architects' Choice Series were
designed with a more

High Performance Solid State Exciter

architectural look for use in studios,
office buildings, churches and other
applications.
The three Metro products work
together to provide sound absorption,
diffusion and bass trapping, while
their "cityscape" cut provides visual
continuity.
The Metro LENRD Bass Trap
is triangular Studiofoam that fits
into room corners and wall or ceiling
junctures, and provides broadband absorption, especially at low frequencies.

Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty
Factory Service
On site check out by factory
personal available
1,000 watt

..........$5,990.00

2,500 watt

$ 11.990.00

5,000 watt

$ 18,990.00

10,000 watt

$24,990.00

15,000 watt

$34,990.00

20,000 watt

$37,990.00

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter
120 watt
300 watt
1,000 watt

$2,800.00
$3,500.00
$7,990.00

FM AMPLIFIERS
100 watt
300 watt
500 watt

$995.00
$1,790.00
$2,990.00

2,000 watt
3,000 watt
5,000 watt

$ 12,900.00
$ 19,990.00
$29,990.00

FM STL
Both Transmitter
and Receiver
$3,500.00

FM Antennas
All Power Levels 500 watts
to 20,000 watts per bay

e etro panel absorber and the
Metro LENRD Bass Trap are available
in 12 colors.
The Metro Diffusor is an affordable
sound diffusor, extremely effective at
broadband diffusion. It is available only
in white, but can be spray-painted.
For information, call the company in
Indiana at ( 800) 95- WEDGE, fax to
(317) 842-2760 or circle Reader

As low as $395.00 per bay
FREQUENCY AGILE
FM TRANSLATOR
$2,500.00

51

RF Coaxial Patch Panels
*FM Combiners

Sup.ayierBloaclea5IP Ito ciuch
Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194

Preston Road, Suite 123-297 • Dallas, /exas 75248
Ph: 972/473-2577 • 800/279-3326 • Fax 972/473-2578 • 800/644-5958
Email: sbp@pulse.net
web site: www.sbpjj.corn
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Harris Platinum Z: Plug and Play BE Transmitter
The Z transmitters are completely
in and turn it on.
broadband.
There are no tuning or loadFrom a team of guys that have
ing controls. A frequency change
installed many transmitters from most
requires about five
every manufacturer you
minutes and setting a
can think of — and perTYLER, Texas A few years ago, the
few DIP switches. In
haps even some you
computer industry introduced "plug and
fact, Harris offers an
can't
—
this
truly
was
a
play" with great fanfare. Around the
external controller
surprise.
We
have
same time, Harris introduced the first
that allows you to
Platinum Z CD series FM transmitters. I installed several Z Series
remotely change fretransmitters
since
then
don't know if "plug and play" is what
quency. This is ideal
and
all
of
them
have
they had in mind, but after installing
for amultiple station
gone just as smoothly.
one, that would be the best way to
transmitter site where
What we like best
describe aZ transmitter.
the same back-up
about
the
Z
Series
is
its
We installed our first Z in the spring
transmitter can be
reliability.
Harris
did
a
of ' 97. We were building anew multishared by more than
good job designing the
station site. One of the stations was
one radio station.
transmitters to stay on the
getting the new 5kW Z5CD.
The front- panel
air. Built-in redundancy
controls are simple
has
eliminated
the
comSmooth installation
to use and offer
mon single point failures.
The Z was selected primarily for its
extensive diagnosThey
have
redundant,
built-in redundancy and low- maintetics. Over 100 transautoswitching
IPA
modnance. It also turned out to be one of
mitter functions are
ules and multiple DC
the smoothest installations we have
monitored. The conpower supplies.
done. After connecting the power,
troller keeps alog of
Z
transmitters
even
antenna, audio, and remote control, we
the last 32 faults
come pre- wired for an
turned it on. The transmitter came up
with the date and
optional backup exciter.
to 100 percent and sat there quietly
time they occurred.
So if any module, power
humming.
The Harris Z CD
You can review
supply
or
even
the
As we stood there, staring at the
them
via
the
LCD
display. The remote
exciter fails, they will stay on the air
front panel, we were wondering what it
control
connections
are extensive,
without user intervention. The modules
was that we were forgetting. Surely,
allowing you to monitor and control
can
be
hotswapped,
so
there
is
no
there was more to do. But that was it.
every transmitter function. You can
need to take the station off the air
The transmitter just came on and
connect atraditional remote control or
when changing modules. Also, the IPA
worked. Nothing to tune or adjust. It
See HARRIS, page 56
and PA modules are interchangeable.
was like installing a lamp. Just plug it

by Wayne Blackwelder
President
Broadcast Works Inc.

Breaks Ice in
Duluth, Minn.
by Paid Harkness
Station Engineer
KDNW(FMVICDNI(FM)

DULUTH, Minn. "It was the best
of times and the worst of times" as we
approached Easter Sunday, 1999.
This is the story of how we came to
choose anew Broadcast Electronics
FM-3C transmitter this year.
Ihad been working with one of the
other engineers of the Northwestern
Radio Network. We had just completed installing the new Gentner remote
control unit at our KDNI(FM) 90.5
site in Duluth.
The installation went well and the
system worked wonderfully. As we

Corr'Study by RadioSoft.
•liadio Mapping
»At Its Best.
•
iefe•-7

ttimi•,,,,
jirel
sine

,

ComStudy by RadioSoft sets anew standard for accurate and
efficient mapping of all radio signals. ComStudy can bring a
•world of information about your existing or planned signals
right to your screen. ComStudy 2offers alot...
.11 Fully integrated transmitter databases
• 11 Fastest and most accurate calculations
11 Automatic interference calculations
II Real time 3D displays
11 Area reliability studies
11 Accepted by the FCC
• APCO coordination standard
11 All FCC, TIA, and ¡TU procedures included
ComStudy 6ffers breakthrough software at afraction of the
cost of more cumbersome software programs. We'll even let
you test drive ComStudy for 15 days. Just call or visit our
"
website.

'
F
„
The World Leader In Radio Mapping Technology.
109 W. Knapp Avenue, Edgewater, FL 32132
Phone 1-888-RADI095 in the USA
Globally, phone 1.904.426.2521 • www.radiosoft.com
RadioSoft Is ACustomer Friendly Company.
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BE's FM-3C
tightened down the last cable tie and
stood back admiring the new installation, engineer Gary Ellingson from
Fargo. N.D., said, "It sure would be
great if we could replace that old
transmitter someday."
The old Gates- Harris FM3H had
certainly served well all those years,
but its replacement would have to
wait for aitother fiscal year.
The weather was starting to turn
ugly Thursday night and as Iheaded
to bed at 11 p.m.
Ice storms had been predicted and the
wind was picking up and the slush was
See BE, page 54
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KGDN Gets the Juice From Bext
by Bill Glenn
Station Manager, Engineer
KGDNIFM)
MARION,
Wash.
In 1993,
KGDN(FM) was in the process of
preparing for apower increase to aC-3
allocation.
Our owner had been to the NAB
show and had been impressed with the
appearance and specs of the Bext L
series transmitters. Our requirements
dictated 4 kW of transmitter power or a
bigger antenna. We chose the Bext L4
to do the job.
A couple of years ago Ihelped install
and maintain aBext Lb. Ilater had the
opportunity to consult on the installation of an L7.

bly is on wheels and can be rolled in
and out of the back of the cabinet. It is
connected to the transmitter via three
plugs and a ground lead. The blower
assembly is mounted on slide rails and
is also removable from the rear of the
cabinet.
The PA amplifier cabinet is attached
in the front of the cabinet and can be
removed completely in afew minutes by
disconnecting the high- voltage and filament leads, removing the RF output
connections and cooling chimney, then
undoing two bolts.
Shelves are provided in front for
mounting exciter and driver assemblies.

Metering of forward and reflected power is provided at the upper front of the
cabinet, and meters for plate voltage,
plate and grid current are mounted on
the control panel at mid- front level in
the cabinet.

A maintenance dream
This transmitter is a maintenance
dream, due to the accessibility
throughout.
Because of its European origin, the
electronic safety system is different from
the domestic style.
Instead of protective interlock switches throughout the cabinet, there is akey

lock system. A key lock switch allows the
main AC switch to be turned on (which
also starts the filaments). When the AC is
on, the key cannot be removed.
When the main switch is off and the
high- voltage shorting lever is in the
grounded position — all on the lower
front panel — the key can be turned off
and removed. The key can then be used
to unlock and open the back door. Again,
when the back door is open, the key is
retained in the door, not allowing the
transmitter to be turned on.
The key has a third use. The cooling
chimney for the PA tube is locked in
place. To remove the tube or get access,
the key unlocks the chimney and is
retained in the chimney until it is back in
its normal position.
The RF connections are completed
See BEXT, page 54

Nautel FM
The Sound of Cool.

Bext L4 Transmitter. The front
access cover is removed,
showing PA assembly.
These transmitters are physically identical to the L4. They have the same cabinet and tube (3CX-5000), but with abigger power supply, bigger blower and a
bigger driver amp.
The modular construction of the L
series makes it easy to change the configuration for various needs, and these
transmitters are available up to 30 kW in
the same rack-width cabinet.
Our new L4 is rated at 4 kW output,
but we were in for a surprise when we
turned up the heat.
Unique and accessible
The L4 is not built in the same fashion as the transmitters many of us are
used to.
The Bext people have long been
known for finding the best equipment
designs available in Europe and bringing
them here to the U.S. The L4 is one of
those designs.
As it is of European design, it is built
into an open- framed, standard rackwidth cabinet. With both side panels and
the rear panel removed, there is ready
access to the entire insides. Its modular
construction further enhances maintenance access.
The complete power supply assem-

Nautel solid state modular FM transmitters

take the heat off the operating budget.

run cool. The highest efficiency ever achieved

Twenty-four-hour-a-day technical support and

for any solid state design means there is less

straightforward installation procedures mean

waste heat generated. Nautel's patented single

there's no need to sweat installation and main-

stage combiner also eliminates the heat

tenance either. Nautel FM transmitters, from

dissipated by imbalance loads employed in

3.5 to 10 kW and Combined 20 kW, partnered

conventional hybrid combiners.

Each

with the superior signal integrity pro-

Power Module has its own ventilation
fan and thermal protection. But that

vided by the Nautel Direct Digital
ee"
prft

is only the beginning of cool. Safe on-

Synthesis

FM

Exciter — with

AES/EBU direct digital input, or
lad
ample with optional interface for conven-

air module service minimizes night-

time and emergency service calls; and Power Module
tional analog composite input —
power consumption is lower than other
quite simply deliver the finest sound
solid state transmitters thanks to the high overand signal around. Nautel — because simple,
all rf-out/ac-in efficiency. These features help

efficient, rugged, and reliable is also cool.

www.nautel.com

Nautel Ltd., Hackett's Cove, RR # 1, Tantallon, Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 3J0
Phone: (902) 823-2233 Fax: (902) 823 3183 E-mail: infoenautel.com
Nautel Maine, Inc., 201 Target Industrial Circle, Bangor, Maine USA 04401
Phone: (207) 947-8200 Fax: (207) 947-3693
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BE Rock-Solid' in Minnesota
noon when the ice came off the tower.
Friday night we went off the air again
because we lost one leg of the threephase power, so Ispent acouple of hours
at the transmitter site cleaning while
waiting for Minnesota Power to return
power to the building.
Inoticed one of the main power legs
in the high-voltage power supply for the
transmitter had burned up so that got
replaced as well.
Things were running well at reduced
power on both stations until Saturday
night when Igot acall from the tower
owner that the service to their transmitter
caught fire and burned up, so power to
the entire building had to be shut down.

BE, continued from page 52

accumulating. Itried to tune in our main station KDNW(FM) but the signal was gone.
Icalled Gary to ask how to command
the Gentner to turn the station back on —
a minor detail we had not covered yet.
The command codes would not bring it
up, so through the fog we went to the site.
Ice was forming on the tower and
reflected power was already way too
high. We learned the power control in
the transmitter could not be lowered
because the setscrews on the motorized
control were loose, so the transmitter
shut down.
We lowered power and stayed on the
air at 40 percent power until Friday after-

'
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Savings up to 50% when you buy
Harris' used Te/os equipment.
1+1 DUAL DIGITAL HYBRID

100 DELTA DIGITAL HYBRID

mill=11111111b
ONE DIGITAL HYBRID

1A2 INTERFACE UNIT

„_.

mmee! ,

.7e^,rmeR1111e

41111111111111111111111ffle
All in

factory sealed boxes

with full 90- clay warranty/support from Te/os!

1 + 1Dual Digital Hybrid
2digital hybrids combined in 1unit with abuilt-in mixminus!
Harris Used Price $ 1095

Current New Price $2000

100 Delta Digital Hybrid
One of the highest quality hybrids available!
Harris Used Price $ 1095

Current New Price $ 1700

One Digital Hybrid
Complete digital hybrid at an economical price!
Harris Used Price $ 650

Current New Price $ 900

1A2 Interface Unit
Provides 10 line switching for a1A2 key system!
Harris Used Price $ 575

Current New Price $ 980

100 Digital Hybrid
The original Telos 100 Hybrid. Valued priced!
Harris Used Price $595

next level solutions

1-800-300-0733
www. broadcast.harris.com/used-eq/
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Sunday afternoon power was returned,
but we could not get signal from studio to
transmitter, so again, avisit to the transmitter site revealed an SIL dish in a
crumpled mass on the ground. We were
off the air until the ice was off the tower
and anew dish could be mounted.
At least we were on the air with our
smaller station. Isurmised.
The sky is falling
Easter Sunday afternoon Ireceived word
that the TV 6 building that houses our
KDNI transmitter was being abandoned
because falling ice had broken through the
ice shield and roof, and water was pouring
into the building. Power was pulled from
the building shutting down KDNI as well.
The ice finished falling Tuesday night.
The following morning revealed water
pouring into the transmitter room in several locations.
A dent in the roof in the vicinity of our
transmitter soaked our equipment and
several inches of water had filled the
trenches and covered the floor.
The ice bridge covering the horizontal
run of feed line from the building was
destroyed and our line was dented and
chinked.
It looked like abattle zone, with huge
divots in the earth — generators, antennas, most everything was destroyed within a200-foot radius of the 850-foot tower, which, we later learned, had twisted in
the wind and was near collapse.
Insurance covered the replacement of
our old transmitter and after consideration of several options, the Broadcast
Electronics FM-3C was selected.
Ihad not worked with BE transmitters
but had heard several good comments.
When the new unit arrived, Iwas
impressed with the quick service and
compact design of the FM- 3C. It truly
proved to be aplug-and-play unit for us.
Ilifted the mainframe into the equipment rack by myself, plugged in the six
power modules as well as the Predator
digital exciter, power and feed line,
turned on the main breaker and pushed
the On button.
The transmitter came up immediately
with no tuning or adjusting. Iset the
transmitter to licensed power and we
were up and running. Though the unit is
feature-laden, in fact the only controls on
the front are " off/on" and " power
up/power down."
But those features are numerous. The
BE FM-3C contains the FX-50 Exciter,
full RF redundancy with multiple frontpanel plug-in power amplifiers and
redundant P.A.
Other highlights include proportional
(VSWR) foldback to keep the transmitter
on air even in the worst conditions,
sophisticated control capabilities and
metering of individual modules. The unit
is N+1 compatible so you can have an
automatic back-up for any signal in the
band.
After several months of checking, the
transmitter sounds great and the settings
are rock-solid on initial settings.
The BE people have been great to
work with and Ilove their box.
For more information contact
Broadcast Electronics in Illinois, at (217)
224-9600, fax ( 217) 224-9607, visit
www.bdcast.com or circle Reader
Service 96.
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Bext Does
The Job at
KGDN(FM)
BEXT, continued from page 53

with nickel- plated 1- 5/8- inch coax
sections. The matching stub and bandpass filter are contained completely
with in the cabinet.
PA tuning and loading controls
are readily accessible on the PA
cabinet. A screwdriver grid match
adjustment is also on the front of
the PA cabinet.
Discovering headroom
Icompleted the installation of the
L4 at the KGDN site and was in the
final stages of tuneup when Imade a
pleasant discovery.
Ihad set this unit up at its rated 4
kW, when my curiosity made me
wonder what the top limit was. I
turned the exciter up.
With the 20 W exciter at full output, the 200 W driver was outputting about 190 W. The L4 was
putting out 6.2 kW.
Iconferred with ownership and
with Bext. Bext conferred with the
factory and we concluded that the
unit could probably run at the higher power levels continuously, if
needed. So we re- engineered the
installation and licensed the site to
run with the L4 putting out 5.5 kW.
Iwas cautioned by the factory to
watch closely for signs of power
supply overload or overheating.
Although the power supply was
robust enough to handle that power
level, it just never had been done
before.
It ran cool and gave no appearance of being under any excessive
load.
Upgrades and satisfaction
in July, the KGDN Bext 1,4 passed
the 50,000- hour mark operating at
5.5 kW. We replaced the tube at
40,000 hours, and it was still producing 5.0 kW.
Recently, we completed the final
power upgrade for KGDN by taking
it down into its modular components, loading it onto a truck and
moving it to amountaintop location.
It now resides in anew building and
continues to operate without failure
at 2.1 kW.
The people at Bext are top-drawer
in their assistance and support. They
remain as interested in the status of
their products today as they were
when the units were new.
Mark me down as a fan of the
Bext L series transmitters. They are
easy to install, easy to maintain,
their tube life is excellent and they
are very reliable.
Bill Glenn can be reached via email at kgdn@owt.com
For more information contact
Bext in California at ( 619) 2398462, fax ( 619) 239-8474, visit
www.bext.com or circle Reader
Service 60.
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TECH UPDATES
Itelco
New Itelco compact FM transmitters use the latest FM Digicast exciter
and self-contained 500 W amplifier
modules.
The exciter combines IF-toRF conversion, signal pre- amplification and
control logic for the entire transmitter.
All control and monitoring functions
are implemented with just seven buttons and an LCD display.
The hot-pluggable amplifier modules can be used to configure transmitters with output power of 500 W, 1
kW, 2 kW and 4 kW. The 500 to 2 kW
transmitters are 19 inches wide and
occupy 8 rack units, while the 4kW
transmitter requires 14 rack units ( 24.5
inches).
For more information, contact
Itelco USA in Colorado at (303) 4648000, fax ( 303) 464-8778, or visit
www.itelco-usa.com or circle Reader
S'ervice 70.
LPB
LPB provided FM translation systems for Dr. Rodney Howard
Brown's Good News Crusade at
Madison Square Garden in New
York City.
Throughout the six- week event,
volunteers used the LPB transmission system to provide simultaneous
language translation into Spanish,
Portuguese, French- Creole, Arabic,
Russian, Korean, Japanese and
Mandarin Chinese. Other languages
were substituted throughout the
event, based on the needs of the
crowd.

After discussions with members
of the technical staff of the Billy
Graham Evangelistic Association
and LPB, the technical manager for
Good News selected LPB as the system designer and provider for the
venue.
LPB designed, built and installed
the on site FM language translation
system, offered on- site tech support,
and provided custom radio receivers,
10,000 radios and 1,000 spare ear
buds for the event.
The low- power broadcast to the
arena was allowable under FCC Part
15 unlicensed rules. Selected channels in the standard 88-108 MHz FM
broadcast band carried the individual
languages to listeners throughout the
seating areas.
For more information contact
LPB in Pennsylvania at (610) 6441123, fax ( 610) 644-8651, visit
www.lpbinc.com or circle Reader
Service 71.

Radio World

BUYER'S GUIDE
Nautel
The Nautel FM10 is a new, solidstate 10 kW FM broadcast transmitter.
It is available with the NE50 Direct
Digital Synthesis ( DDS) FM Exciter.
Several 20 kW- combined configurations of the FM10 are also available.
The transmitter has typical overall
efficiency of 65 percent for lower energy consumption. The company says it
features ahigh power factor, 0.98, for
lower AC line current ratings, and a
single-cabinet design, with a32inch x
42 inch footprint. Modular construction allows on-air service.
Users can change the frequency of
the FM10 in the field.
Nautel's digital FM exciter, the NE50,
features Direct Digital Synthesis. The output signal is adjustable from 1to 55 W,
and the NE50 features front-panel frequency selection. The NE50 accepts analog composite or AES/EBU digital inputs.
The FM10 is available in several 20
kW-combined configurations. One features aswitchless combiner for a20 kW
system. Another configuration features
an automatically switched combiner system and the option of main and standby
exciters with automatic changeover.

JT Communications
JT Communications, known for
low- power broadcast products. has
introduced the FMP-20 portable FM
exciter. The FMP-20 operates as abackup exciter or portable transmitter, and
can be used in an emergency "plug-andplay" application.
The FMP-20 operates from a 12VDC
battery or an external DC power supply,
and provides up to 15 watts output.
The FMP-20 contains the JT
Communications PLFM-100 frequency'agile exciter and atunable RF amplifier.
The unit also features a lightning-protected, low-pass filtered 50-ohm output
connection, and a surge/spike/reverse-

W

CIEI
QEI expanded the popular FMQ
series line of transmitters with the
introduction of anew 8 kW transmitter.
The FMQ-8000B FM transmitter
uses a single 3CX600N7(YU-148)
grounded grid triode driven by a600
W solid-state FET IPA that has been
adapted from QEI's Quantum series
solid-state transmitters.
The company says the IPA pro -

Nautel also offers solid-state FM
transmitters at 3.5 kW, 5kW, 8kW and
a16 kW-combined configuration.
For more information contact the
company in Nova Scotia at (902) 8232233, fax ( 902) 823-3183, visit
www.nautel.com or circle Reader
Service 62.

voltage/noise suppressed DC power
input connection, eliminating noise during operation in an automobile.
The FMP-20 RF and output parameters can be locally or remotely monitored/switched with a factory-supplied
portable multimeter, accessible through
aconventional DIN plug. The FMP-20
contains lock- up protection circuitry,
and both composite and pre-emphasized
audio inputs. The FMP-20 is manufactured in the United States and contains a
one-year limited factory warranty.
For more information. contact JT
Communications in Florida at ( 352)
236-0744, fax ( 352) 236-5130, visit
www.atlantic.net/-jtcomm or circle
Reader Service 53.

vides sufficient drive to ensure that
the transmitter's final RF output power remains at its preset level over the
life of the PA tube.
Also, QEI is working with USA
Digital Radio and Lucent Digital
Radio to ensure that QEI's solid-state
and tube- type transmitters can be
adapted for use in hybrid in-band, onchannel digital radio, as well as 'full
digital transmission.
QEI supplied a Quantum solidstate transmitter to USADR for testing in Orlando, Fla., during The NAB
Radio Show. This transmitter is being
used for IBOC testing in Orlando.
For more information, contact QE!
in New Jersey at (800) 334-9154, fit%
(609) 629-1751, visit www.qei-broadcast.com or circle Reader Service 54.
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Radio World

Z Series On the Make
through the Harris CD-LINK digital sm.
Using these units together provides a
use the RS232 interface for more
complete
AES/EBU digital transmisadvanced systems.
sion path.
What we don't like about the Z is the
Iasked afew of our employees what
floor space it requires. The large fan and
they
thought about the Z Series transmitair filters in the back door add about a
ters that they have installed. Here's what
foot to the depth of the transmitter. If
they said:
your building is cramped, this can be an
MARK: "Easy to install, very reliable."
issue. The large fan Harris is using runs
STEVE C: "Ifeel like the Maytag
much slower than traditional blowers.
Repair Man."
STEVE H: "None of the Zs that I've
The days of roaring motors ...
installed have ever had afailure."
The good thing about this design is
DAVE: "They are boring. Plug it in and
that it yields an incredibly quiet transturn it on."
mitter. The days of roaring blowers are
JACK: "A great box."
gone. Harris also offers as an optional
KATHRYNE: "What's aZ?"
provision for external air- handling
Hank has not had the opportunity to
equipment.
install aZ, but does service many of our
The Z comes standard with the
Harris DIGIT CD exciter. If you have a clients that use them. Ithink you'll
appreciate his response:
DIGIT exciter, you already know what
HANK: "I've never had to work on one."
it can do. If you don't have one, you
We install and maintain equipment
should get one.
from many different manufacturers. It is
We have found this exciter to be one of
our policy to recommend products based
the best we have ever used. It provides
on customer needs, not what we consider
more "results per dollar" than just about
our favorites. If a Platinum Z CD Series
anything else you can add. It is available
transmitter meets your needs, we highly
with either analog or digital input modrecommend it.
ules. If you choose the digital input modTo find out more about Broadcast
ule, it provides an emergency analog
Works, visit the Web site at www.broadinput. This is valuable if you lose adigital
castworks.com
encoder or decoder on an STL. The inteFor more information contact Harris
grated digital stereo generator and limiter
Corp. in Ohio at (800) 622-0022, visit
are extremely powerful. We have had
the Web site at www.harris.com or circle
great success using the Orban 8200
Reader Service 81.
Optimod linked to the DIGIT exciter
HARRIS, continued from page 52

USER REPORT

Armstrong Transmitter
Performs at 9,000 Feet
transformer and choke are conservatively rated allowing comfortable
headroom.
What amazed me the most was the
price, about 20 to 25 percent below othCHEYENNE, Wyo. More than two
er brands.
years ago, Ireceived aconstruction perInstallation was abreeze. Access to
mit for KRKI(FM) in Estes Park, Colo.
AC connections, remote-control hookup
Iwas determined to find the best, mostand the RF output were easy. Iwas at
reliable transmitter because my new site
full power in less than an hour.
is at a remote location at 9,000 feet
Since sign on, the transmitter has
AMSL.
performed flawlessly with one excepDuring my research to purchase a 10
tion. About six months ago it developed
kW FM transmitter, acolleague advised
a blower motor problem. Icalled the
me to check out Armstrong Transmitter.
24- hour support line on a Saturday
Iwas surprised to find Armstrong
morning. Armstrong sent out a new
included features like thermostatic promotor
that arrived by Saturday evening.
tection in the PA, which will take the
Armstrong's 24/7 tech support
transmitter off the air if the PA overworked as promised. This event was
heats to avoid PA damage. Iwas also
proof.
impressed that Armstrong uses FCCMy experience with Armstrong transtype accepted solid-state IPAs and how
mitters, antennas and RF equipment
quickly you can patch around either
the PA or IPA to stay on the air if a continues to be very enjoyable.
For more information contact
failure occurs.
Armstrong Transmitter Corp. in New
Also, Armstrong's PA tuning and
York at (315) 673-1269, fax ( 315) 673loading are motorized using precision
9972, e-mail to sales@armstrongtx.com
stepper motors making the operation
or circle Reader Service 69.
both smooth and accurate. The plate

by Vic Michaels
Owner
Mountain States Radio Inc.

UPDATE
Crown Broadcast

PROFILE:

Jeff little john

Vice President of Engineeting, Chancellor Media Corporation
Cinannan, Ohio
Radio World reader for IS years
Hometown: Gary, Indiana
School: ITT Technical Institute (Bachelor's Degree)
raconte radio format Chancellor's lammin' Oldies
fact/rite place to listen to the radio: In the car
raconte color: Green
Favorite piece of equipment Heutrik RI test set
Hobbies: Spending time with my wile, fina; my dogs, and flyfishing
Coffee. Black
Prou d
est moment lirni time amai or

studio or

transmitter project goes

"on-the-air 7
raconte Section in Radio World: Workbench
Best thing about your job: Working with
the best engineers in the world!
Reads RW because. Radio World is the
010 publication that focuses on the
things Ineed to know about radio.

Here at Radio World, we strive to deliver the information that helps you,
our readers, deliver the goods that make you the most wanted people
in the industry. We salute you, and thank you for reading Radio World.
Tell us why YOU read Radio World!
Send your answers to the above questions and anything else you'd like to share to:
hharris@imaspub.com, or fax us at 703-998-2966 attn: H. Harris.
Include your contact information, and we'll get back to you.

Following a rigorous and competitive procurement process,
Crown Broadcast was
awarded acontract to supply the National Weather
Service with weather radio
systems.
This initiative follows
Vice President Al Gore's
mandate for 95- percent
weather radio coverage
across the U.S. with
improved performance of the
existing network.
In low- power applications, Crown offers a2kW
amplifier with separate DC
power supply. The broadband amplifier requires no
field or factory tuning and
is 75- to 80- percent efficient across the band. It
features hot-pluggable, 500
W power modules and a
responsive
protection
mode. The DC supply is
power- factor corrected.
Crown features include comprehensive metering and control circuits, DC
protection and RF isolation, hot-pluggable operation for RF amplifiers, and
dual redundancy for fail-safe operation

in Weather Radio systems.
Crown designs and manufactures
FM transmitters and RF amplifiers for
radio broadcast and is the sole supplier
of weather radio systems for the

National Weather Service.
For more information contact Crown
Broadcast in Indiana at (800)294-8050,
fax (219) 294-8222, visit www.crownintl.com or circle Reader Service 61.

Masked Engineer Guy Wire
Appears Only at

&Ake Ubrld.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS

AUDIO

WANT TO SELL

PRODUCTION

AUDISK SYSTEMS

WANT To SELL

FOR SALE

Orban
8100A
FM
processor/stereo gen, avail
10/99. $2500; Gentner Prism
II FM 4 band processor, pair
w/stereo coupling cable, avail
10/99, $ 1500/pair. M Pappas,
303-988-0976.

( ' all Mark @ 740-653-2230

llesesticsFIrsr
888-785-1100
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.

vanv.acousticsfirst.com
AMPLIFIERS
WANT TO SELL
RCA BA 4A tube type monitor
amp, $ 75. B Lindahl, 503-6449643.
WANT TO BUY
Microtech 1200.
760-320-0728.

W

Gunn,

TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
S.W.R. FM Antennas
Great Antenna
Great Price!

ei
r
lfAU
lbetredel
( 804)

CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

& IAUDIO/VIDEO

ANTENNAS/

Af

ADC Propatch 1/4" punchblock patchbays, new, $600
(many, ADC TT 144 point
patchbays recond, $ 149-229,
Switchcraft 1/4" 96 point, new,
2spaces, $249. W Gunn, 760320-0728.

9844255

Scala 5 element Yagi rcv
antennas ( 2) e106.5 & ( 2)
e95.7FM, like new, $ 150/B0.
C Marker, 906-249-1423.
Andrew L44- N (
8) 1/2" connectors, new in boxes, $20 ea:
Andrew 87-R 1-5/8" connectors ( 24), $ 125 ea. C Bryson,
724-776-5204.

A wholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:
BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs
AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC & ITC CARTS
DAT & THE NEW R-CD

For more information
call Kris Elliot at
1-800-942-1711
or write to: J&I Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Circle ( 160) On Reader Service Card
ANTEX AUDIO CARDS, will
not be undersold. A.S.C.
(619) 523-1575.
StereoMaxx MYB-2 in excel
cond in use but avail. $ 1560;
Optimod 8000A just removed
from
service,
BO.
D
Ashbaucher. 419-865-5551.

WE BUY TOWERS

(No deal too small or too big)
Call Pinnacle Towers, Inc.

706-348-7537
Jampro JSCP-1 CP at 102.3
w/heaters. $500; 4- Bay hor pol
FM 102.3 w/heaters; approx
100' Andrew 7/8 foam coax
w/female
N
conn.
D
Ashbaucher. 419-865-5551.
SWR FME Series 1 bay FM
bdct antenna, still at manufacturer waiting for freq selection,
$700 includes shpg. M Olson.
507-437-1480.

e
8

e
e

imER SITE REQUIRE-1E003N

FCC antenna structure
registration signs.
Guy ivirs waning devices.
RFEME compilance signs.
Custom CAUTION loom
FCC ASR gab entrance signs.

610-458-8418
antennaiDeolcom

Coax patch panel 3-1/8“-7
pole. Mike, 800-588-7411,
Dielectric 3-1/8" coaxial relay.
Mike, 800-588-7411.

WANT To BUY
Any RTS patch bays, single or
double, wired or unwired,
mono preferred, inexpensive,
$50 or less, need at least 1
unit. M Walther, 219-8798201.
Dolby 301s: Neve 33609.
1072s, 1073s. 1081s, Urei
LA4s, 1176s. W Gunn, 760320-0728.

COMPLETE

Enco DADpro, (4) on- air
workstations & 3 prod workstations, all w/touchscreens &
Antex audio cards, all licenses
& hardware purchased from
Enco, w/Novell file server, in
complete
working
cond,
$30,000/130. D McQuinn, 314692-5100.
Good News automation system including AT corverter.
software, replay board and
more, all in gd working cond.
call for details, $ 1850/730. C
Pettigrew, 580-536-8886.
WANT TO BUY
SMC
MSP-12
computer.
switcher, keyboard & cables.
R Keefer, 505-762-6200.
Arrakis Digilink DL2 or DL3,
must have Y2K upgrade software & would prefer latest
software upgrades. A Clepper,
580-237-1390.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

r

Pictur : •
706 Rose Hill Dr.

I
#

L.,

*Experienced Professionals
*RF and Studio Packages
*Personal Service *

Your Project is
Important to Us

Harris 3 deck. gd cond. $ 100.
C Harper, 606-484-9393.
CD PLAYERS

WANT TO SELL
Arrakis Digilink CD controller
w/10 Pioneer 18 disc changers, gd cond, package price
$1400. M Gollub, 410-5352201.

eveiti(4e.
Call your ewer s.eg rep esentative

WANT To BUY

Broadcast Tools 8x2 switcher, dual stereo, $ 300. J
Andrulonis, 910-494-1230.

ME Kay Dymer DA3, 5, 6, 9
directional radio receiver antenna. JHartt, 206-282-0720.

QEI 7775 FM ATS control
w/manual, $ 150 + shpg. D
Ashbaucher, 419-865-5551.

for derails &

CleddlneS

7019984600

Call or visit our web site for your discount price

Call - Rick Johnson * Toll

Free *

888-744-6635
' call

- rie k«Pcstone.net A

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIOSTUTRANSMITTERANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE

WANT TO BUY
RCA BA-70 series consolette
modules- BA- 71/72 preamp,
BA- 73 program amp, BA- 74
mon amp. BX-71 pwr supply &
hi- level transformer. J Ballard,
201-348-7492.
email:
tk41ceaol.com.
Soundcraft 600/800, Tascam
2600,
Auditronics
110A,
Mackie 1604. Neotek Elite. W
Gunn, 760-320-0728.

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Rad,o

.

DISCO-PRO
SOUND EQUIP

Urei ( Universal Audio), Altec.
Gates Sta Level. Volumax,
Level Devil. RCA. Will pay top
dollar. Ken Gold. On Air Digital
Audio, 403-543-3333.
Urei, dbx, Collins. RCA.
Gates, Universal Audio. T
Coffman, 619-571-5031.

MICROPHONES

WANT To BUY

www.mikellags.com

CONSOLES

Total Audio Concepts TAC
16/8/2 1682A 24 chnl audio
board, just serviced, sounds
great & clean, $ 2500; GatesHarris Stereo Statesman 4
chnl board, worked when
removed from service, complete w/pwr supply, $400. B
Dead. 207-255-3140.
Yamaha MX200-12 prod console, gd cond. $ 500. C
Harper, 606-484-9393.

1

or CM

...é
Ø (811) 468-2586
Practical Radio

Communications

11111111,

8-5 cunt Is

Yamaha BP-2 elect only. but
happy to obtain schematic. B
Meuse, 650-969-2433.
LIMITERS
WANT TO SELL

DO YOU NEED
PARTS FOR
AMPRO CONSOLES &
CART RECORDER

363-0957

Logitek 12 stereo
Mike, 800-588-7411.

Gentner Audio Prism's 1 or
2. R Keefer, 505-762-6200.

UREI, dbx, Collins, RCA.
Gates, Universal Audio. T
Coffman, 619-571-5031.

-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-

FAX 1- 408

techebhalls.com
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Media Broadcast

WANT TO SELL
Pioneer PD- F1004 100 disc
CD player, $ 100. C Harper.
606-484-9393.

Turnkey Systems Starting at $ 2995
wvnv . halls . corn

14408) 363-1646

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

Software
JUST $ 999 List

Broadcast Automation

Atlantic

WANT TO SELL

BE 900-5301-001 triple deck
cart
machine. $ 200.
J
Andrulonis, 910-494- 1230.

Fer&bradcztaet Sciftw&unce brateurizmatieNraud

New Stations and Rebuilds

CART MACHINES

Donation
of
RiP
cart
machine, any make in gd
cond for non-comm e.duc FM.
Rev Bill Baker, 814-563-4903.

804-984-3299 (Fax)

This Month's Special !!

qmpmen %I
I) ler

-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

BE triple deck w/200 carts.
$1500/130. C Marker, 906249-1423.

Charlottesville Vo. 22901

804-984-4255 (Voice)

SYNDICATE YOURSELF 1100 MARKETS,
US and
Caribbean via satellite. airtime
available
now.
call
Mr.
Ferguson
954-735-4070.
www.ibnradio.com.

WANT TO SELL

HALL
Electronics

FACILITIES

Orban Optimod-FM 8100
A/ST. 2 input cards & one
metering card. C Marker. 906249-1423.
Optimod 8000A FM Optimod,
working when removed from
service. $300. B Dead, 207255-3140.

mixer.

MCI 618 24 inputs ( 12 mono,
3 w/super EQ. 12 stereo)
great prod board, $ 6k. MCI
528 27 in recording board
$7k, Neve 8108 65 in, mint
$59k, D&R Orion 1k- nu 26
inline, ( 64 on mixdown) $ 12k,
Trident 70 28x16, $8500, JL
Cooper 16 trk automation,
$1200. W Gunn, 760-3200728.

Urei
LA2A
(
extra
meter
added) $2500, dbx 900 rack ( 4
comps/4 gates) $ 1800. Gates
Toplevel $ 550, CBS Audimax,
Volumax comps,
Dynamic
Presence EQ $ 400 ea. W
Gunn, 760-320-0728.
WANT TO BUY
Gates SA39B & Sta level, for
parts or better; Altec 438C or
436C; Urei 1176 to make up a
pair. M Schackow, 605-3743424.

WANT TO SELL
Altec M-30 tube system.
matched 175A tube condenser
mics w/cables & 29A cardioid
capsules, pwr supplies, 169A
stainless steel shockmounts,
standard stand adaptor & 3ext
cables, $ 950. W Dougherty Jr,
573-998-3117.
E-V 664 w/shockmount & XLR
cable, $ 125: EV 634 chrome &
gray hognose w/Hi-Z cable &
table top stand. $ 100: Astatic
D- 104C w/table top stand.
$75; Webster/Chicago very
old mic, BO; Shure 27001
omni dynamics 12, 1/2" x 11/8 -( 5matched mics). $ 75 ea.
W Dougherty Jr, 573-9983117.
Neumann
U87s
$1800.
Telefunken U48, long body,
chrometop, New $6800, Altec
salt shaker mics. $ 175/ea,
Sony C37fet, ECM377 mics,
$600/ea,
Neumann
U89,
w/shockmount $ 1500.
W
Gunn, 760-320-0728.

BEE
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MICROPHONES (WTS)

cont...

Hear and compare 12 classic broadcast microphor.es

See their intenor construction.

CLASSIC MICROPHONES
Vide'
RCA:

from the GOLDEN AGE OF RADIO

Vol. 1

$4$

Western Electric: 518, 630, 633, 639

50A, 88A, BK-1A, 44BX, 74B, 77C, D, DX, KB-2C, BK-5A

IGHLAND LABORATORIES -

H

Tel. (415) 981-5010

747

EV DO-56 omni dynamic mic
w/stand adp, mint cond, $45
ea; EV RE- 18 cardioid dynamic mic w/stand adp, mint, $ 75;
EV 635A omni dynamic mic.
mint, w/stand adapter, $45;
Shure SM-76 omni dynamic
mic,
rare,
mint
w/stand
adapter, $ 100; AKG 0202E
dynamic cardioid mic w/H-9
shock mount, rare, mint, $220;
AKG D19E/200 dynamic, cardioid mic, rare, mint, $ 100.
Lytec Recording, 734-2610976.
Symetrix 528E voice processor, $ 300. C Harper. 606-4849393.

Hollyanne EAS system, HU961, 2 audio switchers, excel
cond, $ 1200. G Arroyo, 407830-0800.

Front St # 202. San Francisco CA 94 ;II

RF Warning Signs

RCA ribbon mics. W Gunn,
760-320-0728.

MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
ESTATE SALE: Four storage
bins full of old broadcast
equipment, lots of parts, old
consoles, racks, old recorders,
cart machines, etc.; also
included: Gates BC- 10H 10
kW AM on 1560, gd cond.
unused for several yrs; Gates
BC- 5H parts xmtr; new in
crate, modulation transformer
for BC- 5, BO/all & u- haul. J
Parrish. 919-266-2665.

Ne-ea'e

WANT TO BUY
Neumann U-47/78, U-67, U87 or AKG C-12, C- 12a or C24
condenser mics. Will pay top
dollar. Ken Gold, On Air Digital
Audio, 403-543-3333.

RF CONTACTORS

AMPS)
USED AM XMTRS
(25-100

416-421-5631
FAX. 416-421-3880

Ribbons,
condensers.
dynamics, tube 50-90. T
Coffman, 619-571-5031.

Gates 1/2 rack equip rack.
$200. C Harper, 606-4849393.

Ronk 2P

80 amp phase converter, new panel, motor has
less than 100 hrs, $2300. CE
Haynes, 601-981-9080.

RCA 77- DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's,
WE-639's, On- Air & recording lights wanted. 615-3523456, FAX: 615-352-1922.

10"x 19,19.95
Eladrogici

Jazz record collections, 10"
LP/12" LP be-bop, swing, dixie,
highest prices paid. B Rose.
Program Recdgs, 228 East
10th, NYNY 10003. 212-6743060.

L

ee

cam

see) ose-erss

Journal of the AES

(
JAES),
every issue from 1/67 to present, $ 100 + frt. J Wood,
lnovonics, 714-990-4443.
ROTRON IlLOWEPS AND NAN BLOOMS,
new 8. rebuilt for Elcorn, Norris, CCA, CSI,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FM 402 493 6821

Lexington B-250 3phase 400
amp automatic transfer switch.
$1100. M Pappas, 303-9880976.
Variety of gd oil capacitors;
Calrad TD- 71
tape head
demagnatizer, $ 12;
Voltampere Corp DC pwr supply 0-40V, 0-50A pp- 7545B10; Lambda Electronics Mdl
41 pwr supply; Crosby Labs
Type 14A dwg 480 diversity
combiner. W Dougherty Jr.
573-998-3117.

EAS equip needed for new FM
non-comm station, need only
basic to conform w/FCC rules.
Leo, 903-577-3500.
Altec 15" Valencias (
voice of
theater) $600, Yamaha NS10Ms
$295, RSL 12" 3says (same as
JBL 4310) $250. W Gunn, 760320-0728.
Used Mod Monitors, McMartin
& Belar. Many to choose from,
tuned & calibrated on your frequency,
full
guaranteed.
Goodrich Ent. 402-493-1886.

RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL

AS

s

OCI

Consulting
Communications

Alt

S

210 S. Main St.. Thiensville, WI 53092, ( 262) 242-6000, FAX (262) 242-6045
http://www.evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

T. Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
AM-FM-TV-LPTV
• FCC Applications & Exhibits • Frequency Studies
• Experimental Authorizations • Class Upgrades

FAA Tower—Draw Tower
Doug Vernier

• High Power Antenna Arrays • Station Inspections

Engineering Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls IA 50613

ir 1-301-913-9287
(301) 913-5799 • 5272 River Rd, #460 • Bethesda, MD 20816}

MUNN-REESE, INC.
Broadcast Engineering
Consultants

AM - FM - TV
Box 220, 100 Airport Rd.
Coldwater, MI 49036
517-278-7339 or Fax 517-278-6973

wayne@munn-reese.com

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CO \ SU LTA NTS
Full Service From Allocation to
Operation AM/FM/TV/AUX Services;
Field Work; Antenna and
Facilities Design
Over 35 years engineering
and ‘ anstdring rAperterne

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
gr . 111.1111Ln,, k.t.0111

800-743-0OUG
MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
•Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•Analysis for New Allocation.
Site Relocation. And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITES/OFS)
•Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
•Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

Otani

MX 5050 BII-2 (
4), great
cond, 2 speed, 2 trk, 2 chnl,
1/4" tape, $ 1100. D Watson,
908-752-0700.

corder Sert ice Spec

353-2400

Donation of workable r-rtape for
non-comm educ FM. Rev Bill
Baker, 814-563-4903.

WE RENT FOR LESS

Tascam 38,

2 trk 1/2" 8 trk, gd
cond, $ 1500. HL Sewell, 817-8388001.

K we don't have It, we ma got
SOW, INC. (800) 438-8040
"You Know We Know Radio"

Panasonic AG-7500A editor
$1750:
AG- 7510
source
$750; NV- A500 controller,
$250, works perfectly w/rack
ears & rails, manuals, origina
packing,
system
price
$2400/all + shpg. S Lawrence
828-689-1510.

1022 r- r, works,
$100. C Harper, 606-484-9393.

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT

sii

Revox A700 (
2) in gd cond
w/some spare parts, rack
mount,
service
manual
$550/both + shpg; ( 3) Revox
A77 in gd cond, one in wood
case, BO. D Ashbaucher, 419865-5551.
Studer A810 reel machine,
needs some work, $ 1200. W
Dougherty Jr, 573-998-3117.

•

Fax (612) 785-4631

Rit Butters
STt's
Re Ow Amps
Test Equipment

Notifies
»ITN
Mrs
Milo

30 years experience

1-800-797-1338

•AM Directional Antennas • STL Applications

Digital lnc.

Nortronics 1/2" 4 trk replacement head elements, eraserecord- play for Ampex MR 70,
$400. B Lindahl, 503-6449643.

All tape and film formats

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 15449 ( 612)785-4115 st

AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping—STL Paths
RFHA.Z,—US Census PopCount

Compare Our Rates!

Nakamichi MR1 2- head cas
sette deck, $ 250. JAndrulonis
910-494-1230.

Magnecord

WANT TO BUY
Wegener 195 sat receiver. J
Bahr, Fax 787-728-0364.

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

SOFTWARE

JM TECHNICAL ARTS

34234
TEL: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081

•

PC —

100 Mac hines Sets i(ed;
New/Refurbished DATs Available

Dayton Industrial Corp
2237 Industrial Blvd, Sarasota, FL

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
• EMC Test Lab- FCC and European dEC)

EXPERTS IN:
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

Warranty Service on Most Brands

WWW.DAYTONINDUSTRIAL.COM

Consulting Communications Engineers
[MC Test Lab

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT
recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA88

0)

Cassette-CD-Open reel

Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.
1515 Elm Hill Pike #203
Nashville, TN 37210 (615) 365-9030

Machine
Service

FM, FM/SCA, WEATHER, RDS, PUBLIC SERVICE,
MONITORS, FlVI/SCA Ethnic, SPECIAL, CUSTOM

Gates catalogs,

Engineers

(
2) IN GD
GOND, $ 2000/B0 ea.
C
Marker, 906-249-1423.

RECEIVERS - ALL TYPES
WE BUILD RECEIVERS

WANT TO BUY
any old radio
catalogs older than #96. J
Glass. 815-784-5219.

STUDER RE VOX
PARTS SERVICE

Ampex AG440C

3

WANT TO SELL

CONSULTANTS
EvA

RECORDERS
WANT TO SELL

MONITORS

9"x 12" $ 13.95

Fax (415) 981-5019

October 27, 1999

Tascam
302
cassette
recorders ( 11) in vgc, rack
mount, package price $2200
+shpg. JBlock, 512-472-8975.

f 1')

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067
800-227-4323

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

System One Communications

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

888-625-5649

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

Broadcast Constructors & Consultants
Houston. Texas

AM- FM Site Construction

Specialists
Complete Tower Service
Antenna 8Transmission

Line Diagnostics
Custom Studio Designs &
Furniture

CO t
il l
11.V1 CA TIO A' S

Consulting Engineer
AM-FM-TV-LPTV

FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A

Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 76o) 438-4759
e-mail: I
ink@surcom.com v, eh ri i‘ v. .
sti reom.corn

912-890-2506
912-985-0864 FAX
\

11 III:11 \

WWW.eMeCOM.COM

...country,

top

40,

news,

urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

Market Analysis

daiswe6opld .
e

Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

99 . data9 orld.com
899-368-5754

into a data orkict ern
fas: 301-656-5341

Audisk Digital Audio Systems
For Satellite, Live Assist, News MOHD
CALL: Djital Solutions
(740) 653-4798

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

Lancaster, Ohio

ask for Kathleen
<kannaolis@worldnet.att.net

tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800

BEE
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RECORDERS ( WTS) cont...
Sony TCD-D7 Walkman DAT,
$475, Brand New MCI 110C2s $ 1600. MCI 24 trk $ 7000,
MCI. Scully 8 trks $ 15002500. New short MRL test
tapes, $229 for 2" $ 79 for 1/4"
all
formats
avail,
Otan
MX5050 Mk III- 8 $ 3k. Otani
CB110 remote, $ 300. CB116
locator. $ 550 ( all for $ 3.5k).
Tascam
85-16
w/locator,
remote. dbx. $ 1800. MCI
JH1106-8 trk w/locator $ 2900.
Akai Adam new, digital 12-trk
$3500 ( was $ 20k). W Gunn.
760-320-0728.

WANT TO BUY
Teac A3440 for parts & interested in working unit also. M
Shannon. 219-255-6426.
Ampex
354,
351-2 tape
recorder electronics, working
& gd cond. J Hartt. 206-2820720.
Ampex
ATR100
taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards,
heads,
motors.
machine parts, or electronic
parts. Call 818-907-5161.
Ampex
MM1200-16
and
1200-8. Tascam DA38. Ampex
ATR100s.
Ampex
tube
recorders & electronics. W
Gunn. 760-320-0728.

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE

Moseley ICU- 1 isocoupler,
940-960
MHz, $ 395.
C
Bryson, 724-776-5204.
Moseley PCL-606 TX & RX
STL system, recently overhauled by Moseley, on- air
944.500 MHz, avail 10/99.
$2900. M Pappas, 303-9880976.
Symetrix T1101
telephone
hybrid in fine working cond
m'instruction manual, $ 150. D
Ashbaucher. 419-865-5551.

WANT TO BUY

STATIONS
WANT

TELOS ZEPHYR
CCS " Prima" Codees
Frunk'Grun,bk•til
Audiu/Viden
Con,ultant...

COMREX
610-642-0978

GTE
Lenkury
78C3
microwave wiMsx 2 xmtr. 2
rcvr,
u- pick
up.
BO.
H
Schnaur, 252-752-2264.
Marti CR10 & RPT30. gd cond
wiantenna, $ 1400/pkg.
C
Harper. 606-484-9393.

TO SELL

Subcarrier avail. 67 kHz on 95.3
in Boston. EAiese, 617-495-9472.
WANT TO BUY

WANT TO SELL

15 kHz DAT card for Dart 384 rcvr,
BO. C Bryson. 724-776-5204.
Zephyrus 300 Series. 2 rcvrs. in
use. avail 10/99. call for info. D
Ashbaucher, 419-865-5551.
Zephyrus
304,
$150/80:
Wegener 1806-24 (2), $ 150 ea;
Symetrix 528 voice processor.
$275. JAndrulonis, 910-494-1230.

WANT TO SELL
Approx 436 10" reels of 1950's.
60's & early 70's A/C music. BO. R
Plessinger. 850-670-8450.
Various length carts, $0.60 ea. J
Lalino. 315-891-3110.

WANT TO BUY
Marantz PMD-221 that are nonworking. physically complete preferred but basket cases will be considered. JGlass, 815-784-5219.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
Xmtrexciter 500-1500 W. antenna. tower & studio equip, etc.
needed for new non-comm station
in NE Texas, donations accepted
& well pay shpg. Leo, 903-5773500.

sue« La ke Audio • Remote Audio Packages
516 763-1776 • Mixers
fax 516 763-1750 • Microphones
internet: silverlakeaudio.com

WE RENT

WANT TO SELL

TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CD'S

RENTAL EQUIPMENT

Comrex 2- line 2XP encoder,
$650. Tom, 1-800-860-9771.

for Radio Broadcasters
Traffic, Billing, Accounting
8
,
,Music Scheduling
(941) 643-3689
www aba-software com
email
demoesaba-sofhware com

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT

COMREX Vector, Hotline, ¡SDN codecs
TELOS Zephyr, Zephyr Express, digital hybrids
MUSICAM Prima 120 and 230

Donation of Marti or similar,
remote pickup system for noncomm educ FM. Rev Bill
Baker. 814-563-4903.

TRANSMITTERS

Symetrix SX-203 telephone
interfaces, any cond. B Learned.
425-519-4500 x433.

WANT TO SELL

Adtran ISU-12B ISON unit for
digital. new in box ( 2), $400
ea. CE Haynes, 601-9819080.

INEXPENSIVE
PC SOFWVARE

AM or FM located in RI, MA or CT
area. non-comm or comm, no station to small, will consider partnership. M Cardillo, 401-942-8341.

Wegener DR96-QN sat rcvr for
Jones Net, like new. $2100. CE
Haynes, 601-981-9080.

TEST EQUIPMENT
WANT

Zephyrus 700 Series sat rcvr.
$300; Rohn sat dish, roof mount.
$300. C Harper. 606-484-9393.

SOFTWARE/
DATABASES
WANT

TO SELL

Rad io Soft
RF Mapping Software
109 W Knapp Ave.
Edgewater, FL 32141
888-723-4695
www.radlosoft.com

TO SELL

Corp of America 590 amp,
Type A-1. sensitive flutter meter:
GC Elect 36-616 CRT tester &
rejuvenator, full color or 13/W &
instruction booklet & case;
Rutherford Electr B7B Mod 2
pulse gen: Allen Dumont Labs
made for WE Type 2577, KS15586
oscilloscope.
W
Dougherty Jr. 573-998-3117.
Delta TCA40 wipick up coil TCT
1H.V.-.5 to 2 MHz 40A. perfect
cond. original fitted foam carton.
$950. G Garis, 661-832-3100.

Hams 2.5k FM, gd for parts or
rebuilding. needs work. $3000
+shpg: Energy Onix MK12, 12 kW
FM. grounded grid design.
$16.000: CCA 1000-0 1kW FM.
new IPA tube, new controls. $5500
+shpg: Sparta Bauer 605A 1.5kW
FM w/FM exciter. $5000 +shpg;
Energy Onix MK 5.0 AM 5 kW. 6
yrs old, tuned to 1380, can be
retuned, $ 14,000;
Wilkinson
2500E 2.5 kW FM. works perfectly, presently on air, no exciter,
$4000 +shpg: Peter Dahl 10 kW
single phase plate xfrmr. convert
10 kW FM from 3phase to single
phase, never used. $5500 +shpg.
JBahr. Fax 787-728-0364.
USED: FM/AM Transmitters,
RPU's, STL's, FM Antennas,
Consoles, Processing, etc.
CONTINENTAL
COMMUNICATIONS
3300 Chippewa,
St. Louis MO 63118
1-800-664-4497
FAX 1-800-700-9427
contcommeflasenet
Harris FM-25-K xmtr. Mike, 800588-7411.

,W,c7e,PC"A. oseere,e, 98226

FM Exciters - SIB FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCNIS Ire (800) 438-6040
"You KNOW WE KNOW RAdi0"
CSI T2OF 20kW FM transmitter
with Bext exciter. Recently off air.
Priced right!; 10- Bay ERI high
power rototiller 102.5-mHz. gd
cond; 4- Bay ERI medium power
rototiller 107.9-mHz. only 3 yrs
old: 3- Bay ERI medium power
rototiller 96.7-mHz, new in box.
Orban 8100A1 FM Optimod.
Call Chris at 816-628-5959.

WANT TO BUY
BE, Harris, any exciter, physically
complete but in poor electrical
cond. JGlass, 815-784-5219.
HarrisiCSI 12,000E, or Harris
10H. 10H3 or 10-K models. JBahr.
Fax 787-728-0364.

McMartin BF-5K 5kW FM, factory rebuilt in perfect, like new cond.
includes new tubes. tested & tuned
on your freq. guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0 to 5.5 kW.
Goodrich Ent, 402-493-1886.

AMPEREX, EIMAC, SVETLANA
3CX400A7/8877,
3CX3000A7.
3-500ZG,
4CX2506. 4-400, 4CX400A,
807. 833C, ETC. Westgate
800-213-4563.

Nautel Ampfet ND 1, 3 yrs old.
perfect cond, factory tuned to 1570
kHz, will pay 1/2 shipping. $ 10.000.
R Miller, 808-572-5534.

ECONCO

FOR THE BEST PRICE
&24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt con
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 doy
or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

C Electronics Co.
NEW TUBES
We have the alternatwes

6=1111

for all your needs. at the

lowest vices, direct frorr Svetlana
OUR srocxiii
EIMAC, SVETLANA. PROTEK,
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 8001881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595

e

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
WE EXPORT

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTE D

TUBES
WANT TO SELL

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes

Tepco J-340 (
3), 2-4 yrs old, $2000
ea. C Marker. 906-249-1423.

Approximately i/2 the
Cost of New

Nautel Ampfet ND1. 3yrs old, 1
kW AM in perfect cond, tuned to
1570 kHz, will pay 1/2 shpg.
$10,000. R Miller, 808-5725534.
Wilkensen FM-7500E on air at
89.3 MHz, avail 2/2000, has
spare PA- IPA tubes, blower. pwr
supply parts. $9000. M Pappas,
303-988-0976.

TUBES, Eimac. Svetlana,
800-430-6683,
amsehard-to-find.net
Fax: 905-844-6263
www.hard-to-find.net

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo modules.
Goodrich Ent., 11435 Manderson,
Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

(2) 4CX250B. (
6) 828, (2) 810, (2)
813, (2) 807, all new in boxes, BO.
C Bryson, 724-776-5204.

Call for Our Price List
800-532-6626
530-662-7553
FAX 530-666-7760
Circle ( 180) On Reader Service Card

TRANSCOM CORP.

The RX-11 ToneJack is abattery operated,
hand-held portable audio generator.

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

SLP $ 229.00
FOR MORE INFORMATION

800-645-1061

CONEX ELECTRO

OFF THE AIR?
ENIERCiENCy BACk-up RENTAIS

McMartin BF-10K 10 kW FM, factory rebuilt, in perfect, like new
cond, includes new tubes. tested &
tuned on your freq. Guaranteed.
Adjustable from 5.5 kW to 15 kW,
FCC type accepted. Goodrich Ent.
402-493-1886.

Portable Audio Generator
FEATURES include:
• 1Hz - 29,999 Hz ( 1Hz steps)
• Sine and Square wave outputs
• RS- 232 controllable
•Store and recall 10 user frequencies
•Log sweep from 50 Hz to 20 kHz
•Tone burst ( 1mS to 29.999 seconds)

59

www.conex-electro.com

SERVICES

SIMPLE CONNECTION
Prewired Racks & Console Harnesses
Connect to the Turnkey Distributor...

BROADCAST
RICHMOND
E-mail broadcast@infocorn.com
Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505

www.broadcast-richmond.com

100 W
2.0 KW
2.5 KW
2.5 KW
2.5 KW
3 KW
3.5 KW

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

1985
1996
1974
1984
1976
1975
1980

Harris FM100K
BE FM 2C Solid State
Harris FM 2.5H3
Continental 814R1
Collins 8310
CSI FM3000E
Harris FM 3.5K

5 KW
5 KW

FM
FM

1983
1967

Harris FM 5K1
Collins 830E

KW
KW
KW
KW

FM
FM
FM
FM

1967
1962
1979
1980

Collins 830F1
RCA BTF 10D
Collins 831G2
Harris FM2OK

25 KW
25 KW

FM
FM

1981
1974

Harris FM 25K
CCA 25,000D

10
10
20
20

1 KW AM 1979 Harris MW1A
1 KW AM 1993 Continental 314T
Solid State
5 KW AM 1982 Harris MW5A
10 KW AM 1982 Harris MW10A
10 KW AM 1978 Harris BC1OH
50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1
50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW-50B

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
FOR INFORMATION AND THE LATEST PRICES,
VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE: WWW.TRCORP.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM

Circle ( 170) On Reader Service Card
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EMPLOYMENT
Manufilduring
POSITIONS WANTED

SERVICES

The Best For
Amateur Radio

WE PLACE
ENGINEERS

and Broadcast

tion. Drew 330-633-5323.

Employer Paid Fees.
20 Years personalized
&confidential service.
All USA States & Canada

Applications

Calif
PD/morning
drive
seeks snow! A/C. oldies, country, no liners, no wimps. Mike,

MAIL & FAX:

KEYSTONE INTL., INC.
49 S.

Main St., Pittston, PA 18640 USA
Tel: (570) 655-7143
Fax: (570) 654-5765

ItZ11
Svetlana
IIQ -g200 `: Memorial

Ilui ,s,

I

Mki;4 & Lu,.. 3000 Alpine Road .1'

C.\

256-8x2- I344 Fa‘: 256 X>114.4177

•

f)50 - 2 ; 3-0429 Fa‘.

all

Broadcast & Communications
Tubes • Transistors • RF Fets
11V Rectifiers & Bridges

Svetlana

Tel: 760-744-0700
800-737-2787 •
Fax: 760-744-1943
E-mail: rfp©rfparts.com •
Web: www.rfparts.com
435 So. Pacific Street, San Marcos, CA 92069
TM

Se Habla
Español

Circle (200) On Reader Service Card

HELP WANTED

TURNTABLES
WANT TO SELL
Technics SP- 10 MKII TT
w/SH10B3
base,
cover,
remote control, SME tonearm
& MKII pwr supply, works gd,
$150 + shpg. W Dougherty Jr.
573-998-3117.

Have training & exper that I
would like to put to work for
you. Production, promotions,
sales, advertising. Graduate of
Broadcasting School. Jeff,
405-340-4778.

707-421-1502.
CE position wanted: exper
w/computers, xmtrs, automations, DCS, UDS, digital studios, 22 yrs exper. R King.
541-269-9109.

Young, hot talent works
cheap, sounds cheap too.
Better choice: Veteran news
anchor, production & air talent.
Affordable pipes. Alex, 513777-8423.

me

RADIO ENGINEER: 7Station
Cluster in Paradise East is in
need of a Chief Engineer on
the beautiful outer banks of
North Carolina. The home of
fishing, hunting and fun in the
sun. Our CE will maintain and
repair all types of equipment
including AM & FM transmitters, computer skills necessary, FCC rules and regulations, position requires experience in designing and building
new studios. Must be a good
trouble shooter, self starter,
with good people skills. 24
hour
availability a must.
Competitive salary/benefits.
Send resume to: TCHARITY
@DIXIE1057.COM OR FAX
TO 252-441-2109.

The Best of Two Worlds!
Immediate Shipment from Stock!

web: keystoneint.com
Employee áEmployer Service
Alan Cornish / Mark Kelly

ñII

Circle (
190) On Reader Service Card

Hardworking. friendly broadcast school grad, dependable
& avail, will relocate, Urban &
multicultural interest, but will
work any format/shift. seeking
Chaka,
FT/PT,
voicework.
405-329-8897.

Hey Ohio! Let me take care of
your Middays or Nights. 9 yr
pro wants to work at your sta-

WANT TO BUY
SME 3012-R tonearm. J Hartt,
206-282-0720.

Hard working, friendly CE
seeks
employment,
FT/PT/Contract work,
NE.
Looking
for
Radio/TV/AM/Cable or similar.
FCC/CET
licensed.
Avail
immed. M Rakoff, 718-9695224.

(

Attention
Advertisers!

Reachi8,000+ broadcasting,
professionals! RADIO WORLD's Product
Showcase provides aperfedeedium for test
marketing your products and services.
It's an efficient, effective and
affordable advertising option!
For more information, induding rates and
deadlines, contact your sales representative
or Simone Mullins at
fax: 703-671-7409
tel: 7o3-998-7600 ext. 154

J

teLJ
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5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor • Falls Church, VA 22041
PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966
Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager,
to reserve space in the next issue.
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Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.
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Call Simone at
-E3C1C1-336-2045 ext. 154
or email at:
smulline@imaspub.com
dl

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:
Equipment
Software/Databases
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes, Carts & Reels/CDs
Tax Deductable
Equipment
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
Employment

Financial/Leasing Srvs.
Furniture
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Receivers
& Transceivers
Recorders/Services
Remote & Microwave
Equip.
Repair Services

Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers
& Cables
Audio Production (Other)
Automation
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
CD Players
Computers
Consoles
Disco- Pro Sound Equip.

Satellite

Classified Advertising Rates
Effective January 1, 1999
1x

3x

fix

13x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$79

77

75

72

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$74

72

70

Distributor Directory
Professional Card

$121

118

115

67
110

$84

82
80
76
$2.00 per word

Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad
Station/Studio Services

$15 additional
$175

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns xinches) by the
desired rate schedule for your per unit cost. Example: a3" ad at the lx rate is $237,
at the 3x rate $231, at the 6x rate $225, at the 13x rate $216, etc.
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ACTION- GRAM
EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio Worlds Broadcast Equipment Exchange proydes a FREE listing service tor radio stations and recording studios only All other end users will be
charged This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads
listings to us by filling out the form below

These are published on a paid basis only

Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear
and must be resubmitted in order to run agian Thank you

Please print and include all information:
Contact Name

Send your

Signature
Date
Please check only one entry for each category:

Title
Company/Station

I. Type of Firm

Address

D. Combination AM FM station

City/State

M Ind. Engineer

A. Commercial AM station

F Recording Studio
I K Syndicators Service Providers

B. Commercial FM station

Zip Code

G. Audio for Video,TV Station

C Educational FM station

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can
participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange
on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a per word or per inch
basis.

.H. Consultant Ind engineer

E Networkgroup owner

/.Mfg. distributor or dealer

L Consultant

J.Other _

N.Delivery Service ( InternetCableSatellite)
II. Job Function
A. Ownership

•

- G. Sales

B. General management
C. Engineering

- E. News operations

- F. Other ( specify)

J. Promotion

K Production Mot or Stall

H. Programmingproduction

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model.

Price:

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

A DVERTISER I
NDEX

The listings run for two consecutive issues

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?.
J Yes
J No

Model:

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEBSITE URL

17

360 Systems

www.360systems.com

43

Advanced Furniture Systems. . www.omn.com/afs

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

READER SERVICE
15
201

21

Altronic Research

www.altronic.com

19

23

Aphex

www.aphex.com

21
20

22

Armstrong Transmitters

www.armstrongtx.com

15

Arrakis

sales @ arrakis-systems.com

13

34

Arrakis

sales@ arrakis-systems.com

31

44
5

ATI
Audio Broadcast Group

www.atiguys.com
www.abg.com

38

Audio Science

www.audioscience.com

35

2
44

AuditronicsNVheatstone
Autogram Corporation

sales @ wheatstone.com
www.autogramcorp.com

1
203

50

Belar

www.belar.com

44

55
30

Bext
BIA Consulting

www.bext.com
www.bia.com

49
27

43
37
24

Broadcast Devices, Inc
Broadcast Electronics
Broadcast Richmond

www.broadcast-devices.com
www.bdcast.com
www.broadcast-richmond.com

10

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

www.bsiusa.com

43

Broadcast Tools

www.broadcasttools.com

27
4

BSW
Burk Technology

www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com

202
4

204
34
9
205
22
3

16

Circuit Research Labs ( CRL).

www.crlsystems.com

44

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

250

48
3

Circuit Werkes
Clark Communications

www.circuitwerkes.com
NOT AVAILABLE

206
2

7

Comrex
Continental Electronics

www.comrex.com
www.contelec.com

45

Crown Broadcast

www.crownbroadcast.com

13
44
44

Cutting Edge
Davicom Technologies
Econco

www.nogrunge.com
www.davicom.com
www.econco.com

111
208
209

59
48

Econco
Electronic Research Inc.

www.econco.com
www.erinc.com

180
270

19
25
46

Energy-Onix
Eventide
Excalibur Electronics

www.energy-onix.com
www.eventide.com
Not Available

17
22
211

43
43
57

Freeland Products, Inc
Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.
Hall Electronics

www.freeland-inc.com
www.gorman-redlich.com
www.halls.com

212
213
150

44
54

Halland Broadcast Services.
Harris

www.h-b-s.com
www.harris.com

214
48

40
28

Harris/ENCO
Harris/PR&E

www.harris.com/communications
www.harris.com/communications

1
Price:

61

34

IBN Radio

www.ibnradio.com

6
11

Inovonics
Inovonics

www.inovon.com
www.inovon.com

50
43

Inovonics
www.inovon.com
JSquared Technical Service. . jsquared@cdsnetnet

14

6
11
40

37
24
157
5
10
43
216

57

J&I AudioNideo

NOT AVAILABLE

160

Reach your internet-savvy

48

JK Audio

www.jkaudio.com

261

33

Klotz Digital

www.klotzdigital.com

clients with RW Online!

44
8

LPB
MediaTouch

www.Ipbinc.com
www.omt.net

14
53

Moseley
Nautel

www.moseleysb.com
www.nautel.com

29

Netia

www.netia-broadcast.com

44
31

Nott Ltd
Orban

www.tjantenna.com
www.orban.com

218
28

48
42

Propagation Systems
PTEK

psiba@surfshop.net
NOT AVAILABLE

219
39

46
49
46

PTEK
0E1
Radio Design Labs

NOT AVAILABLE
www.qei-broadcast.com
www.rdlnet.com

220
42
221

Rill

nline

The Industry's Online Resource
Newsroom • Vendor & Product Directory
Calendar of Industry Events • Broadcast Organization Directory
Guy Wire's exclusive column •

Reader Subscription Services

30
217
7
12
47
26

41

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

52
48

RadioSoft
RDA Systems

www.radiosoft.com
www.rdasystems.com

46
222

38

60

RF Parts

www.rfparts.com

200

34

RR Productions

NOT AVAILABLE

101

43 ...

S.C.M.S., Inc

www.scmsinc.com

223

18
46

Scott Studios
Shively Labs

www.scottstudios.com
www.shively.com

16
224
225

48 .

Silicon Valley Power

www.svpa.com

20

Sine Systems

www.sinesystems.com

46
51

Studio Technology
Superior Broadcast Products.
Svetlana Electron Devices

www.studiotechnology.com
www.sbpjj.com
www.svetlana.com

47

SWR
Syntrillium Software

www.swr-rf.com
www.syntrillium.com

26
9

Technology for Communications NOT AVAILABLE
Telos Systems
www.telos-systems.com

23
8

Richard Farrell at 703-998-7600 x115 or

35
32

Telos Systems
Tenon Inc.

32
29

rfarrell@imaspub.com

34

The Radio Mall

NOT AVAILABLE

168

59
39

Transcom Corp
Wheatstone

transcom@trcorp.com
sales @ wheatstone.com

170
36

63
64

Wheatstone
Wheatstone

sales@wheatstone.com
sales @ wheatstone.com

50
51

Highlight your listing in the searchable
Vendor & Product Directory
or sponsor a section!

60
36

http://www.rwonline.com
For advertising information, contact

www.telos-systems.com
radio@terion.com

18
226
45
190
33
41

62

OPINION

Radio World

October 2 7, 1999

Radio
Dulaney ( RW, Readers Forum, Sept. 1).
While he is certainly entitled to his opinion. it needs to be noted that it's just an
Dear RW,
opinion, not necessarily factual.
Mr. Dulaney had stated that Ihad not
Re: Editor Paul McLane's citation
"done my homework" with regard to
(RW, Sept. 1) of a study projecting the
LPFM. He has also made the statement
growth of Internet advertising to 8 perthat
we should not "let the fringe ' pirate'
cent of total marketing by 2004, a real broadcasters push their chaos on legal
world example might put the claim in
broadcasters."
perspective.
How inconsiderate! If we believe that.
A recent ad agency change by
anybody
interested in having an LPFM
Amazon.com revealed that the biggest
radio station would be viewed as advobrand name on the Web spends $2.5 milcating radio piracy, which is simply not
lion on Web advertising while spending
true. Anyone who would have an LPFM
$130 million on traditional venues —
station would be legal and be subject to
that's just 1.9 percent of total ad dollars
FCC guidelines the same as any other
for Internet advertising by an Internet
station. Certainly there are those, other
business whose customers are. perforce.
than radio pirates, who are interested in
Internet users.
LPFM.
The cited Forrester Research estimate
Those against LPFM claim it is an
may include the cost of setting up and
interference issue. If it wasn't, could we
maintaining Web sites to reach its 8 perthen conclude that folks like Mr. Dulaney
cent, but as regards advertising itself, the
and the NAB's John David would give
Internet has a very long way to go for
their smile of approval on LPFM? It's
reality to match hype.
(The word is out — banner ads are a highly doubtful. So this issue appears to

and the

Never underestimate radio

bust, and numbers of site hits are meaningless in measuring effectiveness.)
Your readers may also be interested an
earlier experience that gave me an enduring respect for radio advertising.
About adecade ago. Iworked in political campaigns. usually on the underdog's
side. We faced well-heeled opponents
who blanketed the TV airwaves with ads
while we had to "resort" to radio ads.
Surprise, surprise, we found time and
again that well-done and -targeted radio
ads, especially during drive-time, were at
least as effective as TV ads. In fact, the
couple of times we also did TV ads, and
even won awards for those ads, our
polling and focus groups told us the radio
ads were more effective at getting into
people's heads.
Never underestimate the power of
radio advertising.
Robert Anbian
Senior Associate
Keith Hatschek & Associates
San Francisco

More thoughts on LPFM
Dear RW.
The issue al LPFM has indeed been a
hot topic for all of us in the broadcast
business. Iam no exception. Many have
voiced their concerns one way or the other about the LPFM consideration.
One of these individuals is Edward C.

be asmoke screen.
The concept of LPFM is really agood
idea. Instead of bucking it all together
(like those who just don't want it), perhaps it would be agood idea to give constructive feedback to the FCC on how
this service could be better implemented.
Bob Henry
SBE Broadcast Engineer
Albuquerque, N.M.

Promises, promises
Carl Lindemann notes in " Promise,
Problems of 24/96" (
RW, Aug. 18), that
most PC motherboards can only house a
maximum of 384 MB of RAM. He also
notes that the Intel BX chipset can handle
up to IGB but is not widely available.
And he recommends using Wide SCSI or
Ultra2 SCSI hard drives and getting rid of
ISA-based audio cards. All good advice.
But Carl forgot about Macintosh computers.
Top-of-the- line Macintosh computers
have been capable of handling 768 to 1GB
of RAM since 1995 or so ( 8500/9500
series). These older machines can easily
be upgraded with G3 ( PPC 740) processor
cards and faster SCSI drives.
The recent Blue and White G3
PowerMacs use PC100 memory and can
handle 1GB.
The Blue and White G3 PowerMacs
can be delivered with Ultra2 SCSI drives.

Ballgame

Radio and the national pastime have the perfect
marriage. Autumn demonstrated this once again.
The major leagues created exciting playoffs
this year, with teams from great baseball towns
playing deep into October — New York,
Boston, Cleveland, Atlanta and a Southwest
Sampler of three cities in Arizona and Texas.
The wild-card format, which was not wellreceived by traditionalists at first, provides an

extra layer of games, creating more opportunity for exciting match-ups like the
one in which the Red Sox upset the Cleveland Indians and earned atrip to the
Stadium to play their long-time rivals, the Yankees.
Those games make for great broadcasts. If you were lucky enough to
"watch" the final game in the MetsDiamondbacks division series on the radio,
you know what we mean. If you're tempted to turn down the TV sound on a
regular basis, you understand.
Smart radio managers know: baseball has great appeal, even when no local
teams are involved.
We don't have a major-league team to call our own in Washington. Our
"local" team, the beloved but highly paid Orioles and their erratic, difficult
owner, occupy a stadium an hour's drive up the interstate. The O's barely
earned fourth place this year.
But Washington is full of baseball fans. Your town probably is, too. And on a
Friday evening in October, when you are in the car or raking leaves in the yard
and your Mets or Indians or Braves are playing acritical game, nothing is better than tuning in to ESPN Radio or, even more romantic, to the distant signal
of your hometown AM station and those familiar voices from the catbird seats.
We're sorry that, in some cities, baseball fans had no strong local signal airing playoff games.
We don't want to hear syndicated talk at this time of year. Not just now. We
want baseball.
Radio and baseball form awonderful marriage. Here's to many more years
of bliss.

The new PowerMac G4 machines can
house up to 1.5 GB RAM and the top-ofthe line units have twice the memory
bandwidth as their predecessors.
Macintosh computers never used the
ISA bus so there is no need to worry
about retiring old audio cards. (To be fair,
no one bothering to work with 24/96
audio would use the built-in Mac audio
or older PCI or Nubus cards.)
Carl's advice, "It's easier to start from
scratch and buy anew system" seems to
apply far more to PC owners. Recent
Mac purchasers need not worry. But if
you are going to have to buy a new system anyway ( and most likely software
too) consider a Macintosh. This is especially true with the new G4 machines.
See Apple's Web site (
www.apple.com)
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Carl Lindemann replies:
Yes, yes ... and we should all be typing
on Divorak keyboards, driving Tucker
automobiles, and paying aflat income
tax. I'd quickly trade yards for meters if
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everyone else were so sensible.
Sorry if Ido not give Apple equal
time for radio production. The problem
is that Apple did not exploit the opportunity they had in the radio market.
Without on- air automation as well as
traffic and billing software for the Mac,
its utility for radio is limited.
For audio production, it is astandalone
affair more geared to the pro audio market. If the new Macs are easy to upgrade
to 24/96 audio — wonderful. That just
underscores my point. As Iwanted to
make clean the 24/96 standard is of questionable value to radio producers. Like the
Mac, it is intended for pro audio.
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So... How About aConvertible Radio Conbole?
Our New W HEATSTONE A-5000 gives you the best of both worlds. Order it from the factory
now as a topnotch ANALOG on-air console. Then later when you're ready, switch it out to DIGITAL!
That's right, this new design accepts modules from our
top-of-the- line D-500 and D-600 consoles, allowing it
to be converted from analog to digital in the field!
Think of it: no new studio furniture, no rewiring—

t

all your existing studio connections simply replug. And
while we're at it, no re-training your staff eitler. A painless switchover on your own timetable, right in your own
facility! If you neec a new radio console now but aren't
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quite ready for the Big Switch, then check out our new
A- 5000— you'll like what's under the hood!

VVheatftone Corporation

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562 ( tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-637-1285/email: salesewheatstone.corn)

Circle ( 50) On Reader Service Card

AND AWORD TO THEIR CUSTOMERS
WEKNOW loyalty is agood
thing, but the broadcast industry has changed dramatically in recent years, with
some winners and some losers.
If you haven't looked at Wheatstone lately, it's time
you checked out our new product line. Wheatstone
has grown with the industry; in the last 3years alone
we've developed 5digital and 9analog consoles, plus
a digital AES router that can integrate smoothly with
our consoles and your automation system. We've constructed abrand new high-tech manufacturing facility

a)t_x-tc)r-)

in New Bern, North Carolina, taking full advantage of
the latest robotics and laser fabricating machinery.
All this self-funded-25 years of continual growth,
profitable every single year; a responsibly managed
company with a long term view.
Isn't it time to re- assess your suppliers?
SO...While our competition has been busy cashing
in their chips, Wheatstone's been getting bigger and
better, developing the products you need today, and
the support you can count on tomorrow.

CALL W HEATSTONE

DIRECT

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-637-1285/email: sales@vvheatstone.com

Circle ( SI) On Reader Service Card

